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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

INSURANCE.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.’
31 Exchange Street.

Closing-Out

ESTABEINHIED IN 1843.
lieiiable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Kates. Losses promptly adattention given to business.
sep!8
TELEPHONE 701.
snly

justed and prompt

—

Sale

OF —

BOOTS and SHOES.

Cure Your Corns
BY USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Our entire stock is to be sold, if possible,
before we more into our new store in
Brown’s Memorial Block (which will be
about Oct. 15). This stock consists of
a general line of Boots, Sboes and SlipWe shall
pers, and is in good order.
otter bargains yet unknown to the retail
trade in Portland, as we intend starting
our new store with new, fresh goods.

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and C alio up
leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
(!CURE IS QUAR;INTEED.J£&

without

Price i£5

For tmle by all Draggiiil»>
it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
flora nud Wart
Auk for Neb lot Berber It
Nolveut ami take uo other.
sad if
nov2i>
fcnt«.

Try

RARE OLD ENGLISH

480

BOOKS.

Mrs. daswell’s Parlor Classes

purchased.

l—and

OI<l

10,000

Books

Wanted

mediately.

—WILL RE-OPEN—

SEPT■ IStb, nt 96 PABK NT.

Many thousands of old and current books inclusive of school and college text books just received
and now open to public inspection at 118 MIDDLE

SPEGillJiOTlCE.
The agents of Mr. Lewis Levi of
on
Boston,
tlielr annual trip

the Northern States will
arrive in Portland, Monday, Sept.
24tli, and remain until the following Friday and arc prepared to
pay the highest cash prices for
Cents’ Cast Oil Clothing.
Our
prices are guaranteed to be from
20 to 35 per cent, above local
rat's. Orders by mnil promptly
attended to, if received before

Thursday niglit. Address J. Levi,
P. O. Box 1323.
sep22
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RUBBER

B BLTI N G
Important

to

a]l_who use Belting,

We have just patented

Belting which

new article In Rubber
under the name of

a

is sold

GIANT BELTING.
oTliis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on tho out
side cover, t Is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to tho belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they canoff

on

the

outside,

'lho outside

cover

is

then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Beltiug made in the ordinary

plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the
d way will, after bein
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
speed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than belting made in the ordinarv
way, and the
as

We believe t "riU

wray.

wear more

than double the

of time. For neavy main belts you will find
superior to anything made. It Is also superior for
Smiles* Belts, as we stitch tho splice in such

length

It

way that it

cannot

separate.

Try Onr Giant Belt.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples and quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

173 & 175 Devonshire 8t., Boston.
57 Beade S»t.f New York.
Factories
mar2tieod3m

at

Chelsea,

mass.

in 6tsep

SOMETHING
3KT

EJ’W

.

I have just received a
large number of Instantaneous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
Views, which are the
finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still sell-

Arithmetic is taught by the Principal and special
given to. all English, branches.
Occasional lectures will be given dt1 ing the year
upon subjects connected with the sch ol work and
there will be the following courses of twenty lectures
each; on Physiology, by Dr. Sarah Ellen Palmer; on Natural History, by Dr. Charles D.
Smith; on the History of Art by Mrs. CASWELL;
in the French Language by Mows. DePoyen.
For circulars and to engage seats apply at 9G
Park street. after Aug 15th. Mrs. Cs swell will be
at home to business callers on Wedne days.
eodtoctl
aog7
attention is

STREET._sep24dtf

through

1

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

goods.

J. T. STUBBS,
400

Congress St.

ang25

dtf

“ESTABROOK & EATON'S”
Genuine La Iformandi

CIGARS!
Can be found at the fol-

lowing: places:
( W. & C. li.

MILLIKEN,

Wholesale

Washington, Sept. 25.
The indications for New England to-day are
fair and slightly warmer weather daring the
day followed by light rains, southeast to soutbwest|winds and lower barometer.
The weather bulletin says that light rains
have prevailed in the Northwest, Lake region
and in the Southern States east of the MissisFair
sippi river, with light variable winds.
weather continues in New England, the northern portion of the Middle States, and in the
Southwest, with southerly winds in the first,
and north to west winds in the last named
districts.
The temperature has
changed
slightly in all districts.
fair
Slightly warmer,
weather is indicated
for the Middle Atlantic and Southern States
on Tuesday.
Fair weather is indicated for the
Ohio valley on Tnesday;
clearing or lair
weather is indicated in the Lake region on
Tuesday with slight changes in temperature.

LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Arrival of (lie C. W. Lenin’ Crew.
Halifax, Sept. 22.—United States steamer
Lenares from Coosam, S. C., for New Castle,
England, touched at Sydney, C. B., yesterday
and landed the crew of schooner C. VV. Lewis
of Thomaston, Me., who had abandoned their
vessel in a sinking condition September 15th.
Safe

Thomaalou Schooner Reported
Wrecked.
Washington, Sept. 22.—The wreck station
twenty miles south of Portsmouth, N. C., reports that the schooner C. F. Hyer, of ThomAnother

aston, Me., tonnage 323, loaded with lumber,

apparently

abandoned

at

sea,

came

ashore

twenty miles sonth of Portsmouth on the night
of the 20th, with no one on board.
Rough PaKMage of a Bangor Rrig.
Boston, Sept. 23.—Brig Rachel Coney of
Bangor from Ponce, P. R. today encountered
the terrible weather of September 10th and
11th, in which so many vessels were lost and
sustained

considerable damage.
The wind
blowing from the northeast the brig was in
imminent danger, waves running mountains
high and boarding the vessel forward and aft
sweeping everything movable from her decks.
During the height of the gale a backstay parted, carrying away the topmast and badly damaging the bowsprit and rigging. The heavy
laboring of the brig caused her to spring a leak
of about 1200 strokes an hour,
The Steam

Yacht Corsair Reported Lott.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 23.—Saturday evening a man named Russell telegraphed from
New York to Newport asking to be put into
communication with Mr. G. S. Bowdoin, and
stating that with the exception of himself and
chief engineer all on board the steam yacht
Corsair had been lost. He was answered Mr.
Bowdoin was not there and asked for particulars
The Corsair was to have gone up the
Hndson on Saturday.
New York, Sepi. 23.—The report of the
loss of yacht Corsair telegraphed from Providence, R. I., is regarded in yachting circles
here as a hoax. Mr. G. B. Bowdoin of 2G8
Madison avenue says the Corsair is safe at
West Point.

NEW YORK.
Komau Catholic ficcleaiantical Council.
New York,Sept. 23.—St. Patrick’s cathedral
was thronged this
morning on the occasion of
the Roman Catholic Ecclesiastical Council of
New York, Cardinal McClosky presided. Soon
after 10 o'clock a procession of church dignitaries and attendants moved from tho rear of
the Cardinal’s residence
and entered the
cathedral. AmoDg the bishops seated wi'hlu
the altar rail was Bishop Williams of Boston.
The services were opened with solemn pontifical mass and Corara Cardinali, or a mass of
the Holy Ghost,to invoke the spirits of wisdom
In the deliberations of the council. Shortly
after the mass was begun Cardinal McClosky
wearing a red cap, the precious mitre and
bearing his crosier, entered the chancel and
was assisted to his throne.
The Cardinal appeared very feeble in rising or taking his seat
during the celebration of the mass. He was
ably assisted The sermon was preached by
Rt. Rev. Bishop McQuaid. On account of the
feeble condition of his health Cardinal McClcsky was assisted to his house where he
rested during its delivery, At the conclusion
of the Sermon Cardinal McClosky formally
opened the counci’. The discussions and conclusion will be str.ctly private and will not be
made public befor a report of them is sent to
Rome and approved by the Pope.

MASSACHUSETTS.

(COXANT, PATRICK & CO.
f C. H. GUPPY & CO.,
H. t*. S. GOOLD,
Wholesale

A. S. HINDS,

L, C. GILSON,

aud

Retail,

J. H. WHITNEY,
II. H. HAY & SON,
L. J. PERKINS & SON.
C FALMOUTH

Retail,
seplG

HOTEL,

<

(L.

W. ATWOOD.
eodlm

Suicide Preferred lo Disgrace.
Boston, Sept. 22.—On September 4th Frederick P. Jenkins, a well known cotton broker
of this city, hired a room at the Tremont
House. During tho day ho sent fur and took
four bottles of patent medicine containing a
large proportion of opium. He was found
An innearly lifeless and died on the (ith.
quiry was begun into his affairs and the first
discovery wai that a note which he had negotiated some time before for £2800 and due on
the day of his death was a forgery. Other forgeries were discovered in rapid succession and
it was found that he had appropriated and
squandered £0500 in cash which had been intrusted to his guardianship by elderly female
relatives. Other foi geries have been discovMisfortuu e in cotered, aggregating $12,000.
ton speculation was the cause.
('hinuuinn’* Rights.
San Francisco, Sept. 23.—A case
involving
the right of Chinamen claiming to be British
subjects to land in the United States comes up
tomorrow for final decision before Justice
Field of the Supreme Court.
Having exacting the British law governing the naturalization of aliens, Judge Field will decide that
Chinamen when naturalized British subjects
are ouly such within the limits of the colony
wherein their naturalization took place and
that a Chinaman born in Hong Kong must establish that fact under a passport issued under
authority of the British governor before any
rights claimed by such can be properly considered in the courts of the United States.
A

7
Ladies and sickly girls requiring gentle
and reliable stimulant, will find Brown’s
Iron Bitters beneficial.
Elkton.Ky.—Dr. E. B. Weathers says:
“I regard Brown’s Iron Bitters as a medicine of nnnsua 1 worth.”
Fayetteville, Akk.—Rev. T. J. Reilly
says: “I used Brown’s Iron Bitters for
indigestion and chills with entire satisfaction.”

Rupture

without truss, torture, operation or Interference with labor. Likenesses of cases before
and after cured can bo seen at tho office of the
RUPTURE CUBE, 43 MILK. STREET, BOSTON.

CUBED

artificial
Warranted

movement.
INSERTED.

eyes

perfect, both in color ana
OFFICE, 78 TP.KMONT ST., Boston.

COKE.
The

price of Coke is reduced until December 1st, to

Eight

Cent*

—

AT

a

ISuahel,

THE

Or Ten rents

gepl4

President Arthur’s movements.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 22.—This morn! ng
President Arthur attended service at the United Congregational church of Newport, and
in the afternoon took luncheon with August
Belmont. A large number of distinguished
people were present. Later in the afternoon
be was taken for a drive and in the evening
dined with Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Beckwith.
Monday evening he will dine at Mr. George
Henry Warren’s. He did not attend the Eoeb-

ling reception.
Oyster Beds Depleted by Disease.
Annarolis, Md., Sept. 22.—It is estimated
that nearly a million bushels of oysters have
been destroyed on Vance’s oyster bars this
season by some unaccountable malady.

—

GAS WORKS,
Delivered.
d2w

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60per square, dally first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or leis, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” aud “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
year: if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a largo circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

The boiler of an engine driving saws at a
bridge which is being constructed over the Red
River, in Louisiana, exploded Saturday night
killing five persons and wounding five others.

MASSACHUSETTS POLITICS.
Hou. Cdfoi'gv

Firemen's master.
Damariscotta, Sept. 22.—At the firemen's
muster, hold here to-day, open to all hand engines in the State, the first prize was awarded
to the R. H. Counce, of Thomaston, which
throw a stream 117 feet 8 1-2 inches; the second prize to Androscoggin,
of Topsham,
playing 93 feet 5| inches; the third prize was
taken by the Kennebec, of Brunswick, playing 73 feet 6 1-2 inches.
The feature of the day was a consolidated
band concert by the Merchants band of Damariscotta, Giveen’s band of Brunswick, the
Thomaston band of Thomaston, and the St.
George band of St. George.
Floated Out to Sen.

Bangor, Sept.
that

22.—Advices from

Washing-

despatch has been received at
the Department of State from Mr. Atwood,
consul at Santo Domingo, reporting that on
Sept, 1st Capt. Thomas Williams, of the Bangor brig Dauntless, left the wharf alone in a
small boat. Next day he was reported missing
and vigorous search was made, but without
avail.
He is thought to h avo floated out to
ton

say

a

sea.

Bangor, Sept.

22.—The Eastern Maine Fair,
which opens here on Tuesday next, to continue
four dayp, promises to surpass anything of the
kind ever held in this section before. Already
the advance guard has begun to come, and
about one hundred cars of Btock arrived to-day
the Maine Central railroad.
for the races are very large.

The entries

over

Incendiary Fires

in Bangor and Calais—
Firemen Badly Burned al the
Bangor Fire.
Bangor, Sept. 23.—The dwelling house and
ell, stables, cattle barn, sheep shed and office
belonging to Lorin A. Davis, about one mile
from this city, were destroyed by fire late this
afternoon. A barn and slaughter house connected with theso buildings, were saved. The
total loss is six to seven thousand dollars. The
insurance on the property destroyed, about
Several

83,000,

is

in the

The fire was

Liverpool, London & Globe.
incendiary. Several firemen were

badly burned.
Calais, Sept. 23.—An incendiary fire at
Milltown, last night, destroyed J. R. 'Buell's
blacksmith shop. Loss 8500; no insurance.
The dwelling house was occupied by George
Pre and wife, who boarded some of the workmen.
Mrs. Pre locked up the house to go to

meeting,

and went out into the stable where,
in the middle of the floor stood a strange man,
who. with his finger pointed at her, said, “You
may tell those Davises I have had my re-

venge,” and

then

jumped

out

the back win-

dow.
Other Fires.

Newport, Sept. 23.—The farm buildings of
Plangley, of Palmyra, together with
fifty tons of hay, grain, farming tools, wagons
and furniture, were destroyed by fire early this
Cause
morning, Loss 85,000; no insurance.
Jesiah

unknown.
A Boiler Bursts in One of the Mi31 w Bros.’
Tanneries.

Calais, Sept. 23.—A. large tubular boiler in
the Shaw Bros.’ tannery on Grand Lake stream
exploded this morning, tearing out the side of
the building and throwing the fire-box of the
boiler GOO feet.
The boiler is a complete
wreck. Four men who were in the building
Two other boilers inclose
escaped injury.
proximity were moved from their position.
The accident will suspend work until repairs
are

made.

Important Pnrcliase.
Lewiston, Sept. 22.—The trustees of the
State Society purchased today the piece of land
forming the jog in the park, between thejhorse
sheds and the railroad, containing Cj acres,
This makes about 50 acres in the park.
This
purchase is a grove, which will be made into a
park for farmers’ camps.
An

[From our Exchanges.1,
A little son, five years old, of Isaac Merrill
of Norway, died a day or two ago of cerebro
in attempting to climb a
spinal meningitis,
fence he fell backwards. It was thought, however, that it did not hurt him bat little, and he
did not complain any till Monday.
He died
the following day, and it is now supposed that
the disease was caused by the fall.
The dwelling house of Alonzo Matthews, in
Sidney, was destroyed by fire Thursday afternoon. Owing to his well being dry, no water
could be obtained. The furniture was saved.
The origin of the fire is unknown. Insured.
Seizures of partridges being shipped out of
the State, are made at the American Express
office in Bangor nearly every day.
Hartford, one of the most independent
towns in Maine,has voted,after owning it more
than thirty years, to sell the poor farm.
Only
oue old lady and a brother and sister who have
passed middle age, are to be provided for. All
of them earn their living.
As Louie N. Edwards was scraping some
yarn off a bobbin witli a knife, in a woolen
mill at Oxford, the tool slipped and the entire
blade was plunged into his abdomen, about
one inch above his right lower rib.
The doctors say tLe blade penetrated his liver, but other opinions are that it went in
Biantlng and hit
the lower rib.
Mr. Charles W. Pierce, of Milo, employs
forty men in catting and shipping to market
His shipments this year
juniper ship knees.
will reach $27,000; some of the knees are very
large and bring $8 apiece.
The Opinion say3 the death of Mrs. Ella M.,
wife of George L. Maker, at North Haven, on
Thursday of last week, ocourred under peculiarly distressing circumstances. It was caused
by the breaking of a blood vessel in the brain,
which was induced by excitement and fright.
A large dog, owned by Mr. Maker, savagely attacked two gentlemen who called, and Mrs.
Maker seized the animal to prevent him from
harming them. As she did so she suddenly became totally blind.
Convulsions ensued and
she died in 22 hours.
Mr. S. II. Shaw, of Bath, had his pocket
picked of $200 just as the train was drawing
up to the Btatn Fair

grounds Friday.

In Bangor Friday evening, the oath of office
administered to Chief Justice Peters by
Executive Councillor Hatch, in the presence
of Councillor Bolster, and the proper papers
signed. This took place at Councillor Hatch’s
residence. Messrs. Hatch and Bolster came on
the Flying Yankee for the purpose. Chief
JuBtice Peters will hold court, commencing towas

morrow, at

Farmington.

O. S. Godfrey, a prominent lumber and coal
dealer of Milton, Mass., died suddenly at his
place of business in that town, Saturday evening, of heart disease, superinduced by excitement. Mr. Godfrey was about 55 years old,
and was a native of Maine, where for many
years he carried on the logging and lumber
business. He went to Massachusetts about 20
years ago, and went into the lumber and coal
business at Milton.
He was a member of the
board of selectmen of Milton, and was highly
respected. The direct cause of Mr. Godfrey’s
death was the excitemenl caused by two
roughs driving upon his wharf at a rapid late,
followed by some officers. He leaves a widow
and family of grown-up children.
Mheriilan’N Veteran**.

Harrisburg, Va., Sept.22.—At

half past
clock to-day 218 Union veterans who
served in the Shenandoah valley campaign of
1864 under Gen. Phil Sheridan from
Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut arrived in this town.
They
were met 25 miles north of hGre
by a delegation of soldiers and citizens and at the
depot by
three hundred citizens and veterans of the
10th Virginia regiment. The greatest good
feeling and enthusiasm prevailed throughout.
A speech of welcome was made in the
open
air by Capt. J. 8. Harnsberger, a Confederate
veteran, which was loudly applauded by the
Col. Carroll D.
visitors.
Wright of Boston
one

o

responded

in a

manner

pleasing

to

everybody

The visitors sat down to a dinner furnished by
the citizens at the Revere House and the repast was enjoyed by all present, Men from the
East expressed themselves as delighted with
the hospitalities of the citizens, the venerable
Gen. Hewes of Montpelier, Vt., being conspicuous for his enthusiasm on tho subject
The veterans were escorted to the depot at 5
a’clock by the soldiers and a host of citizens
and the train moved oil amid the shouts of
the people, cheers of the departing visitors and
waving of Hags and handkerchiefs. They go
direct to their homes from this point, leaving
here, by their gentlemanly demeanor, a most
favorable impression.
I

D.

Rally

at

Robinson Addresses

a

9priogfield.

Springfield, Sept. 22.—At the Republican
rally tonight Mr. Robinson, the candidate for
Governor, spoke three-quarters of an hour,
and was frequently interrupted with applause.
Recalling his address of last year in the samp
hail and the result of the subsequent meeting,
he said that the people

were

angry with

the

Republican party because of the extravagant
appropriations of Congress and its failure to do
certain things they wanted done. He thought
that thero was then much ground for this leeling, but now all was changed. The man eleot-

ed governor had heaped dishonor on the Commonwealth, and the people bad learned that
bis selfish

MAINE.

Ensn-ru 8iau Fall-.

ing Artist’s Materials,

Pictures and Frames, at
.greatly reduced rates,
to make room for Fall

—

School for Young Ladies and Children,

Im-

aug20'spdtf

wear

eodtf

118

STORE

not

Congress St.

Opp. Preble House.

8epl3

Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

DAILY PRESS.

ambition, which

carried

him from

party to party, controlled all his polioy, and
the support of this ambition, he said, is the
only issua that the Democratic party presents.
On the temperance question he said: From
my boyhood up I have never known anytling
but to let intoxicating liquors alone, ani I
have never found any difficulty in practicing
this at home or when away for pleasure o’ on
business, There is enough for me in Old's
good air and water to furnish all the stinnlus I want. But what of law? Massachuatts
has tried many experiments in liquor legiilation, but I believe that the present localjopten
law is all that the people will enforce, and a
law that the people will not enforce is of litile

effect in any state.
Mr. Robinson contrasted sharply the refam
pretensions of the Democratic platform with
their undisguised greediness for spoile, pouting to the fate of the Democratic reformer! in
New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Ha ortloized Butler ter condemning State institutions
be had never visited, and said that the welf*e
of the State should be the first considera-itu
of any party.
The Democratic Convention.

Boston, Sept. 22.—Wednesday’s Democratic
convention at Springfieldwill be an interestieg
Gov. Butler will be there to accept tie
nomination (by acclamation) and in democratic oircles it is given out that in his speech 1b
will reply to Col. Codman, candidate Robinsai
and other prominent republicans. It is likefc
there will be considerable change in the StaB
ticket this year. The second place, it is atnounced will not be filled thiB year by Mi.
Bowerman who is booked for the legislature
For Secretary of State Gen. Donohue is likeV
to be renominated. A newmame will be put q>
for treasurer, possibly that of a Worcester gertlernau. Gen. Vessey of Worcester, last yeat's
candidate for attorney general will not acceit
the nomination, and to succeed him Hon. Jnj.
Cummings of Fall River is named. John f.
Sweeney of Lawrence is pretty sure to be nouinated for auditor.
The Executive Committee of the Democratic State Committee held a fully attended meeting this afternoon and discussed matters rehtive to the coming convention at Soringfieli.
Hon. Edward Avery of Braintree accepted sn
invitation to preside at the convention. Got.
Butler will be present as a delegate and w.ll
make a speech..
Greenbnrkers will Nominate Butler.
The Greenback State Convention will assemble here Tuesday
That it will nominate Governor Butler, notwithstanding
the efforts of
some dissatisfied greenback leaders, seoms reasonably certain.
one.

WASHINGTON.

Architect Hill's Case.
Washington, Sept. 22.—Mr. Hill lias submitted to Secretary Folger a reply to the Hading of the committee which recently investigsted the affaire of his office. In this reply Mr.
Hill criticizes severely the methods of procedure during the investigation, and states that
during the whole period he was subjected to a
continual round of insults from the attorneys
of the persons making the charges, and that he
became indifferent as to what the result of the
investigation,jwhich he characterizes as irregular and disorderly, might be.
In the matter
of the 15 per cent, stone contracts, while admitting the finding of the committee is consistent with the evidence, he calls attention to
the fact that although the chief witness admitted his own peculation, the committee paid
no attention to the admission.
Mr. Iltll holds
that the charges of official favoritism in dealwith
Damon
of
Boston
and
& HayBartlett
ing
wood of Baltimore are not borne out by the
facts, and he states that the evidence proves
that in one ease the contract was so advantageous to the Government that manufacturers
declined to enter into competition, while in

another^instead of.losing 520,000 kesavedS124,G65, the full amount of the differrnce between
the lowest bidders above, and that the work
was proparly performed.
The Country's Pension 1.1st.
Thb list of pensioners, which has been ordered printed by Congress, will not be finished
for about two months.
It will make about
four thousand octave pages.
Pension Office
officials claim that there is a class of crooked
pension agents here, as well as elsewhere, who
are very anxious to get advance copies of the
book at any cost. They have already had prepared circulars, which they will send broadcast
over the country as Boon as they
can
get the
addresses of the pensioners, offering their services to secure an increase of pension.
There
are many who are entitled to an increase, but
it does not equal the number whose pensions
should be reduced or discontinued altogether,
for there are many drawing widow’s pensions
who have been remarried, though they keep
the fact of their marriage a secret from the
Pension Office.
11 t'lnlock Hark nml the Tariff.

It has been decided by the customs division
of the Treasury Department that hemlock
bark is not dutiable under the provision o( the
tariff act which fixes a rate of duty for extract of hemlock and other bark use! for tanning, but fs free of duty under a provision in
the free list.
Klieccll nneoue.
The temperance people will have something
to doin Washington next winter. The District
Commissioners have issued nearly one thousand licenses to Bell liquor.
The attempt to
restrict the sale of liquor by the glass by increasing the license has not proved successful.
Post Office officials are very much annoyed
at the ignorance manifested by Postmasters as
to the operations of the new two-cent postage
law. Circulars have repeatedly been sent to
all of them, yet only yesterday a Postmaster,
whose office is almost in sight of the Capitol,
inquired when the two-cent law would go into
effect.
An old army officer says there are more cases
of army officers now pending before the War
Department, or in the hands of court martial,
in which the offenders
are charged
with
swindling by duplicating their pay accounts,
than at any time in the history of the army,
excluding of coarse, during the war.
The Treasury Department has discovered
that it is easy to make it too disagreeable for a
man to remain Supervising Architect of
the
Treasury, but that it is more difficult to find a
competent successor. It is said that there has
not been as yet a single applicant for the place
about to be vacated by Supervising Architect
Hill, while, on the other hand, one or two noted architects who have been requested to take
the position have declined.
John A. Walsh has discontinued bis suit
here against Assistant Postmaster Generul
Brady for 828,000 which he claims to have
Ho proposes to continue proloaned him.
ccedings in New York city, as he says he cannot get justice in a Washington court.)
Precaution* Again*! Cn*!lc Disease.
The Secretary of the Treasury has notified
the collector of customs at New York that in
view ef the alarming increase of foot and
mouth cattle disease in Great Britain, the
customs officers should use the greatest care in
investigating the sanitary condition of all cattle, swine and goats imported into the United
States. An examination should be made immediately on their arrival in port. Although
the regulations of the cattle commission did
not require the quarantine of other animals
than neat cattle, if any imported should be
found diseased their owners should be promptly notified and requested to allow the detention and quarantine of the infected animals.
Vucnncie* in the Treasury Department.
The Secretary of the Treasury has made a
requisition on the Civil Service Commission
for names of eligible male candidates to fill
three S1000 vacancies in ttie Secretary’s office
and a 81000 vacancy in the fourth auditor’s

office,

POLITICAL.
l ively Campaign in Iowa.
Chicago, Sept. 22.—The gubernatorial campaign in Iowa is being conducted with unusual vigor this fall. The issues outlined are
prohibition and a protective tariff on the Republican side, and license and tariff for revenue on
the side of the Democrats. (They are calling
Ben
some of the strongest men into the State.
Harrison has beon on the stamp for the Republicans and Governor Hendricks for the DemoA

crats.

Deadly Affray in Indian Territory.

Chicago, Sept. 22.—A special despatch from
the Indiau Territory says:
On Wednesday
night, in the Choctaw nation, near Big Creek,
four hunters, named Sadler, Tilton, and two
brothers, named Gray, of Paris, Texas, were

encamped, when a posse in search of horse
thieves rode up and called on ( hem to surrender. A light eusued, in which Sadler and one
of the Grays were killed. The others escaped.
The posse plundered the camp.
Judge Hoadley

Reiter.

Philadelphia, Sept. 23.—Judge Hoadley,

Democratic candidate for governor of Ohio,
who has been under treatment here sometime
for malaria, is much improved and the attendant physician said to-night Hoadley would
return to Ohio in a few days and be able to
take an active part in the canvass.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1883.

THE ST. ALBANS TRUST CO.

THE ODD FELLOWS.

An Immediate Thai of Its linlicted Officials.

galurtlay’* Proceeding* of the ttovereigu
Grand Lodge.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 22.—In the Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows this morning the report of the committee on petitions,
confirming the action of the Grand Officers in

St. Albans, Vt., Sept. 22.—State
A. A. liich.who conducted the

Attorney

investigation of

theTrustCompany’a affairs before theFrankliu
county grand jury, gays that he shall move for
a trial of the indicted
president and directors
at the present term of court.
It is not improb-

able that counsel for same of the accused will
file domurrers to the
indictments, on the
ground that the following provisions of the
charter of the St. Albans Trust Company were
abrogated and annulled by subsequent legislation and general laws passed relating to sav-

ings bank and

trust companies.
The indictments were based on these sections of the
Trust Company’s charter: That no loan should
bo made directly or indirectly to any director
or officer or
employe of said corporation; that
said corporation should bo subject to all the
provisions of sections twenty-five, twenty-six,

twenty-seven,
twenty-eight,
twenty-nine,
thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two,
thirty-three,
thirty-four and thirty-five of chapter eightysix of the general statutes, and that any director or other officer of said corporation who
Bilal! misapply or divert tho money, funds or
other trust property confided to and
accepted
by said corporation from the nurposes and object prescribed by this act,or who shall participate in such

misapplication

or

diversion,

shall

on conviction thereof be punished
by imprisonment in the State prison not to exceed five
years and be fined not to exceed $1000, or

either of said punishments, in the discretion
of the court. Only one indictment was presented against Herbert Brainerd and A. C.
Brainerd, the grand jury finding that while
acting as directors of the Trust Company they
had borrowed $200 each on memorandum
checks. E. Porter Brainerd was indicted for
effecting a loan of $1500; Charles Wyman for
borrowing $200. The grand jury failed to find
any ground for indicting tleber BnrgesB, the
treasurer of the Trust Company.
Herbert
Brainerd has had no connection with the Trust
Company since 1881, having resigned as director that year.
It is authoritatively stated that the Norwood
Lumbar Company, which was run almost
entirely by Lawrence Brainerd, presinent of
the St. Albans Trust Company, owes the latter corporation some three or four hundred
thousand dollars, of which very little can be

paid.

A FRANTIC POPULACE.
Alarming

Mprrail

of

VcUovv

Fever

at

Ouayiuuit—The Disease Propagated by
Heat and Filth.

Guaymas, Hex., Sept. 22—Nine deaths from
yellow fever have been reported dnringthe last
twenty-four hours. The thermometer has risen
to 97°. Fears are again entertained that, under the great heat and

filthy

condition of the

streets,the fever will again increase and spread.
Eleven Dew cases were reported yesterday. Not

enough

rain

hot
ria.

following has tended

clean the streets, and the
to increase malaThe increase of deaths and now cases has
driven the people almost frantic, not knowing
whether they should flee from the city, on remain, in the hopo that the worst has paBsed.
The members of the board of health have
sun

fell

to

granting dispensations for lodges at Lemvig
aud Kallunbo^g, Kingdom of Denmark, and
Brandon, Manitoba* Dominion of Canada,
was adopted. The special committee on uniform degree made a report designating uniformed, the emblems, etc., and the report was
The
adopted.
following resolutions were

adopted:
Resolved, That the Noble Grand and Recording Secretary of a ledge may issue visiting
cards to members in good standing when application for the 8i;mo is made to them in
writing.
Resolved, That a subordinate lodge may authorize its Noble Grand to cause brothers visit-

ing by card to be examined prior to the opening of the lodge.
The judiciary committee decided the following points, which were affirmed: A Past
Grand Master outranks a Past Grand RepreIt is legal for a Grand Iardge to
sentative.

make the term of ofiico for the Treasurer of a
subordinate lodge one year. The wife of a
third degree member who declines to take the
degree of Rebekah is eligible to membership
in a Rebekah Degree Lodge. A committee of
three was appointed to prepare a form of
public installation for Rebekah degree lodges
to report at the next session. Blank forms of
Rebekah
reports for
degree lodges were
adopted. Regalia for the officers of Rebekah
Degree Lodges was adopted. Tho Grand Lodge
refused to abolish dismissal certificates. Grand
Lodges and Grand Encampments were empowered to onact such legislation as shall fully
authorize the consolidation of two or more
subordinate lodges or encampments into one
lodge or encampment. The following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That it shall be the duty of the
Recording Secretary of a subordinate lodge
when he issues a visiting card to indorse thereon the character of attentive benefits allowed
by tbe [by-laws of such lodge, and if such bylaws allow the hiring of nurses during sickness
such fact shall also be stated together with the
compensation allowed per diem for such
nurses, which indorsement shall be signed by
such Secretary, with the seal of the lodge
attached.
The special committeo on thanks made a report, which was unanimously adopted, reviewing the entertainment of the Sovereign Grand
Body in this city aud thanking its entertainers.
A District Deputy Grand Sire was deprived
of the right to visit a uniformed degree camp
un'esi he has been invested with the degree.
A series of resolutions relating to attentive
benefits were adopted, treating the subject in
all its phases, the gist of which is: That the
lodge of which a sojourning brother is a momber shall not be liable for any amount in excess of that provided in its by-laws as sick or
funeral benefits.
It was deemed inexpedient to enter into a
scheme for founding a National Home.
The Grand Lodge refused again to adopt a
National Endowment Association.
The following resolution was adopted: Resolved, That t'm uniformed degree camps be,
and they are,hereby authorized to appear in uni
form whenever it shall be so determined by
the Commander or by the body itself.
After a secret session Grand Sire Leech
made the closing, address, Grand Chaplain
Venable offered prayer and the Grand Lodge
was declared adjourned, to meet in Minneapolis, Minn., on the third Monday in September, 1881.

country, has died.
from Hermosillo.

Au

Caverly, of the steamship Colima,
which touched off Mazatlan, on its way up
from Panama, in speaking of the yellow fever
along the Mexican coast, confirms the reports
of the burial 01 the dead by a band of hired
Indians, who, he says, roamed from honse to
house, gathering the corpses as a garbage man
would make his rounds.
This resulted, says
Capt. Caverly, in many persons being buried
alive. In oue case a man was taken up for
dead and was carted away and buried in less
than half an hour.
It was rumored that a
noise was beard in the box as it was being
carted off. A friend, hearing of this, went to
the cemetery, disinterred the remains and
found that the man had turned over during
the agony of suffocation.
Eight hundred
deaths from fever are reported there.

Explo.iou of Fireworks

Causes

Ureal

Demb.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 23.—A lot of fireworks
stored iu au outbuilding of the Exposition exploded to-night, setting fire to an adjacent
A jockey,
stable, containing race horses.
named Rogers, of Kalamazoo, Mich., was
burned to death, and also the horses—Polka
Dot, Mand R. and a green horse. The two latter were owned by J. A. Dustin of Boston,and
were
vulued at $4,000.
The other losses
amonnted to $7,600.
A To.ru Devastated by Fire.
Toss—One .Him Burned

to

Galveston, Tex., Sept. 23.—Early yesterday
morning, fire destroyed the principal business
portion of Brownwood, consisting of nine sabstantial buildings and 12 wood structures. Loss
unknown.

THE ARCTIC RE&IONS

SPORTING.

Report of NortlcuaUjolil’M Expedition—Tid-

Pedestrian.
Boston, Sept. 22.—John L. Sullivan and
Edward Hanlan have arranged to run a 100yard foot race for $1,000 a side, to be contested
when Sullivan returns from his national tour.

ings

from the

Greeley Expedition.

London, Sept. 22.—Advices from Professor

Nordenskjold’s expedition to Greenland
been received at Copenhagen.
They

state

open water inlaud.
Very valuable scientific
data have been obtained.
Along the northwest coast a cold stream flows, which induces
a very low
temperature, but on the eastern
shore the weather is not so severe, and that
coast is accessible to steamers iu autumn. The
expedition will return via Iteikjavik. When
the party were 140 kilometres east of the glacier border, the soft snow prevented them from
proceeding on sleds.
Laplanders were therefore sent on with snow shoes.
The rest of the
expedition visited the northwest coast, |between Weigattel and Cape York. They were
informed by Esquimaux that two members of
the American polar expedition had died and
that the rest had returned to Littleton Island.
On the 16th of August the expedition sailed
south from Egedesminde, making short stays
at Ivighit and Fredericksdal, and tried to proceed eastward through the sound north of Cape
Farewell,and thence along thecoast, but the ice
hindered them.
They went outside the ice
fields to latitude 66, remaining constantly in
sight of land, having twice vainly tried to find
the shore free from ice more to the southward.
A baud of drift ice was forced south of Cape
Dan, and on Sept. Dth they anchored in a fiord,
where remains of the Norman period were
found. This was the first time since the fifteenth century that a vessel has succeeded in
anchoring on the east coast of Greenland,south
of the polar circle. tAfter having tried vainly
to anchor in another fiord more to the north,
they returned, and arrived at Reikjavik on
the 0th of September.

THE 1812 COMET.
Remarkable

('Imuges Noticed iu Iim
Appeurnuco.
Boston, Sept. 22.—From observations at
Harvard College Observatory of the returned
comet of 1812, it appears to havo experienced
an extraordinary outburst of light within the
last twenty-four hours, amounting, according
to Mr. Chandler’s estimates, to an increase of
six or eight times its previous brilliancy. The
general aspect also of the comet has entirely
changed from a diffase nebulosity with a faint
nucleus, and has suddenly bffcome a star-like
object. Both Mr. Searles and Mr. Chandler
recognize a faint short brush of light toward
the east, apparently indicating the formation
of a tail. Positions taken up to to-night fully
confirm Father Searle’s hypothesis of the
identity of the Brooks comet with that of 1812,
and there is now no

ject.

possible

doubt on the sub-

Phelps, N. Y., Sept. 23.—The new Brooks
is now demonstrated to be the long expected comet of 1812. it is now visible in good
telesoopes of moderate aperture near Eta Draconis. It is rapidly approaching the earth and

comet

sun, and will bo
fore Christmas.

visible

to

Klaulau

a* a

have

that the expedition started from Antleikslvick
on the 4th
of September, and reached a distance of 360 kilometres inland, attaining a
height of 7,000 feet above the level of the sea.
This is the first time that human beings have
The whole
penetrated so far into Greenland.
region is an ice desert, proving that there is no

the naked eye be-

The LotiisiniM l.ottery War.
New Orleans, Sept. 22.—The New Orleans
National Bank has obtained an injunction restraining Postmaster Merchant from refusing
to deliver letters or pay money orders to said
bank on the ground that they are agents for a
lottery company which has been excluded from
the mails.
Washington, Idept. 23.—The postmaster at
New Orleans has been instructed by the Postoffice Department to obey tho order of the
State Department to deliver matter to the
New Orleans National Bank intended for the
Louisiana Lottery Company, and the United
States district attorney at New Orleans has
been directed to take the necessary steps for
the removal of the case to the Federal Court
and to move at once for the dissolution of the

injunction.

THE SENATE COMMITTEE.
New York, Sept. 22.—George Storm, of the
cigar manufacturing firm of Straiton & Storm
of this city, was a witness before the Senate
sub-committeo on labor and education today.
He said there should be more of a personal relation between the employer and his men, and
all troubles could be avoided by arbitration.
Mr. Storm explained at some length the working ot the board of arbitration in his large establishment.
The Uilllrulty Between the Authorities
mid the Mexican Consul.
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 22.—The Mexican consul has not hauled down his flag, but transacted business in his office to day as usual. The
trouble arose over a misunderstanding between
Deputy Sheriff Comstock and Senor Escobar
as to the
right of the latter to retain fees for
translating papers when the latter proved to
be worthless. The consul reported to his government that he was publicly insulted on the
street by a county officer, but has received no
reply to his dispatch as yet.

Terrible Accident

on

Work of the Late George Henry Bangs,
and Some of Hie Experts

Western

a

Telescoped,

Rniirnnd—Train

Several

Killed and Tinny Injured.

Persons

[New York Times

A Demruletl Texan Muea Jiiv

He rose from the
American detectives
ranks to the highest position in Pinkerton’s
force, and for over a quarter of a century
he either planned or personally worked every important case entrusted to the Pinker-

Gould nud

130 Others.
map named
Galveston,
Sept. 22.—A
Hughes, who prior to the war was [enormously
ha3
had
an
insane
idea
for
some
time past
rich,

that

ton
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GENERAL

NEWS.

tools,

etc.

The corporators of

the Freewill Baptist
printing establishment, whose publishing
house has been located in Dover, N. H., fifty
years, voted at their annual meeting Saturday
te remove their business to Boston, Mass.
A four year old s ui of Cross Cooke was
drowned in Hale’s mill pond, South Grovelaud, Mass., Friday afternoon.
At Mystic Park, the race in ths 2.19 class,
left uncompleted Friday, was trotted Saturday
morning and won by J. B. Thomas, George V.
second, Zoe B. third.
Jacob W. Gebhardt of Flemington, N. J.,
who was arrested some months ago in New
York city, on a charge of having betrayed a
young woman, has
brought suit for libel
against the Sun for 810,000.
Thirteen convicts, seven colored and six

white, ware publicly whipped at Newcastle,
Del., Saturday. The cat was well laid on, but
blood was drawn only in one case.
Four men were precipitate 1 sixty feot down
a Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
coal miue Saturday and
drowned in twenty feet of water at the bottom
of the Bhaft.
As yet no definite clue pointing to the murderer of Rose Clark-Ambler at Stratford,
Conn., has been made public.
A Chicago despatch says that reports gathered Friday night by the Associated Press
throught the great corn belt of the West show
that the anticipations of a general frost were
not realized.
Arrangements are being made by the Irish
National League for a series of mass meetings
in America, which will bo addressed by many
prominent nationalists, including Mr. John
Redmond, who is now in Australia. Mr. Redmond will return from Australia by way of
San Francisco, which he is expected to reach
in November.
Ira Jones, hardware dealer, of Austin,
Minn., has failed for 825,000.
The Tennessee, that run ashore in Portsmouth harbor, leaves for New York to-day.
She leaks badly and will dock there for re-

pairs.
Forest fires were raging fiercely Saturday
night in the suburbs of Nashua, N. H., near
Dunstable, Mass., and over forty acres or more
were burned over before the blaze was put out.
A New Haven, Conn., despatch states that
Wm. A. Norton, senior professor at the Sheffield Scientific School, died Friday night,
aged 73. He was a writer of scientific works
of wide reputation.
The New York Tribune has reduced the
price of its Snnday issue from 5 to 3 cents.
Ex-Congressman Andrew Sloan of Georgia
died at Silver City, N. M., Saturday.
United States steamer Alliance arrived at
St. John, N. B., Saturday night from Halifax.
She reports all well.
The Corean embassy, now in Boston, called
upon Gov. Butler at the State House Saturday.
They tiieu went to the City Hall and were
received in the Mayor's office by the Chairman
of the Board of Aldermen and President of
the Common Council.
David Ehiken, clerk of the Department of
Public Works, New York, was taken into custody Saturday, and it is believed he is charged
with complicity in recently discovered Croton
water frauds.
Cornelius Tobin of Boston, who in 1877
caused the death in South Boston of Mary McHagan by an assault with a lighted lamp, and
who wgs then sent to an insane asylum, committed suicide Saturday by taking Paris green.

accused the

he

subterfuge

effort at

for home with his

prisoner on the cars, taking the precaution to fasten the forger’s
right wrist to his own with handcuffs. After traveling a hundred miles Irabert apparently fell into a doze, and Bangs, who was
completely tired out, soon followed his example. When he awakened he found to his Intense chagrin that the
Frenchman had
picked the lock of the handcuff and escaped.
The last station was Fonda, in New York
State. He felt sure that the prisoner bad
left the car at this point. He bad the train
stopped and retraced the distance on foot.
It was late at night and he went to the leading hotel and asked for a bed, intending to
begin his search in the morning. The host
said the only bed he could have was one already occupied by a recent arrival. Glad to
sleep anywhere, Bangs accepted the offer.
VVhen he turned down the coverlet of his bed
he saw to his astonishment and delight that
his companion was bis recent prisoner. He
hastened to secure him, and in the morning
the pair landed safely in New York, where
Imbert was convicted and sent to State prison, where he died eight years later.

EmployA

attempt at killing) a whole family at the
Cbnrkee campmeeting narrowly failed. In
Rome recently a negro poisoned nine persons,
three of whom died, and the cnlprit is held for
murder.

The last attempt was made at ChickHatchie, Terrell county. A negro named Wesley Williams attempted to poison the
family of J. W. McMillan, his employer.
Monday morning Mrs. McMillan was sick, and
Williams volunteered to cook breakfast. Later
the lady went out to the kitchen, and noticed
something peculiar in the coffee. Mr. McMillan and T. J. Pelham both 9ipped it, and became deathly sick.
Meanwhile, Williams,
who was on the lookout, discovered that he
had been caught, and ran fer the woods. Investigation revealed the fact that half a can of
potash had beeu pat In the coffee. His object
was to pcison the family and rob the house. A
large party of men are sconriug the country
for Williams, and if caught he will he lynched.
asaw

Another famous case was the

first

great

robbery of the Adams Express Company at
Montgomery, Ala. It was in 1858. The
company missed $10,000 in bills from one of
its packages. There were no clues, uo suspicions. The Vice-President, the late E. S.
Santford, set a careful watch upon the office at Montgomery, to ascertain who of the
employes could have committed the crime,

FOREIGN.

it could not

as

Ireland.

have

done outside.

been

Shortly Afterward a sealed pouch passed
through Montgomery from a Savannah bank
to New York, containing $40,000.
VVhen
the pouch reached Momgomery, which was
a transfer office, the local agent, Nathan
Maroney, gave a receipt for the money to
the messenger.
But
when the pouch
reached New York the package of money

Warlike Preparations by Russia.
London, Sept. 24.—A despatch to the Daily

News from Vienna states that Russia is making extensive military preparations along the
Austrian and German frontier. Tenders have
been asked for 36,000 military beds, all railways have been ordered to have military cars
in readiness, a list has been made of private
steamers in the Black Sea, and their captains
have been ordered to prepare for transportation of ammunition, troops and provisions.
These vessels bave ceased executing private
orders, and the carriage of corn is thus interrupted. Enormous provision depots have been
established along the frontier, and two army
ccrps have been distributed between the Vistula and Bug rivers. A list has also been
made of all persons who iu the event of war
will be deputed from Poland to the interior of
Russia.
The Latest from Java.
Naples, Sept. 23.—Two severe shocks of
earthquake were felt at Casamicciola to-day.
One house was wrecked but no lives lost.

gone, and a square hole as clean cut as If
made by a razor, was in the side of the bag,
concealed from the public view by the outer
pocket of the pouch. At first it was supposed that this was the work of a messenger.
was

Each of

a dozen messengers were examined,
questioned and watched. But to no purpose. Finally, Mr. Bangs went to the Georgia bank and had another parcel made of
exactly the same size as the missing one.
The bag was then produced and the package
would not pass through the hole. It must
therefore have been taken from the pouch
before it was sealed at Montgomery. The
only man that had access to it was Maroney,
who, up to this time had borne an excellent
character for sobriety, propriety and frugality. Nothing was said to him of the suspi-

watched. A detective sein the office and a female
detective entered his house as a dress-maker.
But in spite of all the watch nothing
important was ascertained. It was learned,
however, that he had bet heavily upon horse
races, and was a part owner In a race horse;
but there was nothing criminating in that.
Fortunately, the bank had the denomination
of nearly all the bills in the forty-theusandcions, but he
cured

Foreign Notes.
A Dublin despatch Bays that Sir Edward
Sullivan has taken the oath of office as Lord
Chancellor of Ireland.
The largest commercial establishment in
Santeoga, together with lour other houses
have beeu burned. Loss 580,000.

HAYTI.
An earthquake shock was experienced in
Greensboro’, N. C., Friday. Houses shook as
if there had been an explosion, but no damage
was sustained.
It is intended to put the steamboat Riverdale,
through the explosion of whose boilers several
persons were killed, on the stocks and have
her practically rebuilt. She still lies sunk
near Clifton, L. I.
Aunt Sally Stockwell of West Bra'ttleboro’,
Vt., died Friday, aged 1CU years and 5 months
Mrs. Calvin iioldwaith of Nashua, N. H.,
left her home Friday night, since which time
Bhe has not been seen. Temporary insanity is
said to be the cause.
The passenger steamer Gem City was burned
at her wharf at St. Louis, Mo., Saturday. Loss
830,000. She was the fastest boat on the river,
and belonged to the St. Louis und St. Paul
Packet Company.
Railroads in Texas are to put on cars exclusively for colored people to ride in.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday the annual
session of the national council of the order of
Uuited American Mechanics will occur at
Lynn, when representatives from many portions of the United States are expected to be
in attendance.
Two hundred cords of wood were burned
near Eppiug, N. H.,
Friday night, by sparks
from a locomotive.
Geo. H. Davis’s children set fire to his barn
Friday, which was totally consumed, together
with ten tons of hay, lot of potatoes, farming

no

of his guilt, and by sheer
pluck managed to extort a confession from
him. This once accomplished he started

recent

Disturbed

waa

forger directly

Enmity.

have lallen upon the State.

by Ml. Bangs

French forger. The Frenchman obtained
four drafts, amounting to $15,000, from August Belmont, and by forgeries secared over
$20,000 from unsuspecting New York bankers, after which he fled the country. He
was traced by Mr. Bangs to Canada, whither the young officer started to capture him.

Macon, Gal, Sept. 22 —An epidemic of pois-

oning seems

work done

the capture of Jules Imbcrt, the celebrated

number of persons have entered into a
conspiracy to defraud him out of his property.
Before the war he owned a large estate, but it
gradually slipped out of his hands from various causes, and today he is in very reduced circumstances.
He thinks he has been systematically robbed, and has frequently threatened to
kill the people who are now owners of his former property, claiming that they were
trespassing on his domains and be did not propose to
Bubmit to it. Recently a line of railroad was
built across some laud which he formerly
owned near Hughes’ springs, and the almost
demented man attacked the Bixrveyor with a
gun and drove him off the premises. This was
the last straw that broke the camel’s back, and
he immediately filed the present suit. He
charges no less than 137 defendants, with Jay
Gould at their bead, with fraud, oppression
and illegality, many of them living in widely
different parts of the state. Of them jointly
he demands $1,800,000 damages, and in addition a rental of $2000 a day for the use of bis
lands since the spring of 1877. The trial is anticipated with much interest, though no one
imagines the poor fellow will collect a cent of
his claims.
A

1

George Henry Bangs, aged 52, the General Superintendent of Pinkerton’s Detective
Agencies at Chicago, Philadelphia and New
York, died suddenly last Wednesday at Roselle, N. J., where he was spending the
His body will be taken to Chicago
summer.
on Sunday for interment.
The caresr of
Mr. Bangs is one of the most remarkable of

Sx. Louis, Mo., Sept. 23.—Early this morning a passenger train from Cineinnati, on the
Ohio & Mississippi railroad, was ron into by a
train following near Seymour, 111. The passenger coach on the first train, which was in
the rear of the sleeper, was driven nearly half
way through and partly on top of the sleeper.
The engineer of the last train and a little
child belonging to Mrs. Taylor were killed,and
a dozen or more passengers wounded, some of
them having ribs broken and others being
bruised badly. It is asserted that the accident
was caused by the last train disobeying orders
about running slow.

will be sent to these districts.

No news has been received

Capt.

Auotber

A Remarkable Detective.

ORDERS.

Dublin, Sept. 22.—Thrity-six townships in
County Clare, eight in County Limerick, and
two In County Mayo have ben proclaimed as in
a disturbed state,
aud extra bodies of police

FIRES.

proved themselves utterly incompetent to deal
with the matter. It is rumored that Delvalle,
the millionaire of this city, who fled to the

DISOBEYED

was

employment

dollar

package, and Mahoney’s expenditures
carefully traced, but none of the stolen
money was found. Finally within a few
months, he left the employ of the company
and began travelling. A detective
kept
were

Terrible Rntlle with

Insurgent* —Port* of

Jncuiel and Jeremie in tbe Hand* of tbe

close watch of his movements. He spent
money freely, but none of the missing wealth
could be discovered. In the meanwhile he
sent his young wife to Jenkinville, Penn.J
where she had relatives. The late Kate

Rebel*.

Port ac Prince, Sept. 23.—A terrible, battle was fought last week before Miragooan the
government troops sustaining a severe defeat
Jeremie is surrounded by a force of 3000 men
The besieged number is 1500.
They are now
and anticipate success.
Philadelphia. Sept. 23.—Capt. Miller, of
the fruiting steamer D. J. Folley, which arrived at this port yesterday from Kingston,
Ja., and Port Aulonio, reports the ports of
Jacmel and Jeremie completely in the hands
of the insurgents. A large cargo of provisions
sent from this port on the Folley was purchased in Kington by agents of the rebels and
An iron
shipped to Jacmel in sailing vessels.
steamer of English build called the “Eider”
was purchased from an English line running
among the islands and guards Jacmel against
all vessels attempting to land or assist the
President Solomon is regovernment forces.
ported to be anxious to leave Hayti but is prevented by his followers who claim that he has
over $500,000 in gold on deposit in Loudon and
Paris which belongs to the government. His
family are in Europe and tbe money is deposited in their names. It is also reported that
the steamship “Eider” will intercept tbe new
steamer “Dessalinos” when put nnder Haytien
The “Eider” is reported to be a small
colors.
vessel but fast and adapted for shoal water
service.

Warren,

fairlyjarovisioned

packages, and was was now using the proceeds of the ten-thousand-dollar
and
was saving the $40,000 for furobbery,
ture use.
After following for several weeks
Mr. Bangs thought it safe to arrest him on a

civil action

to recover the money which It
had been lost through his carelessness. This was done in New York, and
he was lodged in the Ludlow street jail.
A
month before a detective was also thrown
into the prison on a charge of debt. This
officer soon Ingratiated himself in Maroney’s
favor, and in five months succeeded in getting out of him the statement that be had a
large sum of money. On a plea of being
able to assist him to a fortune through cotton speculations, the detective obtained a
note from him to his wife telling her to give
him a “book,” which Maroney had previously explained to her meant the package of
According to the arrangements
money.
the detective met Mrs. Maroney on a lonely
country road at night, but the wife had consulted with her uncle, who was acquainted
with the theft, and refused to give up the
was

BALL.

last week

alleged

“boob.” The detective urged her so strongly, however, that she concluded to ask the
advice of her female friend. This advice, it
is needless to add, secured the money to the
cfficer. Only $500 has been taken from the
parcel. Maroney was subsequently taken
to Montgomery and Convicted.
He did not
know, however, of the evidence against him

The League Pennant.

The close ol the

department

stolen both

_

BASE

the chief of the female

of the agency, was sent to board at the same
house. Fiuding none of the stolen money,
Bangs became convinced that Maroney had

but one of the

league season finds the fight for the pennant
practically narrowed down to two clubs—Boston and Providence.
The former has an
advantage over the latter in having won one

the recovery of the money until the offiwalked into the court room and took the
witness chair.

or

cer

game, lost two less games and has one
play than her nearest rival. Boston
has to play two more games with Buffalo and
three with Cleveland, while Providence has
one more to play with Cleveland and three
with Buffalo. Should each club win all the
remaining contests, the Bostons would win the
more

more to

RAILWAY

The Consolidation.

Railway men say should such a modification
ot the Eastern lease be made as would bring
about a consolidation of the Boston & Maine,
Eastern, and Maine Central railroads on terms
of equity, there would be no opposition, but
there is a very general feeling along the line
of the Maine Central, they assert, against

two games. The Chicagos and
Clevelands will make an interesting fight for
the third place, with the chances decidedly in
favor of the Chicagos, as they have three

pennant by

games to play with Philadelphia. The possible
victories for the several clubs is as follows:
Bostons, txS; Buffalos, 55; Chicagos, 59; Clevelands, 58; Detroits, 41; New Yorks, 49; Philadelphia?, 22; Providence, til.
The following shows the standing of the
league clubs to September 24:—
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5
7
7
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Olilcagos.
Clevelands. 417
Detroits.:4 5
Mew Yorks
7
6
5
Philadelphia* ..I
6
6

Bostons.I
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]

Providence.|
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I 7
6
7
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5
6
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8
9
8
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,.i6
5
3
2
121 9

|

141
9
9
12
9
12
..

11

8
6
7
7
2
5
3
..

turning over the control and management of
that valuable property to the Boston & Maine.
The interests of the Eastern and Maine Central are largely identical, and the present
executive management of the two roads is the
same and is deservedly popular. Hence there
is a feeling, it is said, that a change in the

f s
;

f ?|M

i

management would be detrimental to Maine
Central interests,^ and that its stockholders

i

could not expect from the Boston & Maine
such advantages as they now possess. Wbat
may be the outcome of the pending negotiations between the directors of the Maine Central and those of the Boston & Maine there ia
no opportunity of judging, but it seems
likely
that some concessions will be made to the
former road.

68 36

60 42
66 39
54
36
45
17
57

NOTES.

39
67
47
76
37

SATURDAY S GAMES.

Nominations by tna Governor.

At Boston -Bostons 18, Buffalos 4.
At Providence—Providences 11, Clevelands
one.

At New York—Cbicagos 5, New Yorks 3.
At Philadelphia—Philadelphia ti, Detroits 6.
Game called on account of darkness.
The Dirigos leave to-night for a trip
through eastern Maine. They will play the
Pastimes Tuesday at Belfast, and the

BaDgor

nine Wednesday at Bangor, at the Eastern
Maine fair.
The following games were played in Portland

Saturday:
Standards 38, J. C. E.’s 11.
Stars 15, Madisons 8.
Stars 11, Pioneers ii.
Greenleafs 34, Our Boys 19.

Quicksteps (West End) 15, Mitchell’s nine 13.
EouterB 12, Young Mystics 8.
Picked nine 28, D. White & Sons’ nine 2G.
Young Favorites 15, Young Eagles 12.
A despatch from New York says:
Eighteen
young women attempted to play base bal
Saturday, resulting as follows: Brunettes 51,
Blondes 22, live innings.

The Governor has made the
l

following

noml-

nations:

Inspector

of Fish—Edward J.

Agent

Execute the Law

land.

to

Gillson. Port-

against Cruelty-

Nelson M. Russell, Stoneham.
Trial Justices—John W. Phinney,Plymouth,
Joshua B. Perkins, MadiBon.
Notary Public—Samuel D. Leavitt, Eastport.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Albert
E. Mace, Anson; Frank A. Floyd, Bangor;
Fred H. Spear, Camden: Henry Farrington,
Gardiner; Asa p. Whitney, Harrison; Albert
A. Burleigh, Michael M. Clark, Houlton; Harrison Piper, Lincoln; John B. Wright, Mt.
Vernon; Nathan N. Lord, Newlield; Seth Adams, The Fork PI.
A California paper asserts that when a Lake
county man wants mineral water he puts soap,
butter and old tin cans into his well, and the
liquid soon tastes bad enough to go 1,000 miles
for.
Adam is said to be the only man who never
tantalized his wife about "the way "his mother
used to cook.’’
*

-PRESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, SEP.

The New York Bun, after a column of argument to show that the Democratic party
is not in favor of free trade nor In favor of
protection, winds up with proclaiming that

24.

cases

tion bnt

indispensable,
as a

not

necessarily for publicaguarantee of good faith.

undertake to return
aiuaioations that are not used.
We cannot

or

preserve

progress, and its second is to be a common

scold. It accomplishes both, and the
try has no other use for it.

The Railroad Problem,

A new

The matter brought before the
City Council by Hon. W. L. Putnam at the
meeting
on Friday night is one which deserves serious and candid consideration.

passion

national affairs it would favor the nomination of Tilden and Hendricks, and in city
affairs it would favor the nomination of
Mayor Deering. It is always sad to see the
young court shame and failure by commit-

ignorance should have little to do
with such a subject. The
judgment of intelligent business men who have a deep and
sincere interest in the prosperity of the
city
ought to have the most influence in the decision of the question. The money invested
in the Portland and Ogdeusburg railroad by
the city was public money and it was invested to secure public advantages. The growth
of the city in population and
wealth, the increase of its industries, the
employment of
more laborers, these are public
advantages
from which benefits accrue to all.
How was the Portland and Ogdensburg
Railroad expected to contribute to these
ends? When it was projected and built the
theory was that it would make the shortest
rail connection between the great waterways of the Northwest and the Atlantic seaboard and thus become an artery of trade
through which the products of the Northwestern States would find their way to the
East and to Europe. This expectation has
not been realized in any large degree, and
the reason is, in part,because railroad transportation has to a great extent superseded
water transportation in the carriage of
grain. It has been made cheaper, or otherwise more desirable, to send grain all the
way by rail from Chicago to Eastern ports
than to send it partly by rail and partly

ting

trunk lines

profitable carrying
trade between the West and the seaboard,
and so made to minister to the prosperity of
this city. One thing is very obvious,—that it
for

In the interest of

According

their

allowed to become the property of any corporation which
is more interested in diverting business from
Portland than in bringing it here; or the
property of speculators who would be as
willing to sell it to a corporation desiring to
practically close it as a through line as to

anybody else provided they could make as
large a profit. This is the peril of selling
the road to the highest bidder who may appear in the market. Perhaps we could get
a good price for surrendering the advantages
which it is possible to obtain; but it would
be very foolish to surrender them. What
already has cost so much to strive for it behooves us to secure if it can be done. The

share we may have in the export commerce
of the country is worth too much to be sacrificed for a slight present financial advantage. We are persuaded that no class of
our citizens whose interests are here and
whose prosperity depends on the prosperity
of the city are willing to trade off the future
for a slight present gain.
By what means can this railroad of ours
become a part of a trunk line between the
East and the West? Of what trunk' line
can it form a part? Clearly not
of either
of those which run Sonth of the great
Labes.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York, and Boston have secured the existing
lines and for reasons that are apparent will
secure all that may. ba built.
Our connection must be with a Northern line. Fortunately there is a Northern line which with its
connections seems likely to become a rival
of the Southern lineB in the amount and value of its business.
This is the Canadian
Pacific running West from Montreal into the
great grain producing region of Manitoba
and thence on to the Pacific coast.
Furthermore it is to have at no distant day a
connection with the Eastern end of the
Northern Pacific at Minneapolis which will
maxe it the shortest route from that point
to the seaboard. If the Portland & Ogden sburg Railroad is to form a part of any East
and West trunk line this must be the one.
This opportunity, therefore, would seem
to be the precise one which will secure,as far
as they can be secured now or are likely to
be secured hereafter, the objects the City of
Portland had in view in building the road.
It will make the city the seaboard terminus
of a great East-acd-West line of transporlatatlon which may reasonably be expected to
have an interest identical with that of our
people in developing the facilities of this
port, and to make the most of its own investment. What more or better can be
hoped for under present circumstances?
What other arrangement can be thought of
which promises equal advantages?
The
things that need to be looked after are, first
and chiefly, that the road shall
be
operated as part of a through line,
and next that the city
receive a
fair
compensation for the property rights it parts
with. In other words the important considerations are the uses to which the road will
be put if the city relinquishes its control,
and the return in money for the money actually expended and the debt incurred.
It will be borne in mind that it is much
more important for all the people that a
great business should come here to stay, increasing the proiperity of the city for generations, than that we should get back the
money actually paid out, or which must be
paid in satisfaction of liabilities assumed, if
we obtain no further advantages.
The city
of Portland did not build this railroad as a
railroad speculation but for the public good.
It did not expect to make money by operating the road or by selling it so much as by
the increase of the general wealth which
would result from the existence of the road,
If it can he secured that the road under other control will bring about this result as cer-

certainly than if the city continues to own and opeiate it there will be no

loss,

or more

but

gain,

in

relinquishing

it upon reaBut of course this question

sonable terms.
of sale or lease can be discussed only in a
general and hypothetical way until ao actual
and definite proposition is submitted.

Though he has retired

S

into

private life,

ex-

Postmaster General James seems not to have
lost his interest in the affairs of the great
department with which he was so long and
to honorably connected. At a dinner which
was given in his honor at London last week
he had something to say upon the subject in
an after-dinner speech, and among the postal improvements which he suggested were
a daily mail service between London and
New York, a reduction of postage between
this country and England to a penny for
half an ounce, an extension of the parcel
post facilities, and a red uction of the registration and money-order fees.
It will probably be some time before these suggestions
have all been acted upon, hut there can he
no donbt that the postal business between
the United States and Great Britain admits
of being greatly improved and enormously

developed.
The Detroit Post makes this contribution
toward a satisfactory tariff plank for the Democracy : A tariff for political effect, limited by the necessities of the Democratic par-

ty, and so adjusted as to give protection and
encouragement to the industry and labor of
Democratic office seekers, without producing or fostering Republican monopolies of
election victories. Perhaps this might b«
condensed thus:
Democrats only.

to the Louisville Courier-Jour-

A tariff for

revenue

to

Gov. Butler is improving each shining
hour. Wednesday he addressed the farmers
at Haverhill and on Tuesday he spoke to
them at Bridgewater.

factory aud the old rope
of the ship yards.
There are several good water powers ou
Goose river with a fall varying from twelve
to fifty feet that are at present
unoccupied.
The source of this stream is a good-sized
pond, and the supply of water is good for
the entire year. Most of these water powers
can be purchased at a lair
price, aud would
be excellent sites for small manufactories.
Altogether Belfast, is a live, enterprising

himself that he

has rowed the fastest three miles on record
he ought to rest content. It will
hardly pay
for him to attempt to convince others.

Its Ship-Buildinsr, Granite and

Minor In-

dustries.
Belfast, Me., Sept. 21,1883.

The business interests of Belfast for severgenerally been considered
unusually slow. It is claimed by business
men that the
railroad, which was finished in
1870, has proved an injury, financially, to
the city, both by
increasing the burden of

al years past have

taxation and

by decreasing

the amount of

trade. A large portion of the
country wholesale trade which
formerly came to Belfast
is now done directly with Portland and Boston houses through commercial travelers.
Thus the city, it is claimed, has subscribed
over half a million dollars to a financial
scheme that has proved an injury to its business interests.
Immediately following the building of the
railroad came the dull times of 1873
5,
which were especially felt in Belfast. Since
that time, however, business matters have
continued to improve and Belfast is now
busier and more prosperous than ever. Her
debt and the consequent rate of taxation are
still large and are the cause of considerable
wraugling in municipal affairs; but the true
solution of the difficulty is being
silently
worked out by the increasing prosperity of
the town.
The principal interests of the town have
always been in some way connected with

shipping.

Ship-building has for many years
been the leading industry, and, with the
possible exception of granite cutting, is still
the most important. There are at present
four ship yards in Belfast, having five vessels on the stocks. Two
large schooners
have recently been launched. These yards
employ about 125 men. The vessels built
here are mostly three-masted schooners of
from 300 to 700 tons. Most of these are built
for the coasting trade, some of them
being
built with centre-boards expressly for the
Jacksonville trade, as the bar at the mouth
of the river prevents the
crossing of any but
light draft vessels. Formerly vessels of from

largely destroyed

vessels

this demand.

town,
time being

pressing need at the present
first class hotel.
F.

a

The Anomalous Season.
[N.Y. Herald.]
Climatologists would do the country a service if they would find out the cause of the
phenomenal low temperature which has prevailed since July 1. The Kansas and Iowa
State weather services report a deficiency
of temperature in both these States, even iu
the midsummer month of 1883. In this section the closing month of the summer failed
to make thermal amends for the deficiencies
of its predecessors, the mean for August in
this city being the lowest recorded since
1874. At the very climax of the warm season (July 16) in England, also, the extraordinary phenomenon was observed of a day
on

which both the mean and

the minimum
temperature were respectively 0.0 and 7.4
degrees lower than on Jan. l' 1883.
These climatic anomalies and the
exceptional cold already developed since September came iu apparently indicate the existence of come general disturbance of the
equilibrium of the seasous in the northern
hemisphere. Whether it consists iu some
unusual and widespread movement of the
polar ice fields, as is perhaps possible, is a
question upon which the international polar
Mr. Karl
expeditions may throw light.
Petterson of Tromsb has just published a
letter in which he shows that very extensive changes occur from year to year in the
distri ution of ice in the arctic basin, instancing 1881 as a year in which the ice-

the temperature of the northern continents.
As the great currents which move across
the arctic basinl flow perennially, no great
accumulation of ice can long remain in one
position. If, therefore, our recent cold
season be due to some abnormal massing of
glacial drift on arctic America, (which is
more probable than that it is due to variation in the sun’s heat radiation) it is safe
to assume that the coming seasons will not
be marked by the same relative frigidity
that characterized the spring and summer.
Comparatively milder weather may be looked
for, especially in the latter part of autumn
and through the winter.

the ocean.

Granite cutting, except for local trade, is
comparatively new industry in Belfast, but
it is rapidly becoming one of the most
important. About four miles north of the
city is
situated Oak Hill, once considered an almost worthless piece of property, now containing three quarries of the best granite for
a

monumental

purposes yet found in this
These quarries were first opened
to obtain stone for a railroad bridge near

city,

but were not

extensively worked
fire, when large quantities of flat stone were sold to that
city for
sidewalks. Extensive shipments of
paving
stone are being made every month to Bosuntil after the Boston

ton and other cities from these quarries.
The fineness of the stone and its beautiful
color soon attracted the attention of parties

engaged
found

in the

to

granite business,
be peculiarly adapted

mental purposes.

and it was
to monu-

For some time

past two
of the quarries have made a specialty of geG
ting out stone for monuments. Orders for
these stones are constantly received from
parties in other States, the demand far exceeding the supply. The cost of polishing
the Oak Hill granite is about one-third more
than that of other stones, but when finished
it presents a very beautiful surface, A large

The largest granite works in this city are
Mr. C. J. Hall, who, besides his
quarry at Oak Hill, owns two quarries at
Mt. Desert, one at Louis’ Sound and one at
Otter Creek. From the latter place a beautiful red granite is obtained which is in
great demand. Nearly all of the granite
quarried by Mr. Hall is brought to his granite works in this city, where it is dressed
and polished. Several polishing machines
are in use at these works, being run by
steam power from the Belfast foundry, of
which Mr. Hall is proprietor. A large
amount of fine ornamental work is done
here mostly for the western market. Recently Mr. Ilail ,has taken a large contract
for finished stone for the granite front of the
Royal Insurance Company’s building in Chicago; and also for the private residence of
Mr. C. H. Case, business manager of that
company. The stone for these buildings
will be of red granite from the Otter Creek
quarry, and the contracts will amount to
about $80,000. From 125 to 150 men will be
employed in the work.
At City Point, about one mile from the
city, are the works of the New England
those of

To show the value of
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“I

was

taken sick

Life and curing

Murdoc k Liquid Food Co., Boston hare
ishod a

The

free

es-

OFFICERS

hospital

Forty Bedsjor Diseased and Orphan Infants from the Norh End Mission
District.
Treatment and Food.
Murdock’s Liquid Food, with Oat or Barley gruel
of the density of milk. To each
wine-glass add one
quarter to one half teaspoonful Liquid Food.
Not a case of Cholci »Iuf*i turn known during the
last three years where rdquld Food has been used
nor death from Cholera-Iufantum when
prescribed

by

physician,

a

ablest writers on Cholera-Iufantum recognize
it now as milk poisoning, showing the cause of the
great mortality in infants brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by results at a leading Nursery
Hospital. We extract from their last report: ‘'Of
the tweuty-seren bottle babies twenty-four died
during the year.”
The

Thirty Deds for Women with Chronic
Disease
Treatment
Murdock’s Liquid Food and* Common Food.
Any physician who has a worthy case that will
not yield to treatment can have a bed
assigned if
any

are

vacant.

Any physician

hospital from 10 A
daily, by applying at our office.
Patients can receive any clergyman they may pre
fer. Our attending physiciauB are members of the
can

visit

our

to G p. m.

m.

Massachusetts
tics.

d

ai

Suffolk District Medical Socie

Monthly reports will be published of the condition of all

patients.

the request of any physician who has not trieg
Extract, and would like to do so, we will deliver
sample bottle to the express in Boston, free. We
will also send, free by mail, essays from medical societies and testimonials from hospitals and physi
elans, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.
Liqued Food is Beef, Mutton, and Fruits, raw,
condensed many fold, and free of insoluble matter.
At

our

THE CONSOLIDATED ELGCTKIC LIUIIT COMPANY OF MAINE, U organized
jnder tlie laws of Maine for the purpose of conducting a general Electric Lighting, and Power business in
die State of Maine.—The Thomson-Honstou system of Electric Arc Lighting has been adopted as the most
limple, economical, and efficient Electric Light yet invented.
The business of supplying power to manufacturers by means of Electric Motors has become an e3tab1'shed fact, and although no great headway lias yet been made in this direction, this branch of the business
is certainly destined in the near future to become of vast importance to the manufacturing interests and
of great profit to the Electric Companies. That the business of electric lighting, is a very profitable and
money-making business, no one doubts. In fact it is claimed by those who bare devoted time and careful
study to the subject, that electric lighting conducted with vigor and energy, upon an intelligent ami economical basis, is probably as profitable as any business known at the present day. Certainly no business has
ever shown such remarkable progress during the past live or ten years as the utilization of electricity, and
it is universally admitted that lighting or illuminating by this method, as well as other uses to which electricity will be applied in the future, is yet in its infancy, with the work only begun.
Three years ago an electric light was regarded almost as a curiosity; to-day tiiey are appearing in new
places constantly, without exciting a word of comment, and in many places they have become an actual
necessity. That the demand will go on increasing there can be no manner of doubt and it is certainly setting the figures very low, to say that where one light is now used ten will be wanted within the next year
There is no reason why the electric light plant should not be as common and in as general use
or two.
In all our cities and towns as the gas companies’ plant.
The “American’’ or Thomson-Houston Dynamo is the only machine now in use which possesses an AUTOMATIC BBOULATOB. This .appliance, toe invention of Prof. Elihu Thomson, keeps the
.4ight perfectly steady and even, and conduces to economy in running, by always keeping the now of electricity exactly proportioned to the work to be done. This enables companies using the Thomson-Houston
System to Buppiy lights at lower prices and realize larger profits than companies using other systems. A
dynamo without an AUTOMATIC 1ftK«UCATOIft is as uncertain in its action as a steam engine
without a governor, and yet the Thomson-Houston dynamo, or generator of electricity, is the only one ever
invented which possesses such an appliance.
The Consolidated Electric.Light Company have lately acquired by purchase the entire lighting business
and contracts of the Arnoux Electric Light Company in this city, witn its structures, poles, and lines of
wire in the city of Portland together with the Central Lighting station on Plum street, which is now being refitted, enlarging the capacity to one of the finest and ino t complete Electric Lighting stations in the
United States.
The present engine and boiler capacity is sufficient for 200 lights with ample room for enlargement.
The Company have also acquired by purchase from the American Company the splendid 100 light station built at 014 Orchard Beach, the lights of which gave such universal satisfaction during the season
just closed.
As soon as the Portland Station is completed, central lighting stations are to be constructed in all the
principal cities and towns in the State, contracts for which have been made with the Amerioan Electric
and Illuminating Company, of Boston.
The company begin wi.h an established business and adopts a policy of prompt and vigorous enlargement
of the business to the fullest extent of its possibilities.
To carry out the plans of enlargement, and to procure funds for construction, the stock of the company
is offered to the public for subscription at its par value of $10 00
per share.
The profits accruing to this company will be large and high dividends are assured from the commence! ment of business.
I The stock of this company is considered by the Directors as one of the best investments ever ottered on
! this market.
i
App ications for stock and cash remittances can be sent direct to the Company’s officers, or may be deI posited to the Company’s credit in the First. National Bauk, Portland.
Intending investors who require further information than is given in this circular are invited to call at

Company’s

■

office.

ELGCTKIC

Make all cheques and drafts payable to the order of the “COiM'IOLIDATBD
JLIGIIT COMPANY OJFfMAINE.”

GEORGE A. THOMAS, Presidcu

It can be retained when the stomach is so weak
that it will refuse water, furnishing nutrition without the labor of digestion, making blood faster than
all preparations known. It is the only food that
will relieve the consumptives from hunger.
Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
from Medical Societies, Hospitals and Physicians,
loz., 15 cts.; 6oz„ 55 cts.; 12 oz., $1.00.
auG
tfM

year ago

With billious fever.”
mo cured, but I got sick
in my back and sides
bad I

N. It.—The Company is now prepared to furnish Electric Lights in the City of
Portland, up to any Dumber required, at fair prices. 'Orders for same may be sent to
F. A.ISAWYER, Snpt.
eep22

dtf

I

got

so

lbs. to 120! I had been doctoring for
did me no good. I did not expect to
ive more than three months. I began to use Hop
Bitters. Directly my appetite returned, my pains
left me, my entire system seemed renewed as if by
magic, and after using several bottles I am not
only as sound as a sovereign hut weigh more than I
did before. To Hop Bitters I owe my life.”
B. Fitzpatrick,
Dublin, June G, ’81.

liver,

Feb. 1,1880. Gentlemen—
I suffered with attacks of sick headache.”

“Malden, Mass

Neuralgia, female troublo, for years
terrible and excruciating manner.
No medicine or doctor could give
cure until I used Hop Bitters.

a

“The first bottle
Nearly cured me;”
The second made me
child.
4‘And I have been

My husband
a

so

as

the most

in
me

well and strong

to this

relief

as

or

when

day.”

invalid for twenty years with

was an

serious

“Kidney, liver and urinary complaint,
Pronounced by Boston’s best physicians—
*•

“Incurable!”
Seven

9

bottles

know of

of

your

bitters

cured him and J

the

eight persons”
neighborhood that have been saved by
your hitters,
And many more arc using them with great
“Lives of
In my

benefit.

“They almost
Do miricles?”
Mrs. E. D. Slack.
How to Get Sick.—Expose yourself day and
night; eat too much without exercise; work too hard
without rest; doctor all the time; take all the vile
nostrums advertised, and then you will want to
know how to get well, which is answered in three
words -Take Hop Bitters!
sep3MWF&w4w36
—

Q| IIWlMER
wUIVI COMPLAINT
There is
we

no

-IN THE-

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

are

a

premium

terrible diseases.

PAIN KILLER
so

shown

be without

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid secnrties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.2? per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
cent,

reserve

is

$3,022,012,

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LEWIS

T.

Keep it with you
or

sale Beaded and Plain Satin

Black and White

Trimming Laces,

in Black and White.
value

offered in Portland.

FRANK GOUDY,
Between

sept] 1

SALE

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Corner Exchange
augl

A

Middle

Sts.

Congress St,
Groon.

for weeks, even in the hottest leather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for 60 cents.
You will find that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.

goods and will be sold

HOTBED MILK.
NO HPOILED MEAT.
NO HTAIjJK EGGH.

13 MARKET
■ANUFA('TURKS

STEPHEN BERRY,

—

AND

—

Herbert G.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

American A

or

HEALTH

abroad!

OPPOSITE FALMOLITH HOTEL
Jaud

Portland Me-

deodtt

Introducing

the

SANITARIUM,

Foreign Paietnc,

KATE

no.

ii

u’hke

street,

PORTLAND,

HE.

C. 8. AUSTIN.
in

J. NAYLOR.

Churches,

Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
firstHjlas8 manner, and at short notice. Repairold frescoing a specialty.
my30eodtf

a

ing

CASTLETON.

HYLL,

Tax

COAL.
Domestic Coals

a

Specialty, atj Lowest Market

TEMPLE STREET.

‘JO

eodly

Bradbury.

W. Bradbubt

A.

Law.

at

34 Exchange Street,
> ORTLARfP, MAUVE,

jy27

a new

and

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

long, 34 tubes, 4 in
ONE10Oneft. ditto,
4 ft. diameter,

All the Favorites in the Cast.

Ideal

Chorus,
Special Scenery,
New Costumes,
Ideal Orchestra
of 14 Bootes IssU umentalists.

Tickets including reserved seat#, 60 and 75 cents
according to location. Children 86c and 60c. Nov
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Stole.
Half fare on
G. T., P. & It., and M. C. K. It.

on

SATURDAY EVENING, Oct. 6th, opening of
the Stockbridge Course by the “Ideals,” in

A DIAVOLO.”

Patrsns who wish to exchange
tickets for matinee can dp so.

4

ft

diameter,

diameter, 15 ft.
ft. long, 50
One upright
by eight feet high, 01 lubes,

Boiler 4 ft. diameter
Also one Fire Box
2 in. diameter by 6 ft. long.
Boiler, 35 Horse Power: one Fire Box Boiler 60
Box
Fire
one
Boiler, (>0 Horse PowHorse Power;

W. French

Harry

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES

Address

Hall.

City

Five Superbly Illustrated aud Brilliantly
Descriptive Lectures, uuder the
auspices of the

young in’s Christian Asso’t’n.
BEGINNING

E. HODGE A CO.,

160 Liverpool Hired, Earn How too, Hla**.
dlw

WESTERN

FRIDAY, HOT. 4.;
WILD LIFE IN NORWAY.
Course Tickets with Reserved Seats, $1.00 to gl.50
according to location- Evening Tickets 50 cents.
Reserved Seats to Members of the Association. 60
and 75 cents.
Tickets and Reserved Seats for sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
The Lectures begin at 8 o’clock.
seplOeodtf

a

0

CITY

OFFICE

W. D.

APTERTIHEYEHTI.

lit Board

Portland!

OF

AMES,
Square,
Maine

Mayor ant> Aldkrmex, l
September 17,1883. (
That upon the petition of S. 0. Dyer
and others, in the matter of the Turntable of
the Portland Horse Railroad Company on Spring
Street, notice be given by the City Clerk that this
Board will on Tuesday evening, September 25th. A.
D. 1883, at 7*A o’clock, meet at their
room. City
Building, then and there to further hear all parties
interested in said matter, and will afterward adjudge and determine what the public convenience
ana necessities require should be done in the
premop

ORDERED,

ises.

A true copy of the Order.
furnaoe I beg to direot yonr
Attest:
QEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
attention to tb Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its suCity Clerk’s Office, l
periority over all others I will demonstrate if you
September 18,1883. f
will call at my store. The following well known
Notice is hereby given in accordance with the
have
the
Kohler:
persons
above order, which is made a part of this notice.
W.T. Sargent,.148 Spring Street.
! eeplOdtd
GEO. C. BUItUESS, City Clerk.
J. F. Sherry.467 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S, Libby,.
150 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellon Street,
O. K. Gerrisb,.212 State Street.
Samuel Kolfe.08 State Street.
City of Portlanp, »
Wm. G. Hart...256 State Street.
Treasurer’s Office, Sept. 10, 1883.}
Sidney Thaxter.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Kussell.31 High street.
Is hereby given that the tax bills for the
If in want of

new

Libby,.64

Clark Street.

Vance.Alfred,

Me.

W. G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,...Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry.Pembroke, Me.
F. O. Johnston.460 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden.84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry.144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter.22 Deering Street.
F. W. MoKenney.162 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazcr.83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow,.280 Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett.6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Inidwiy.._ 604 Congress ; Street.
II. T. Blaokstone,.Canal Bank.
«ep8
dtf

FINE

NOTICE
year 1883 have
for

been committed to

Warrant
the collection of the same.
cordance with an ordinance of the City, a

Discount of Three Per Ceut.
will be allowed on all of said tax bills paid
before Wednesday, Oei. 31, 188.3.
H. W.

seplld2w

The lioat Cigar in the Market for

CENTS.
UY-

Apothecat y,

<;or. itiynie & Congress Sts.
dtf
scpl7

on

or

HERSEY,

Treasurer and Collector.

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.
OP YEW

YORK

AGAINST

MARINE

This Company will take risks at their
ofioe, New
York, on V easels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

Premiums

WIDE

Y
)

ODDER
as we are

time ahead.

493
myl4

Marine

Risks from 1st

Premiums
1st

on

Policies not marked off

January, 1882.

Total Marine

Premiums.

always engaged

&

C0„
St.

Congress dtf

$13,17 l^G 75.0 2

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882

40 PER

CENT.

Paid in

Losses

Valuable Water Power
Mallison

Gorham Me.. 10 miles from
K. It. For particuGARDNER M. PARKER*
Gorham, M%.,
or B. B. OCKINGTON.

AT Portland, Falls,the P A O.
on

sep!0d4w_Stratford,

N. H.

SEE HERE!
show any one in want of a nice residence
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2 story house,
“L,” and stable, acre of land,
60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
story house, new, never has been oocupied, very nice lot 00x116, fruit trees, currants
Ac., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to

CAN

G. D.
_

WEEKS,

Auc. and

8y*House lots for Sa

43

ASSETS,

FORSALB,

lars address

1,616,844 86
$6,929,638

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. <$, 1888.

CUSTIS

CHARLES

on

January 1882, to 31st December,
1882.$4,412,693 68

6

guaranteed Havana Filled.

ac-

open

Peering.

HIDALGO CIGAR!

with

In

RISKS ONLY.

Give your orders early,

dtf

me

a

INSURE

(

o’clock' a. m.
to 0 o’clock p. m. Tax payers are
expected to take
due notice of this and govern themselves accordiuK'yALMON LEACH,
Collector for the Town of Deering.
^
Deeruig, Sept. 10th, 1883.

GOULD,

Lake

FRIDAY OCT. 2«.

s*
0
v

C0AS1.

FRIDAY, OCT. 10.
HUDSON
RIVER-From
George to the Sea.

THE WONDERS OF OUR
WORLD.

Y

Office of A. Leach, Spring Street,
Woodford's Corner, Deering,

Fon SALK

—

FRIDAY, OCT. 14
IT ALT—The Three Cities of the North.

only.

THE

H. P. S.

AT

FRIDAY, OCT. 5.
THE WILD NEW ENGLAND

Spring

Collector of Taxes for tlie year A. D„ 1883,
may be found at the

FIVE

evening opera
seplddlw

THE

d3m

Charles Goodridge.
Deering
C. H. Gilbert. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton Steam Mills Co.

_Septl2__

13
long.
tubes, 3 in. diameter, 12 ft. long.

CO.,

beautiful opera, entitled

Friday Even’s, Oct. 5,1883

some

of

Payers

THE

THE WEATHERCOCK!

IIURROWJES,

—

Every day except Sunday, from

322 Commercial Street,

er.

—TO THE

Oct. Oth.

MATINEE
BY

“F

of Every Description, exLettering
ecuted In an Artistic Manner

(12w

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

ITIackay.

GRAND

AUSTIN & NAYLOR,
Fresco Painters,

FREE EXAMINATIONS.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

mosaic

The charming comedienne

igF"All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

LOWEJjL,

seplB

PARTY

favorite comedian

John A.

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

J.B.

Falmouth House, during September

horizontal tubular Boiler,

a>peclaltj,

SURPRISE
comedy

—

are convincing Invalids that there Isa power to heal other than
ill drug medication, THE LAME WALK. THE BLIND SEE.
And all Rejoice at the Coming o* these Two Great magnetic
Healers. They locate disease instantly and remove it almost as
quickly. Invalids take courage and call on these Great Natural Physicians at the

dtt

Fine Portraits

RICE’S

In their highly successful melodramatic operatl#

60 artists, in

H P. S Gould,.387 Congress
rhoe. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B. Brown, (Artist,). 400 Danforth Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.357
Street.

dtf

MIDDLESEX

tilVL HIM A CAIaIL!

Photographer.

The Original and Celebrated

No. 37 Pluin Street.

Alfred Staples,.175 Neal Street.

in

cheap

«ay i Told

Don't

Yon'”

Iu8

OF THE-

(DAILY)

Lime Juice Tablets,
Fine Chocolate;Drops

THEATRE

Curtis,.Proprietor and Manager,

Book, Card and Job Printer. BOSTON IDEM OPERA

DRS. DAMON & WESLEY,

SQ.,

Caramels,

PORTLAND

Frank

Saturday Afternoon,

Addison

^

jy30-d&w2m

—

dtd

Taxes for 1883.

sep20

General and Helling Agenia Wanted.

AT

Sale of seats Monday, Sept. 24.

CITY

22 Market

Owen, Moore & Co.

Preserving Co.,

C. 0. HUDSON

very

order to close out odd lots.

meatt

Mass.

Usual prices,

J«p20__

Original and selected music by Mr. EDWARD
E. RICE, and a Coterie of sterling artists.
Usual prices. Sale of seats commences Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 8.30 a. m.
sep24dtd

BUSINESS CARDS.

,ttf

We have twenty-five medium weight
Cloth Garments suitable for present
wear, in sizes for Misses or small
sized Ladies.
They are all nice

the Family
by the use of Rex Magnus, The Humiston Food
Preservative. It
preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet

The Humimton Food

THE Ml El. IN OPERATION.
THE PRETTY HOME PICTURE.

city.

FALL GARMENTS.

SAVED

72 KILBY STREET, BOUTON, JUANS),
For sale by S. S, Sleeper & Co., Cobb, Bates &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., ware & Hastings Bros., Carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston,

(A car load carried by us) consisting in part of; j
HAKRLEUEAD NECK nl SUNSET,
With Rolling Surf, and Lighthouse in the distance.
Firing the Life-line.
THE WRECK OK THE NANTUCKET.

eodtf

TO THE PUBLIC,

EXPENSES of

It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rtof milk.
This is no humbug; it is endorsed by uc men as
Prof. Sam’l W. .Johnson of Yale College
Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Name your express office. Viandine brand for meat;
Ocean Wave for tlsh and soa food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60c per lb. each. Pearl lor cream;
Queen for eggs, ana Aqua Vtt» for fluid extracts,
$1 per lb. each.

THE SCENERY ENTIRELY NEW

BY

Portland,

Killer !

ALL THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT

561

Oali. and.

aug7

at home

FOB

H

S200 A YEAR

NO

James A. Hearn ,axsr Terry Dennison,

ciTif of

Special Agent.
T. MEURY7iTATE AGENT.
eodtf
BE

Will be presented on a scale of Magnificent Gran
dettr. The pre89, the public and opposition
alike acknowledge it* Supremacy and Power

%

Cut

Endowment Policies
for sale by

111 the LIVING

OAK EXCITING SCENES OAK

THE

Fichus

OF

—

6s
7s
7s

Cleveland, Ohio,

Counsellors

so, the most complete assortment of Jat. Pearl,
Steel, Metal and Crochet Buttons to be found in the

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644.

!

...

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Central U. R.

4s
4s
4s
6s
-6s
6s

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

McLELLAN, GORHAM,

CAN

AND

—

or

and Saturday, September
2Sth and 29tli.
Matinee
Saturday at 2.30 p. in.

Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

Bios

Al-

ever

James A. Herne’s
THRILLING
HEARTS

0

Lace

Manager.

tember S6tli.

Passementerries,

Fine

Proprietor

Niglit Only, Wednesday Sep-

One

Friday

BUILDER,

This line of Fichus is the best

for sale cheap.
use

eodtf

augl7

Has removed to the corner of PTeble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dtf

(Jail and examine.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

and

Have it ready for instant

& CO.,
H. M.32 PAYSONStreet.

jau§

THIS WEEK

is that it acts

Pain

Also other desirable securities for sale by

2
0

efficiently.
Don’t

o«.
Os.
0».
Os.

M, T. MULIIALL,

by comparison of results.

my30

promptly, surely

5*.
7 s.

Os.

dtf

Prices.

The beauty of PERRY DAVIS’S.

A Kennebec K. R.
Southern pacidc K. R.
“
Northern
St Paul ANo. PncidcfJunruntred
Conn A Trust Co. Secured by R. Estate

..

—

•eplS

3% per cent.

pays

A Great Variety of Other First*
clas- Confectionery.

taken with these

“

*•

Androscoggin

Moore 6c Co.

Owen,

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
about
In-

time to be lost when those

love

Vlaine Central B. K.

Frank Curtis

and at short notice.

We have just received our new stock
of Black Spanish and Escurial Laces
for dress trimming, in patterns
which are entirely new. Inspection
solicited,,

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

—

DYS ENTFRY

Os.
Os.

Altron.O.

WOT.

but it

chapter II.

3s.
Os.

TELEPHONE 115.

From 228

my

4
_

Portland Water Company
“
“

and

jae23__

shrunk!

I

Zanesville, Ohio

East Saginaw, inich.
Port Wn ne, lnd.

SIGN PAINTING

BLACK LACES.

•4My doctor pronounced
again, with terrible pains
Could not move!

<■

o«.

...

Exchange

:

GEO. a. THOMAS, President,
D. W. COOL1DGE, Vice President.
HENBV W. S I’A PEES, Treasurer.
CLARENCEIIAEE,Sec. and Attorney.
F. A. SAWVEB, Gen. Supt.

Of Seventy Beds.

I.
a

“
“

«

FRANKLIN J. HOLLOS,
ELIAS THOMAS,
CHAS. H MILLIKEN,
CLARENCE HALE,
FA YSON TUCKER,
D. W. COOLIDOE,
6EO. A. THOMAS,
HENRY W STAPLES,
W. R. WOOD,
SILAS GURNEY,
EDWARD II. GOFF.

CHRONIC DISEASES,

Tli* above

Loss and Gain.

eodtf

BONDS.

DIRECTORS:

lias paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.

portion of this granite is used by the granite
companies of this city both for general and
local trade.

,

“

THE NORTHWESTERN

country.

this

j

Ysing Exclusively the “AMERICAN” or TIIOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM OFBLECTBIC ABt LIGHTING, universally acknowledged to be the best system of Electric
lighting ever invented.

Results Accomplished. Special

everywhere.jylGdlawM3m

PORTLAND THEATRE
and

“

as

the traveler or household at this season are nothing
to those protected by a timely use of Stanford’*
Ginger, the delicious and only combination of
Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics and Pure French
Brandy. Beware of worthless “gingers” said to
be as good. Ask for Stanford’* Ginger.
Sold

HENRY CLEWS & CO..
No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DO OK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Hankers anil Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on com-

City of Portland

Better than Tontine Policies in
oilier Companies.

and

the markets of the world.

93 EXCHANGE STREET,

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Unripe Fruit, Impure Water, Unhealthy
Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic and
Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus. Cramps,
Pains. Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep that beset

BWTEBT AILMENTS.

mission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce
Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board or
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Bbanchks ) 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
) 34(J Broadway cor. Leonard St.

better than the Savings Bank,

ters.

The “ice-bound,” “rock-ribbed” coast of
Maine has been often ridiculed by people of
an apparently more favored
land; the time
has now come when Maine ice and granite
are among her most valuable
productions
and are easily taking the foremost places in

OFFICES,

Plum Street,

terest.

built here the most are for Belfast owners and are sailed by Belfast mas-

across

BUSINESS

CENTRAL LIGHTING STATION, |Wlla““’

cloggdU Spitzbereen seas were exceptionally
When any large area of the icy ocean
is thus opened it is fair to assume that some
other equal area is the recipient of its enormous ice drift, which would of
course, affect

now

vessels every year. Most of this goes to
Southern ports and especially to Jacksonville.
Just across the harbor from the city is
an
excellent location for storing and
shipping ice; and many vessel loads are sent
from here annually to Southern cities. One
cargo of ice was sent from Belfast to Liverpool, England, a year ago, being the first, if
not the only, cargo of, iee ever
shipped

day October, 1883, at the Council
Chamber, City Hall, Portland, for the purpose of
electing officers for the ensuing year, and of transacting such other business as may legally be presented. By order of tho Directors,
F. R. BARRETT, Secretary.
Portland, Sept. 12, 1883.
2awtdTh&M
day

open.

Of the

Hay, ice and country produce are tlie
principal articles of shipment from this port.
The country produce finds a market in Boston and is usually sent by steamer. The
farming country around Belfast is especially
adapted to raising hay, and immense quantities of thi? article are shipped by
sailing

Consolidated Electric Light Co. of Maine.

annual

its most

1000 to 1600 tons were launched from these
yards almost every year, but the superiority
of steamers for the foreign
carrying trad#
has

Maine General Hospital.
meetiug of the corpnratlen will be
held at four o’clock In the afternoon of TuesTHE
the Pth
of

of Belfast may he

and

material of the shoe

unpopularity?

Belfast.

the sash

FINANCIAL.

ENTEHTAIItMENT*.
___

vessels.

blind factory of
Matthews Brothers, who employ about forty
men and do an extensive business.
The Belfast shoe factory has recently been
fitted up with new machinery and now runs
on full time with a force of 150 men and
women.
The Belfast foundry keeps employed a constant force of about thirty men,
in manufacturing ship’s iron and doing general foundry work.
About one mile from the city, on Goose
river, are situated three axe factories, which
give employment to about fifty workmen
and manufacture a large number of axes of
excellent quality. Here is also a leather
board manufactory which utilizes the waste

an

Up to date the special session of the Pennsylvania Legislature has cost $3?(S,000.

a

Among other industries

are

Courtney has convinced

cars or

mentioned

The Louisiana lottery swindlers have evidently tackled the wrong man in Postmaster
General Gresham. Their suits and threats
do not moyednm one atom from his laudable resolve to break up their business.
If

but

MEETINGS.

men, but do some excellent

upon

but two decent men in the
Democratic party in Ohio—Pendleton and
Thurman. Is their decency the cause ofnal there

operation

These works have
few weeks. Their

They employ at present only about
work, usaing Oak Hill granite.
B'ernald Brothers is an older firm, having
been in operation since 1878. They employ
about ten men and use Lincolnville granite
for most of their work, which is largely local. The works of all these companies, except the latter, are located between the railroad and the wharves and close to both, so
that the stone can be loaded from the yards

Ohio Democratic paper remarks that the “the lower region is populous with Democrats of the Penndleton, Cook and Dodds school.” Tes, and
the old party quarrel is continued in the
Cincinnati style.

harmony

the

cannot be made to do so if

tainly

themselves to lost causes.

Conn,

summer.

eight

The Greenback and Democratic newspapers which are pitching into the Hon. F.
M. Fogg, ought to turn back and read what
they said about him when he was helping to
steal the State government. Fogg, if we
recollect rightly, was then looked upon as a
very able and honorable gentleman.

by water. There is no prospect that this
condition will change, and ncr prospect that
the expectation originally entertained will
be fulfilled.
In view of this failure the question of importance is, whether this road in which the
city is Interested can be made available as
part of a trunk line competing with the other

weekly paper made its appearance
city Saturday announcing that in

in this

Prejudice

or

coun-

Hartford,

work is entirely monumental, and they use
the Oak Hill granite, which they purchase
at the quarry. About twenty-five workmen
will be employed at these works.
The Bay View Granite Co. is a new firm
which has commenced work the present

Sun’s mistake. The first mission of'the
Democratic party is to be behindhand in all

com-

of

been in

the first mission of the Democratic party is
to turn out! the Republicans. That is the

>Ve do not read anonymous letters and commnnieattons. The name and address of the writer are in
all

Granite Co., owned by the Battison Broth
ers

Real Estate

Agent.

Gorham, Me.
jydldtf

Thirty Days

After Proof.
J» D. JONES,

President,

President
0HAWH
H. MOORE, 2d Vice
H.Wta
President,

J.H.OHAPMA^str^f1

PORTLAND:
J. W.

3U

9 EXCHANGE 8T.

MUNCER,

c»hhe<*i’09idi:ni

For Sale.
YACHT.
SCHOONER
eleven feet breadth.

aug22dtf

Thirty three feet long,

Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,

No.,, Custom House Wharf.

the

press.

MONDAY MORNING, SEP. 24.

John Brisben, Nobleman.
Colonel George IV. Symonds, in the Detroit Free
Pre>8, Bays the Governor pardoned John Brisben,
a
penitentiary conviot, to-day. He was sent up
from Bourbon for fifteen years for forgery, and haa
ten years vet to serve. Our readers are familiar
with the history of this case, and the humane action of His Excellency will be generally commended.—Frankfort (Ky.) Yeoman.
I read this little paragraph and my mind
I knew John Brisben,
went back six years.
and I also knew his twin brother Joseph.
I was familiar with the details of the action
that placed John Brisben in a felon’s cell,
and now when the sad affair is biought hack
to my mind so vividly I must write It out,
for never before have I met, in prose or poeIn real life or in romance, a greater hero

try,

than plain, matter-of-fact John Brisben.
The Brlsbens came of good stock. I think

came

dition

beastly drunk, and while in this
an

officer arrived

and

him for forgery and uttering a forged chock.
The prisoner was confined in jail, and word
of his disgrace was sent to John Brisben.
The latter read the message and mist came
over his eyes.
He groaned audibly, aud but
for a strong effort of the will w" d have
have fallen to the floor, so weak was he
made by the shock.
“She must not know it,” he said to himself, and he made instant preparations to

visit his brother. When he reached the
jail he was admitted to the cell of the
wretched criminal. The brothers remained
together several hours. What passed during the interview will never be known.
When John Brisben emerged from the jail
he went straight to the magistrate who had
issued the warrant for the apprehension of

Joseph Brisben.
“Squire,” he said

In his slow hesitating
“You have made a mistake.”
way.
“In wbat way, Mr. Brisben?” asked the

magistrate, who had a high regard for bis
visitor.
“You have caused the arrest of an innocent man.”

Industrious, strong-limbed, iron-hearted old
fellow, and in a few years his surroundings
were of the most comfortable description.
One of his sons, Edwin Brisben, once represented Kentucky in the Federal Congress. I
think he was the grandfather of John and
and Joseph Brisben. Their father’s name
was Samuel, aud ho died when they were
little children, leaving his widow an excel-

“You!” cried the astonished magistrate.
“You a forger—impossible.”
“Nothing is impossible in these days,”
“I
said the white-haired old man, sternly.
alone am guilty. My brother is innocent.”
So stoutly did he aver that he was the forger that the magistrate reluctantly issued a
warrant for bis arrest, and at the same time
wrote an order to the jailer for the release
of Joseph Brisben.
“My constable will be in soon,” said the
magistrate; but the old hero picked up both
the papers.
“I will not trouble bim,” he said; “I will

striking manner, and even intimate acquaintances could not tell them apart.
But although the physical resemblance was
so strong, there was great dissimilarity in
the disposition of the twins. Joseph Brisben was very surly and morose, sometimes
cunning and revengeful. He was withal a
dreamer and enthusiast; a man well learned
in books, a brilliant, frothy talker when he
chose to be sociable (which was seldom) a
splendid horseman and a most excellent
shot. John Brisben, on the contrary, was
cheerful aud bright, honorable and forgiving. He was a man of high moral principle,
intensely practical and methodical, cared
little for books, and, althovgh he said but
little, was a splendid companion. He was a
poor horseman, and I don’t think he ever
shot a gun in his life. He saw nothing of

as for sport, he enwhen hard at work. He
loved his brother, and when they were boys
together suffered punishment many times,
and, uncomplainingly that ‘Jodie’ might go
scot free. His life was therefore a constant
sacrifice, but the object of this loving adoration made but shabby returns for this unsel-

life, and

the poetry of

loyed himself only

fish devotion.

They were 20 years old when their mother
died very suddenly. Joseph made a great
pretence of grief, aud was so hysterical at

the grave that he had to be led away.
John, on the contrary, never demonstrative, took the great affliction with his customary cooluess. He said but little aud shed
no tears.
The property left to the boys was considable. The day they were 21 years old the
trustees met aud made settlement. There
was the blue grass farm, valued at $50,000,
and $100,000 in well invested securities,
which could be turned into money. Joseph
demanded a division.
•‘You can take the farm, Jack,” he said.
“1 was never cut out for a farmer. Give
me $75,000 in money for my share.”
So this sort of a division was made. John
continued on at the homestead, working in
his plain, methodical way, and slowly adding to his share of the money what he
could raise out of the profits of the farm.
Joseph, with his newly acquired wealth, set
up an establishment at the nearest town
and began a life of pleasure of the grossest
sort. His brother gave him no advice, for
he knew it was useless. Joseph spent his
money with great prodigality, and before he
knew it he was a beggar. In the meantime
John’s $25,000 had doubled itself. One day
Joseph came to him with a full confession
of his pecuniary troubles.
“Jack,” he said, “I am not only a beggar,
but I am heavily in debt. Help me out like
a good fellow, and I will settle down and
begin life in sober earnest. With my capacity for business I can soon make money
enough to repay you. I have sown my wild
oats, and with a little help I can soon recover all that I have squandered so foolishly.”
For an answer John Brisben placed his
name to an order for the $25,000 he had

earned so laboriously.
“Will that be enough, Jodie?” he asked,
“because I have as much more, which you
can have if it is necessary.”
“This will be sufficient, old fellow,” was

his reply. “In two years I will pay it back.”
He went bank to town, drew his money,
paid his debts, sold some of his horses and
discharged-several of his servants. Twenty
thousand dollars was left out of the loan.
He invested it in business, and for a while
seemed really to have reformed. John was

encouraged thereby.
“Jodie will

come

out

I,

and in
smarter than
worth more money than

all right. He iB
five years will be
I could make in a

lifetime.”
In less than three years Joseph Brisben’s
affairs were in the hands of his creditors,
and the sheriff’s officers closed out his business.
Again he turned to his brother for

help

ana

sympathy.

“I own that 1 managed a trifle carelessly,” he said by way of explanation. “Experience is a dear teacher, and the lesson I
have learned I shall never forget. If you
come to my assistance now I can soon recover

myself.”

Once

more

John Brisben placed his

amusement.”
One night Joseph came to him just as the
shadows of evening were beginning to fall.
There was a triumphant ring in his voice as

spoke.
“Jack, old boy,” he said, holding out his
hand, “congratulate me. I think that from
to-day I can date the beginning of a new
life. Alice Compton has promised to be my
he

wife.”

He was too much engrossed with his new
happiness to see the effect of this announcement as portrayed on John’s face. He did
not notice how the strong man’s hand trem-

bled In his own.
“Is this true?” faltered John at last.
of course it is.

Are you not

execute both papers.”
And he did. Handing the jailor both papers, he explained their meaning thus:
“They have made a nrstake. It is I who
is to be your prisoner. My brother is inno-

cent.”

Accordingly Joseph Brisben

released
and returned to the farm. John remained
at jail a prisoner. When the extraordinary
affair became known, several citizens offered
to go on the accused man’s bond, but be
would not accept their kind offices.
At the
trial he pleaded guilty, and was sentenced
to fifteen years at hard labor in the Peniten-

Joseph

was

him before he
but their inter-

came to see

removed to Frankfort,
view was a private one.
Joseph Brisben remained at the farm, but
he was a changed man. From the day of
his release from jail to the time of his death
he was never known to touch a card, and a
was

drop of liquor never passed his lip*. Last
April be died, and his confession, duly
sworn to before a justice of the peace, was
made public after his death. In substance,
it was this: “That he was guilty of forgery,
for which his brother was suffering a long
imprisonment.”
“It was my brother’s wish, not mine,”
reads the document. “He insisted that he,
who had no ties of blood or marriage, could
better suffer the punishment and the disgrace than I, who had dependent upon me

a

large family.”

Noble John Brisben!
heroes made.

Of such stuff

are

Wit and Wisdom.

glad?

py.”

“We love each other, and shall be very
happy!” repeated John, mechanically, and

all the sunshine of his life sunk behind the

heavy clouds of despair. “Yes, Jodie, I am
glad, and I wish you long years of happi-

ness.”
He turned away and staggered, rather
than walked, to his own room. He did not
Once a deep, sobbing groan
stir all night.

lips, and the moonbeams
struggled
struggling through the window fell upon
his face, and surprised two great tears stealing down his pale cheeks. He brushed
away this evidence of weakness authsorrow,
and when the morrow came, no one looking
into his calm, serene
eyes would have
guessed how hard was the battle that had
been fought and won in that lonely chamber.
They were married, and the man rejected
by the bride and supplanted by the groom
was the first to
congratulate the newly married pair. A vacant house on the farm was
fitted up for their reception and John Brisben’s money paid for the furnishing.
“Hereafter, Jodie,” he said, “we will divide the profits of the farm. I don’t need
much, and you shall have the larger share.
Ten years passed away, and John Brisben,
an old man before
his time,
still worked
from dawn till dark that his brother might
the
and
gentleman
play
keep in comfort the
large family which the years had drawn
around him. It had been necessary to mortgage the old homestead to iaise money to
pay Joseph’s gambling debts, for of late
years he had played heavily and invariably
lost.
One day—it was in the summer of 1871—a
forged check was presented at one of the
banks of the shire town, by Joseph Brisben,
and the money for which it called was unhesitatingly paid over. lie was under the
influence of liquor at the time, and deeply
interested in a game of cards for high
stakes, which was in progress. The check
was for
$2500,1 think. Before daylight the
next morning Joseph Brisben had lost every
to his

To drown hi* chagrin he be-

New York, Sept. 23.—Money easy at 2@2% on
call; prime meroanile paper 5V. o7. Exchange is
Qdet at 482% for long and 486% for short.
The following are tcwiay’sl dosing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
102%
do
do
do
113%
4Mss, reg.
do
do
do
4%s, coup.118%
do
do
do
4s, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.120%
Pacific 6s, ’95.130
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:

Chicago & Alton .132
Chicogo & Alton pref.140
Chicago, Burrft Qnincy.124 Vg

Erie. 30%
78
Eriepref..
Illinois Central.....129
Lake Shore.103

Michigan Central.
New

Jersey Central.

Phosphate A Good
Thing.
Dr. Adam Miller, Chicago, 111., says: “I

Acid

have recommended Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
to my patients and have received very favorable reports. It is one of the very few really
valuable preparations now offered to the afflicted. In a practice of thirty-five years I have
found a few good things, and this is one of
them.”

Many a man spoils good fortune by grumbling because it is not better. God sends the
corn, but the devil makes

a

hole in the sack.

BURNETT’S COCOAINE
Promotes

Vigorous

and Healthy Growth »J
the Hair.
It has been used in thousands of cases where
the hair waB coming out, and has never failed
to arrest its decay.
a

Use Barnett’s

Flavoring

Extracts—the best.

A tramp called his shoes corporations becanse
they had no soles.

Many times you

80

Northwestern..128%

St.

fh« Wool market.
Boston. Sept.22—[Reported for the Press].—The
following is a list of price* quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Pickloca and XXX.40
fa) 42
Choice XX.37 @38

FineX.35

to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weeks. You can also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of the “Snow Flake
brand.”
want

It is about an even thing between man and
orange peel. Sometimes the man throws the
orange peel into the gutter, and sometimes the
orange peel throws the man.
A reliable means of eradicating local disease
of the skin, viz.: Glenn’s Sulphur Soap.
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye, 50 cte.
A fortune awaits the

man

who will invent

a

penholder that you can’t stick into the mucilage bottle, and a mucilage brush that won't go

into the inkstand.

°

Michigan-

Extra and XX..34

Success is certain when the Congress Yeast
Powder is used in making biscuits, cakes, etc.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

&There

are no

market to

Daily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Sept. 22.
changes to report in the wholesale

generally quiet.
day’s closing quotations

day and trade

following
Flour, Grain, Provisions,
The

are

to

Flour.
Superfine ami
low grades. .3 60@4
X Spring and
XX Spring. .6 00®6
Patent Spring
Wheats ....7 60@8
Michigan Winter straight85 26®5
Do roller....6 26&6
St. Louis Winter straight. 6 00
Do roller...6 60^6
Winter Wheat
atents.6 76(2)7

was

of

&c.

Grain.
H.M.Corn, car lots.68
601 Mix Corn,car lots @67
70@72
Corn, bag lots
New Oats, car lots..41
Oats, bag lots. 45
00 Meal
..68
CottonSeed.car lots 28 uO
76 CottonSeed,bag lots30 00
60 SackedBran car lot,
19 00@20 00
251 do bag lots.23 60
761 Mids, car lots.$23ya@25
do bag lots
26 60

001

..

261
Produce.
Provisions.
Cranberries, p bbl—
PorkMaine.... 12 00@13 001 Backs. .17 75@18 25
Clear.16 75@i7 25
Cape Cod.14 50® 16 00
2 76® 2 85
Pea Beans
Mess.16 00@15 60
Mediums....3 00®2 75 Mess Beef.. 11 00@li 6o

German med2 10®2 26
Ex Mess..12 00@12 60
Yellow Eyes3 • 0®3 12
Plate.12 76@13 26
Onions *>bbl. 2 76@3 00
Ex Plate.] 3 75« 14 00
Irish Potatoes
45®60 |Hams. 13V^@14o
SweetPotatoes4 60®6 00 Hams, covered 13 @14c
Eggs P doz.23(2:2 4c ILard9
Turkeys, p ib. 00c i Tub, ^ib
@ 9Vk
Chickens.16@18c|I Tierces..
8%@ 9
Duller.

|

Pail. 9Vb@10

Seeds.
Creamery.28® 29c I
Gilt Edge Yer....26®27c Red Top.3 00@3 25
Choice.20®21c| Timothy.1 75@1 86
Good.16(§16c Clover.11 @12ya
Raisins.
Store.12@14c

Cheese.
Muscatel.1 90@2 60
10® 12 London Lay’r.2 20@2 30
Vermont....
10512 Ondura Val..lOVfr@liy2
NYFact’y..

Oranges.

Apples.

Eatingpbbl..4 00®5 00 ! Valencia
@
Florida,..
Evaporated ft) 16 Vi @ 18
@
Dried Apples. ...9 Va ® 10 ; Messina.
@
Sliced
...10®lOVa Palermo.6 60@6 00
A u gar.
Lcisoun.
Granulated p lb
9Va Messina.4 50@6 00
Extra O.8»/fc, Palermo
.4 50@6 OO
....

...

Foreign Import**.
ST VINCENT, CVI. Brig Proteus—3350 goat

skins 80< >0 lbs old
metal to W & C R

junk

40 tons

bone

200

Millikan.

lbs old

Other Western
Fine and X...33
Medium.37
Common.28
Pulled—Extra.30
Superfine .25j
No 1.15
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.42

@
@

Texas..
Canada pulled.
30
Do
Smyrna

30

SYDNEY,CB.
Jobb & Co.

Pickard— 2500 railroad

Bark Lotbair -708 tons coal to

D W

_

Tallow.
Portland quotations

Hides and
The
and

following

are

on

Hides

Tallow:

Ox and Steer Hides over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. <ic
lb
Steer Hides under 90 fts.
lb
Cow Hides, all weights.
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4e
lb
Calf Skins.10c
lb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow... 7 Vfe
lb

&
r>Vacir
SVfcc-jp’lb
^

Slock market*
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornei
of Middle and Exchange streets.
B08T0N STOCKS.
A. T.&S. F.
837/8
Boston AMaine. ...160
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 27
Flint & Pere Marquette
L. R. & Ft Smith. 21
Mexican Central 7s. 60%
NEW YOKE STOCKS*
...

preferred.!.101

Denver & R. ..
Missouri Pef.
Wabash preferred.
Nortnern Pactic preferred.-.
Northern Pacific common.
Sales at the Boston

25%
98%
32%
66%
35%

Brokers’ Board. Sept. 22.

Continental Mills. 76%
Hill Manufacturing Co. 90

(Br) Comeau, Port Gilbert, NS—F

Combing.

washed.20

@

Mining

44

@41

@35
@80

SUNDAY. .Sept. 23.

@35

@32
@ 28
@17

POWDER

60@6rcP’bush.

Live Slock Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chicago. Sept. 22—Hogs—Receipts 6.000 head;
shipments 650U head; market quiet and unchanged;
packing at 4 40@4 76; packing and shipping 4 80fo
fc 20;light 4 80@5 3o;skips 3 00@4 40;closed weak.
Cattle—Receipts 1600 head; shipments 6,000 hd;
nominally steady; exports at 6 90@6 35; good to

choice shipping at 5 76(^6 80.
Sheep—Receipts «00 head; shipments 3600 head;
steady and firm; inferior to fair 2 7o@3 40: choice
at 4 00.
Domestic markets.

fBy Telegraph.)
New York, Sept. 22.—Flour market is firm;
State 3 40@7 00; Ohio 3 85@6 75; Western 3 40@
7 00; Southern 4 0G@6 75.
Wheat irregular; No 1 White nominal; sales 8000
bush No 2 Re I f^r September 1 12: 16-s.OOO bush
do October at 1 12%@l 12% :328,000 bush do No
▼eatei at 114%@i 15%; 480,000 do December
at J J7@l 17%; receipts 90,300 busi.
Corn dull: Mixed Westeri spot at 67@63%c; do
future at 68%@63%c; sales 408,000 bu: receipts
142,525 bush.
oOats quiet; State 38@47c; Western at 34@45c;
sales 40,000 bush, including No 2 for October at
36%c; November 37c; receipts 117,000.

quiet.
Pork quiet; spot new mess 12 25.
Lard very steady; steam rendered 8 45.
Sugar firm.
Beef

Molasses quiet.
Chicago, Sept. 22.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat unsettled but generally higher; Regular at
94%@94%c for September; 95%@95%c for Octo
ber; 97%@97%c for November; 99%@99%c for
December; 1 07 May; No 2 Chicago Spring 97%c;
No 3 at 84%c; No 2 Red Winter at 1 02.
Corn in
fair demand but unsettled at 50% c for cash and
September; 60%@61c for October; 60@50%c for
November: 48%c all year;60%c May. Oats active,
firm and higher at 27%@27%e cash; 27%c for
September;28%c October;28%@29 for November;
27% c year; 29%c for January; 32%c May. Rye
higher at 60%c. Barley dull at 60c. Pork quiet at
10 75 cash; 10 70@10 76 for September; 10 72%
@10 76 for October; 10 70@10 72% for Novem-'
ber; 10 55@10 67% all year; 11 47%@11 50 for
May. Lard weaker at 7 92%@7 96 for cash, September and October; 7 70@7 72% for November;
7 67%@7 70 year; 7 76@7 77% May. Bulk Meats
in fair demand; shoulders at 5 25; shortrib 6 20;
short clear 6 40.
Receipts—Flour 75,000 bbls,wheat 124,000 busb,
corn 368,000 bush, oats 107,000 bu, rye 38,000 bu
barley 66,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 104,000 bu,
corn 439,000 bush, oats 126,000 bu, rye 2,000 bu,
barley 40,000 bush.
St. Louis, Sept. 22.—Flour stronger. Wheat active and higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 Ol@l 01% for
cash; 1 01@1 01 Vfe September; 1 02% for October
1 04 k November; 1 06% for December; 1 08 for
January; 1 14% May; No 3 at 96V8@97y8C. Pork
Lard

is

Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whea* 08 000 bust
corn 32,000 bush, oats 11,000 bush,rye 0,000 busb,
bush.

Detroit. Sept. 22.—Wheat strong; Nol White
cash and September 1
9; October 1 08; November at 1 08%: December |at 1 09ys; No 2 at
1 < 3% : No 2 Red Winter 1 05.
Wheat—Receipts 38,000 bu;shipments 49,000 bu.
Havana Market.

(By Telegraph.)
HAVANA.Sept. 22.—Sugai—The sales of the week

was limited to a few large parcels, which brought
full prices; the market closed quiet but Arm; Molasses sugar 85 to 88 degrees polarization 6 ^4 @6 Mi
reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado Qommon to fair
j G*4 a 6% reals, Centrifugal sugar 92 to 96 degrees
polarization in hhds, bags and boxes, at 8@9 reals.'
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
32,000 boxes 102.000 bags and 49,000 hhds: re
ceipts for the week 380 hhds: exports 40' boxes,
G4<>0 bag* and a>l hhds to the United States.
Molasses nominal.
Freights—unimportant inquiry with rates slightly
advanced owingto the scarcity of tonnage; load ng
at Havana for the United States ^ hhd of Sugar
2 76,a3 25 currency.
Spanish gold 2.12.
1
xchange quiet;on the Uuited States GO days gold
8%@9Mi prem:do short sight 9Va@10V4.

European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Sept. 22—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
6 13-16d; Orleans at 6 16-16d: sales 8,000 bales;
speculation and export 1,000 bales.
MARR1AOEB.
In this city, Sept. 22. by Rev. Geo. I). Lindsay,
Joseph Barrett and Miss Capitola D. Fulton, both
of Portland.
In Freeport, Sept. 22, by Rev. P. B. Wing. Stephen H. Whitney of Harrison and Miss Hattie W.
Rodick of Freeport.

mcli6

Kennedy,

In this city, Sept. 22, Dea. James Crie, aged 70
years 10 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
Plymouth Church.
Is this city. Sept. 22, Mary W. Davis, wife of
Chas. A. Davis, aged 77 years 3 months.
In this city, Sept. 21, Ephraim R. Jones, aged 72
years 7 months.
[Funeral this (Monday) afternoon at 3 o’clook,
Burial
at bis late residence, No. 203 Vaughan St.

private.

Sept. 23, Alace Crosby, youngest daughter of
Oliver F. and Clementine Varney, aged 5 weeks.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clk. at

No. 404 St. James street.
In this city Sept. 23, at the residence of her father. Capt. Daniel Walden, Mary, wife of Capt. Wm.
Doull, of Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, aged 46
years.
Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Cumberland. Sept. 22, Capt. Joseph Sturdivant
aged 77 years 10 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 3 o’clook, at
bis late residence, Cumberland.
In Brunswick, Sept. 21, Mary Hodgdon, youngest
daughter of Chas. K. and Helen A. Lewie.
HAS I.INtl

DaYS OF 8TEAfll*3KKlPf§L
FROM

FOB

Britanic

..New York

.Liverpool....Sept
Parthla.Boston.Liverpool_Sept
Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool_Sept
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool. ...Sept

22
22
22
22
Niagara.New York..Havana
Sept 22
Kanzas.New York. .Liverpool....Sept 25
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.. .Seyt 25
Servla.New York.. Liverpool... .Sept 26
Elbe. .New York.. Bremen.Sept 26
France..New York..Havre
Sept 26
Republic.New York.. Liver pool'.. .Sept 27
City of Puebla.New York.. Hav &VCruz Sept 27
Frizia.New York..Hamburg... .Sept 27
Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool... .Sept 29
Belgravia.New York.. Liverpool_Sept 29
Newport.New York..Havana
Sept 29
Belgravia.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 29
Athos.New York.. Kingston, &c Oct 2
Alaska.New York.. Liverpool.... Oct 2
Oct 3
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool
Labrador.New York.. H avre
Oct 3
City of A lexandria New York.. Vera Cruz....Oet 4
Wisconsin.New York.. Liverpool.... Oct 9
Carascas.New York..Laguayra.
Oct 10
..

MINIATURE ALMANAO... SEPTEMBER 24.
S.ib rtees.6.49 I High water, <p m
5.58
Sn*> *otB. 5 65 I Moon Bets.
morn.
..

MARINE

I^EWS.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Sept. 22.
Arrived.

Steamer State of Maine, Pike,
Kaitport lor Boston.

St

John, NB, via

dlyr

O’Brion,

best THING KNOWN

the

EOS

WASHUTG^BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT DR COLD WATER.
4AVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
NTo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
$rell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

Craig, Portland,

of Portland.

RAILROADS.

New Orleans.
PORT EADS—Ar

Kninford Fails & Buckfleld

21st, brig Myronus, Peterson,
Aspinw&U.
KEY WEST—Ar 13tli, sch Herald, Gray, from

Rockport.

FERNANDINA—Cld 15th, sch Fannie L Child,
Hart, Philadelphia.
Cld 17th, sch Ruth Darling. Chipman. Martinique
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 18th, sch Charlotte T Siblev, Bartlett. New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 17th, sch St John, Gilmore,
Jacksonville, to load fer Philadelphia.
Cld 17th, sch Mary L Allen, Boston.
CHARLESTON-Ar 21st, scbs Edw Waite. Lee,
Portland; John Shay, Clark, Wisoasset.
Cld 18th, brig Havana,
WILMINGTON, NC

Leave Janton for Portland
Lewiston 4.46 and 9.45 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.80 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Pern, Invermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
octl4dtf
Portland. June. 16, 1883

and

3

—

Heed. Ponce.

RICHMOND-Ar 20tb, sch Mary D Ireland, Gifford, Kenneo* c.
Sid 20th, sehs Mima A Reed, Frye, for Boston;
Brtgadier. Scott, New York.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed in 22d, barque J R
Stanhope. DeWinter, Bahia.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 20th, sch Mary H Morse,
Jones. Washington.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20tb, sch Isaac T Campbell,
Matthews, Kennebec.
Cld 21st, sch Melissa A Wiley, Wiley, Boston, and

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

Trenton &

York,

New

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sobs Fred Walton,
D Clarkson, Ireland, do.
Below, sobs J B Knowles, and Kocheko.
Cld 21st, steamer Williamsport, Willetts, Portland; barque Alice, Dyer, Havana; brig Eugene
Hale, Harding, Boston; scbs Augustus Hunt,Baker,
Boston; C Haurahan, Campbell. Boston.
CHESTER, PA—Ar 20th, sen Normandy, Percy,
Philadelphia, to load for Galveston.
Passed dowu 20tb, barque Matthew Baird, for

Smith, Kennebec;

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND OBEEA STKEETM,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be

Matanzas.
At Delaware Breakwater 21st, scbs Mary Lord,
W H Hilton, Ralph Sinnet, M L Wood, Sarah A
Fuller, Stella M Kenyon, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, sehs Beta, Sanborn, Hillsboro; Fair Wind, Clements, Providence.
Ar 22d, scbs Maggie Belle, Rockland; Richard W
Denham, Bath; Charter Oak. and Sea Breeze, from
Bangor; War Steed, do; Perseverance, and Odell,
Kennebec; Elizabeth DeHart, do; Francis Edwards,
and Wm Penn, do.
Cld 22d, ship Aurora, Merriman, Calcutta; barque
John F Rothmam, Nash, Bristol; G Reusens, Engel,
Mazatlan; sehs Belle Hooper. Gilkey, Demarara;
W H Card, Crabtree. St Augustine.
Sid 22d, steamer Franconia, for Portland.
Passed the Gate 21st, sch Julia, and Nellie Doe,
from Hoboken for Boston; Seth W Smith, and Martha Nichols, do for do; Ned P Walker, do for Vinal
Commander,
haven; Hamburg, do for
Elizabethport for Boston; Sabao, Port Johnson for
Bangor; Geo Gilman, do for Cutler; Nellie Treat,
do for Portsmouth; A Richardson, do for Boston
Sea Foam, Amboy for Camden; Willie Martin, do
for Portland; Vasbti R Gates, do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 19th. sch Red Jacket, Ginn,
Ginn, Port Johnson.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 20th, scbs Alaska, McMann
and Alert, Rogers, New York; Lyra, Low, do.
Sid 21st. sch Empress. Lord, Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—A r 21st, sch George & Albert,

«nre

t» buy ticket, (at any railroad
boat office in New England) Tin

BOUND

BROOK

or

SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Juno 18, 1883,
I’OKTI.AIVV for KONTON
fHMMUMMSaat 6.15. 8.46 a. in.. 12.55 and «.S0
m.. arriving at Boston
at 10.45,
1.15 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
BONTON FOR POETIiAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
BOSTON
at 12.55, 6.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
FOB OLD ORCHARD REACH, at 8.00,
9.00 a. ra., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR BOSTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. ra.
PORT*.AND
FOR
SCARBORO
BEACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.15,8,45,
a.
6.00 p. m.
10.25
6.15,
12.35,
m.,
FOR OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 6.15,
8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 5.15, 6.00,
leave
OLIi* ORm.
6.30
Returning
p.
CHARD at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. in., 12.29, 2,45,
and
m.
PORT10.30
7.48
4-33.
p.
LAND FOR SACO, at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. ra.
12.35, 12.55. 5.15, 6.00, 6.30 p. ra. FOR
BID DEFORD at 6.15, 8.45,10.2t> a.ra., 12.36,
12.55, 5.15, and 6.00 p. m. FOR KENNE BUNK at 6.16, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 6.15,6.00
FOR WEliC.Stat6.15, 8.46 a.m.,
m.
p.
and 5.15 p. m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
GRE4T FALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 565.15and6.30pm.FOR SALMON
FAIjIaS,at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 5.15
EXETER, HA VEKHILL,
FOR
p. m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.15,
FOR NEW
8.45 a. ra., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR
MARKET! at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m;
ROCHESTER. FARMINGTON, N. II.,
ALTON BAY. AND WOLFBOKOIGH
FOR CENTRE
at 8.46a.m., and 12.55p.m.
FOR
at 8.45 a. m.
MANHARBOR
CHESTER! AND CONCORD! N. IX.. (via
New Market Jet.) at 0.16a. m., (via Lawrence) at
8.45 a.ra. MORNING TRAIN LEAVES
If ENNEHCNH FOR PORTLAND at7.26.
! Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. in.
ly-T’he 12.56 p. m. train from Portland connects with Svuu<l Liue Steamer** for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. in., train with all Rail Linen for New York
and the South and West.
trains.
Seats
Parlor Car* on all through
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOB PORTLAND at 8,30 a. m. and 6.00
ORCHARD
FOR PORTp. m. OIJ)
LAND12.22, and 9.49. p. m.
^Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of M. L. Will lain* .Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. RUBBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
sepSO

TAKES

Passenger

O.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
II. P. BALPyiy, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Fortiaiid mil Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER It. B
of Trains.

__

t1 r<!

On and after Monday. June IN,
INS3, Passenger Trains will leave

£^^£;PorllaBd

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
1.05 p. m., arriving at Worcester
leave
m.
and
7.80
m.
at 2.15 p,
p.
Returning
Union Depot, Woroester, at 8.00 a. m. and IT.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p, m. and 5.40 p.

Wentworth, Bangor.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, scbs Susan, fin
York, Eflie J Simmons, St John,
NB; Milford, Look, Vinalhaven for Washington;
J Kennedy, Lubec for New Haven.
Sid 20th. brig Tarifa; scbs Ariel, Tantamount,
Grace Andrews, Milford, Elbe J Simmons, Sarah,
Rockland for New

rn.

From Bridgton

Bridgton.

William's,

On
as

F««st

and

Burlington

White

Rock, Hiram

WOHfAW’8 EXPERIENCE.

branches.

via. St. Johns-

Brownfield.
intermediate stations.

tions.)

William Downes, of Uxbridge, Mass.,
writes on March 15,1883. as follows:—
“Daring the past three years 1 have been a great
sufferer from a complication of diseases which baffled the skill of the most experienced dootors, as I
could not obtain permanent relief by their treatment and prescriptions; and I have also tried many
8o-callod cures in the medicine line, but could get
no relief. The pains, aches and weakness increased
so rapidly and constantly that I was so reduced in
strength as to be unable to leave the bed, and the
doctors informed me that there was no hope of a recovery. In this exhausted and discouraged condi
tion a dear friend persuaded mo to use Hunt’s Remedy, ani after taking it only three days T commenced
to get better, and to my great joy and delight I have
continued to improve constantly by its use, until
now, after having taken the remedy only a few
weeks, I am able to l»e about my house again, and
am now doing my housework.
My lame back is
cured, the severe pains have disappeared, and I am
now in better health than for
many years, and beg
this privilege of gladly recommending Hunt’s Remedy to all who are affected with any disease of the
kidneys or liver; and 1 also highly recommend it
for the attacks of sick headache. My husband also
has experienced a very great benefit to his health by
the use of thfe most valuable medicine, Hunt’s RemMrs.

or

7.46 p. m.—Express from Montreal,

Ogdensburg &c.

J. HAITHLTOIV.

p.

ra.

7.00

MONDAY, June

train

is

cisco.

Islands,

Sandwioh

and Australia.
For Freight,

New Zealand

Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eas-

ier

will

run

the

Ml. John

Express, with Reclining Chair Car
between Portland

at-

and

Burlington,

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. .Sc Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12, 1883.
f
jul

Superintendent.

CHAN. II. POVC. «. T. A.
Portland, June22d, 1883.Jun23dtf

Eastern Railroad.

Tickets for the above Excursion
to continue one week.

TIMETABLE.

steamerTexpress.
Cap

HarpswdU

5.45
7.00
U.00
10.30

11.06

lowest rates

9.26
P. M.

2. 30
6.00
6.30

STEAMER EXPRESS.
SUNDAY TIME TABLst.
Leave

Leave
Peak’s.
A. M.
9.30
11.45
P. M.

Portland,
A. M.
9.00

10.30
P.M.

Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin

at

7.36

2.00
4.30
6.10

fast passage

exchange

Leaves

p. M.

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passage tickets by the White Star,
FORCanard. Anchor,
State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all ilrst class

and Scandinavian

JOHN F3MI1ER. Jr.
Peaks'.
A. M.
6.30

Change of*Time.
and after Sept. 17, 1883, the steamer Gordon
will leave
daily» Sunday’s excepted
at 8 a. m., arriving at Portland at 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House Wh..rf, Portland at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpswellat 5 p. m.
For Freight or Passage apply on board to
CAPT. SCOTT OLIVER.
dtf
sepl5

steamers, to and from all point* in
and steerage outward and
ticket*
from Portland at lowest rates.
prepaid
Steerage prepaid ticket* from Inland place* in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Ster-

for one

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT GO
Leaves
Portland.
A. M.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

ling

good

a. m.
HeTrains leave Portland
inrniug, leave Piidgton tf.UO p. a*. Arrive
in Portland S.I5 p. in.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
C. H. FOYE, G. P. A.
dlw
sep22

C. L. BARTLETT A GO.,
B15 State Hired, Gar. Brand HI., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
feb8dtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

ON

are

day. Sale

Agents,

5.00

2.00

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.

Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by tb
CAPT. VI. J. CRAICJ.
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
&c. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Tref. and Diamond Little Diamond.
Portland.
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
1
▲. M.
A. M.
A. M.
TanlO
ly
6.20
6.10
5.45
7.35
7.25
7.00
WHITE STAR LIHE.
9.30
9.46
9.00
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
11.15
11.00
10.30
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
P. M.
P.M.
M.
P.
Rate* reduced for Fall and Win2.30
2.40
2.00
ter. These steamers take the ex5.00
5.16
4.30
t reme
southerly routes,avoiding I 6.10
6.40
6.56
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin
and
$80
100;
$60,
Return tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144; Steerage at low rates.
The sailings are
as follows:
SUNDAY Tim: TABLE.
Britannic.Sept 22 | Republic...
.Sept. 27
J-eave
L<eave
I. eaT*
Celtic...Oct. 6 | Germanic.-.Oct. 13
Tret, and Diamond.
Portland.
Little Diamond.
For sailing lilt*, cabin plans, passage rates and
A. M
A. M.
A. M.
drafts, apply to .J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
9.60
10.00
9.00
del 9
dly
10.30
11.26
II. 30
P. M.
P. M.
P?M.
6.00
6.15
2.00
eeplO
AND

STEAMER

MINNEHAHA.

.,

—

_

PiHLADELPIIIA
Direct Steaiiisblp Line.

VISIT HIT. DESERT IN SEPT
The Pleasantest month fin the Year.

From BO 1' JH

Every Wednesday and Sat■rday,

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
P m* Fro® Pin© Street Wharf
:
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
AS'
\2kInanrance one-half the rate of
joflL’.a.if93*05&*^ sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South Dy connecting line*, forwarded free of commission.
Pannage Tea Dallam. Rouutl Trip 918
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. 8AIRPNON. Agent.
de3ltf
70 Lang Wharf, Boston.
a-

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends in tbe Old Country will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage ticket, at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, So. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign or the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers ooming direct across tbe ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding au
dangers from ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, London-

derry

and Belfast for

$21.00; Dublin, $22.00;

Lon-

don, Bristol, Carditt and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremen aud Har ugen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christb isand, Bergen
Trondbjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent, 11
change at low rates.
22 Exchange St.
jan 24dtf_

Reduction in Fares, Heals, State Rooms
and Hotel Rates.
Special Excursion Rates via the Oreen All.

Railway to Holders »f this Co’s
Excursion Ticket*.
In order to meet the wishes of a large number of
our people who are unable to take a vacation in July
or August, but can spare a week in September
(which is decidedly the most comfortable and pleasantest month in which to travel,) the

Portland, Bangor, Ht. Ueseit and Hachias Steamboat Co.

will place on sale during September, a special ticket (not transferable) to Mt. Desert and return at
the following rates:

Portland to South West Harbor and return.

Single Tickets.

Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Five to Ten, each.SO
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Ten or more, each.
.0#
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Single
Tickets. 4.60
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Five or
more, each. 4.00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Ten or
more, each. 3.60
A Special Ticket—Ha Harbor to Summit
of CJreeu mountain and Return—will
be Hold with the Rar Harbor Excursion Tickets
for $4.00
each.
The view from the top of Green Mountain surpasses in beauty the view from Mt.
Two
round trips per day from Bar Harbor to tne Summit
are made during September.
For time table see advertisement in this paper. For any further information and staterooms, write to
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.

Washington.

Portland, Sept. 1,18-<3.sepSdln

Portland Bangor Nit. Desert Portia &
Company.
And Sachins Steamboat

Ogdensig R,

R.

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
(*&**»*.
..t
y Charles Deering, will leave Rail-

-aFBfriPgiSBa

road

Wharf, Portland, Tuesday

<■
enawsgnBiv and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrival of Steamer), Sonth West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge, Jonesport and Macliiasport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO’, LAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland, going East, for
Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
will
leave
RETURNIXO,
Machiasport every
and Thursday pit 4.30 a. m., touching at inMonday
termediate landings,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.

Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

land.)

The new Steamer CITY OF KICHNIOND,
C’npi. Wm. it. Dennison, leaving same wharf
Monday. Wednesday, A salnritay Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onl,
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next d*\
Connections made at Rockland with steamsr fot'
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth,Monday’s and WedI*
nosday’s trips.
At Bar llarbor with steamer for
Gouldsboro.
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.

TO

Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving In Portland
about

6.00

arriving

n. m., connecting with
at TO 00 p m.

train for

Boston

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent
Portland, June 18, 1883.
Jul8dt

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

—

White Mountains
COMMENCING-

SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, ’83.
Special Tickets. Portland to Crawford’s or Fabyan's and Return, will be sold at

82.50 OYI.Y.

every

good

for two days, which limit will enable excursionists to make, if desired, either or both excursions from Fabyan’s to Summit Mt. Washington or
Profile House.
CS»-Tickets for above Excursion are good lor two
days- tickets sold
good for return on following Mondays—and the holders can obtain from
B. C. & M. li. K. Art. at
half rates for ExFabyans
cursions to Profile House and Summit Mt. Washington. Either or both of these Excursions can be
made within the limit of P. & O. tickets.
Sale (• Continue Through Meptenaber.

Saturdays

CHAS. H. FOYE.G.T. A.

W.

L'nstport, Hie., Calais, Hie., St.
I"hn, N.B., Halifax, N. S„ Ac.

TRIPs"PER

m. For Bartlett and
Trains arrive in Portland :
8,40 a. ra.—fromBartlett and local stations,
i 2.66 noon—from Fabyan’s and all Mountain points.
6.16 p. m.—f rom No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

6.95 p.

5.10

Zealand
and
New
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th. and 20th'of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 1 Oth does not connect for San Fran-

Idaadi,

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; Nt. Johu,
SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Hoaltou, 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. m.; Mf.
7.30 h. m.,
THREE
9.00 p. m.; Vancrbci w, 2.* 0 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
WEEK.
1.50 p. m,; Bucksport, 5.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
ON ANB .» PTKf. MON6.05 p. m.; Bangor. 7.20 a. in., 2.05 p. m.
8.00 p.m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.mt8.10p. m. BelBAY, NAY 14th Fleam
era
of
this Liar will
fast, 6.45 a. ra., 3.15 p. m.; ttkowhegau,
Leave Kailroail Wharf,
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. ra.; Waterrille, 0.20 a. m.
foot of State street, every Monday,
'2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p. m.; Augusta. 6.00 a.
Wednesday
and Friday at 6 p. m., for
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
Eaitport and St.
p. m.;
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St.
Bardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Bath* 7.00 a. ra.. 11.00 a. m.;
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grand
Men an, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. ra.
7.26
and
11.30
a.
5.10
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastlo, Amherst
in. 4,45 &
Brunswick,
Pioton, Shodlac, Bathurst, Dalhenxie, Char
p. m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) Kockland,8.16 a.m.,
lottetown Fort Fairtteld, Grand Fall*, and otbei
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewiston,7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20* stations on the Now Brunswick and Canada, InterWindsor, and Annapolis, Western (Joruscolonial,
a.
m.
8.30
I
pm.; Phillips,7.05
Farmington,
tles, Rail Roads, and Stage Kontes.
10.18
a.
m.
a.
m.;
Wintbrop,
received np to 4 p. m. and any IntY'Freight
due
in
Portland
as
follows:
The
being
morning
formation regarding the same may be had at the
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
of
office
the
a.
m.
The
trains
8.40
from
Freight
Agent, Railroad Wharf.
Lewiston,
day
For Circulars, with Exeursion Routes, Tickets
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and conState Rooms and farther Information apply a
necting roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. ra. The
afternoon trains from Waterrille. Augusta. Bath,
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.
T, C. HKR8EY. President, and Manager1
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. The Night Pull■°»''ldtf
man Expresr train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
St* John and Halifax on s ale at reduced

bury.
12.35 p. tu. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.

Windham,

10.33
16.63

LEAVE FOB POBTLAND AND BOSTON!

This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coaches and baggage cars, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
to Swanton

16.29

tl0.53
til.13
11.20*

Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Uallowell, Augusta,
Wa ter vi He and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 following
morning.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowkegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

AND MONTREAL.

cars

after

and

tached, anti stops

On and after 'lomlay June S5th,
1NN3, until further notice Pniweogcr
Trains leave Portland an follows:
8.95 A. m.—For Fabyan*b. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdonsburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all

SPOKE*.

7.06

16.26

110.49

follows

1 The

BURLINGTON VT.,
OGDENSBUKG, N. V.,

49 50, Ion 9 30, ship Dakota, Gilkey,
from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
Sept 21, off South-Shoal Lightship, brig A J Pettengill, Dewey, from Philadelphia for Portland.

6.00
6.07

5.

—TO—

and

10.20
10.27
10.46

PoUlau.i for Dexter,
Bangor
unit
Vanceboro, rtl John, Halifax
*t. Andrews, St. Stephen,
Provinces
the
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
stations on H. A* Piscataquis R« fi., 1.16
t5.10 p. m. $11.16
p. m., 1.20 p. m.,
and
Belfast
m.; for
Skovrhegan
1.20 p. m.,
.16 p. in.,
til.15 p. m.;
a.
m.
1.16
p. m„ 1.20
Waferrille, 6.46
m.
m. tft.10
Autil.16 p. m
p.
p.
gusta, Uallowell, Gardiner and Bratiswick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., t5.10, 6.30 and
til.16 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Kockland. and Hiiox A Liucoln R. R..
6.46 a. tn., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. ra.; Auburn and Lewiston.. 8.16
a m. 1.15 p. ra.,
5,05 p. m. Lewiston ria
Brunswick 6.45 a. m., $11.15 p. m.;
>lomnoutb,
Farmington.
Wintbrop,
Oakland and North hnson. 1.16 p. m. Far
mington, via Brunswick, 6.45 a. m.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Raihoad

6.06
6.12
16.30
16.34
16.38
16.68

l-cuvc

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Southeastern

p. bi

Dili, Passenger Trains

Returning

points on

a. si.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

cargo.
Cld at Hantsport, NS, 15th inst, sch Orinco, Melanson, Portland.
Cld at Cheverie. NS, 10th, sehs Beta, Pratt, Portland; A S Townsend, Calais; 12th, Maggie, McLellan, Bath; Morris W Child, Torrey, Baltimore.
Cld at St John, NB, 21st, sch E M Sawyer, Dobbin, New York.

Ar.

2
6
7
8
14
16

6

a. m.

Jy24dtf

change Street.
* Does not stop at Woodford’s.
[J. W. PETERS, Snpt.
JU6

FOREIGN PORTS.

follows:

as

2
4
Nos. of Trains.
g
p. bi.
p. m.
Fob Bridgton
mls. a. bi.
9.66
2.15
Leave
8.00
Junct.
Bridgton
t2.22
2 110.05
Rankin’s Mills,
t8.07
H
Wltham’s
12.42
110.36
18,27
9 110.40
t2.46
18.31
Parley’s Mills,
10.46
10
12.60
18.36
Ingall’s Road
14
10.68
3-08
8.63
Sandy Creek,
16
11.05
3.15
9.00
Bridgton, Arrive,
1 Stops when signalled or notice to conductors.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
Transfer, Portland, with through
at GrandTruuk
trams of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins ft Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

Passed BaDjoewangie Sept 20, ship Sachem, Merriman, Cardifi for Hong Kong.
Passed Anjier July 29, ship] Wm J Rotch, Bray,
New York forHiogt.
Passed Dungeness Sept 10, Martha Cobb, Greenbank. from Antwerp for New York.
Off St Catharine's Point 9th inst, ship Geo F Manson, Cousins, Shields for San Francisco.
At Sagua 13th, barque Jose E More, Carlisle, wtg

run

TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

a. in.

son, Port Johnson.
BELFAST -Ar 21st, sch Welaka, [Cottrell, Portland, to load for Charleston.
GREEN’S LANDING— Ar 20th, sehs Maud S,
Strout, and Clinton, Rice, Portland.

Mills,

Bridgton Junct.

Line,

boro; Pony, Pinkbam. Steuben; Peerless, Thompson, Southport; Cynosure, Hodgkins, Rocklaua;
Pemaquid, Wheeler, Boothbay; Walter M Young,
Hodgkins. Lamoine; Pearl, Foster, Wiscasset; Mentor, Hinckley, and Sarah, Wright, Bath
Cld 21st, barque surprise, Aver ill, for Paysandu;
sch Eilen M Golder. McLeod, Savannah.
Ar 22d, barque Sarmiento. (of Portland,) Gould,
Bueuos Ayres Aug 5, scbs Mary Sprague, Matthews
Baltimore; Empress, Manning Rondout; Acara,
Cummings, Hoboken; Kolon, Libby, do; Copy, Curtis, Ellsworth; Florida, Chatto, Bangor; Brunette,
Colson, Winterport.
SALEM—Ar 21st. sch Mary F Cushman. Wall,
Ellsworth; Mary F Rice, Bucksport; Geo D Loud,
St George.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20tb, sch Princeton, John-

Leave

Perlev’s Mills.

Lowell,

E.

bils.

Sandy Creek.
Ingall’s Road,
Rankin's

will

FROM BRIDGTON.
13

Nos. of Trains.

For Clinton,
Ayer June*,
Fitchburg,
Nashua.
Windham, and Ep*
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. oz.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Wat*
erboro&nd Saco River.7.30 a. an., 1.05
rn., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
tavo Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. in.. 11.15
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Gorknm, Naccarappa, Camber lane:
Wentbrook and Woodford’s,
[tills,
at 7.30 a. in.,
1.05, t5.‘JO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. txain from Portland connects at
4ye~ June, with Slooanc Tunnel Route for
t If West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
and all rail,
New York via Norwich
ifcMpringfleld, also with N. Y. A N. E. IS.
tt .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Mnltimore, Washington, and the
Sontn tnd with Kenton A Albanv R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving S Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

and Alzena.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, biig Rachel Coney, Bryant,
Barbadoes; Carrie Purinton,Raynes,Port au Prince;
sehs Cook Borden. Lnnt, Maracaibo; Luis G Rabel,
Murphy, Port Caledonia, CB ; Willie H Higgins,
Jones, Amboy; Irene E Meservey, Meservey, Hoboken; Norman. Smith, and S •> Bickmore, Long, do;
Hudson, Mitchell, and Express, Perjy, Calais; Harriet. Rich, do; Presto, Libby, and Nellie F, Huntley,
Macbias; Junie ta, Thompson, Addison; Eugenie,
Godfrey. and Itaska, Wilson, Millbridge; Emily,
Jasper, Surry; Arboreer, Clark. Ellsworth; Agricola,
Whitmore; Forester, Betts, and Minneola, Smith,
Ellsworth; A J Whiting, Carter, Mt Desert; Nathl
Holmes, Dodge, Bangor; Clive A^ery,Mill8, Belfast;
St Leon, Perkins, Castine; Flavilla, Blake, Camden;
Petrel, Staples, do; Jas Nichols, Childs, and S Sawyer, Bryant, Damariscotta; Virginia, Abbott. Goulds-

trains

TRAINS

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTEN,
Gen. Manager.

Arrangement

JAPAN, CHINA,
Handwieb

ALL

EFFECT

Monday, July 23d, 1883.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

311

ARRANGEMENT.

STJMMELR-

to Bridg*
ton and return will be sold at

CALIFORNIA,

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for

ROUTE

(One May, 34.50.
( Excurnion, 4.00.

New York end Philadelphia,

TO

Japan, China and

steam-

FARE

Weymouth;

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
seplSdtf

A.

S.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As a general

beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltr of over 30 rears duration in every
section of

country of Udolpho Wolfe's
MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Schnapps, its nnsolicited endorsement by
For Few Fork.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at « f>. m..
Returning leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l A
days at 4p.m.

sep21

llAXHO 6dT

our

the medical faculty and

a

sale

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by all Druggist

and Wrocers.

Train* leave Portland
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Janet., Klttory,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Bostou, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynu, Chelsea and BoBton, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 12.53 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Berwick.
| No.
Kennebunk,
Conway
At

2

n.

Du. E. C. West's Nkrvh and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed spec* fic for Hysteria, Dizziness
Convulsions Fits Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by t'ic use of alcohol
or tobacco,
WakefulnesSj Mental Depression, Softening? of the Brain resulting iu Insanity and leading
to misery', decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Tmpotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brai », self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each

m.

box contains one mouth's treatment. $l.abox,cr
G boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid oa receipt o(
price. Wc guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
v if the treatment does not effect
to refund the
a cure. J. C. WR9T & Co., Proprietors, issue
guarantees through II. II. HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only
agents, Portland,Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts-

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.66 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all

edy.’*

■

Southern and Western points.
At 6.30 p. n>. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Kail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Wav Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall Kiver Line for New

IMPORTED

York.

WINES &

Trains Leave Boston

NULL THEBE.”

9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.66
p. m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
m.
i>ail>
At 7.00 p

At

Sir. S. B. Longfellow, Augusta, Me., cast side
river, writes us under date of April 15,1883:
‘‘To whom it may concern: This may oertify that
two years ago I was very badly afflicted with kidney
and urinary difficulties, which extended through the
te in and laid me up for weeks, so that I oould do
I had the most skilful
no work.
physician in town,
who gave me no assistance.
Hearing of Hunt’s
Remedy, I got a bottle, and half of it cured me entirely, so that I have been well ever since. The
other half I gave to a neighbor who was afflicted
I
much as I was, and it restored him to health.
can truly say fluffs
Remedy has been of groat and
inexpressible worth to me.”

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

sailed.

“OUK FLIC IS

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Special Tickets Portland

MAILlh STCO.

Francisco,

points In the
and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, O. P. A.
W. J. SPIOER Snperintendent.
sep24dtf
West

JfcTf-jgggg^Sp.
Z-SX-aa-a.m.,

DOMESTIC POSITS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 20th, ship Chas Dennis
Skallin. Antwerp; India, Rich, Melbourne 61 days.
Cld 21st, ship Thos M Reed, Work, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 21st, barque Eva H Fisk, Newell,

A

PACIFIC

PANHKNtSElITRAlmn'ILL LEAVE

Spoken, Sept 20, twenty miles SS W of Cape Sable,

sch John H

Agrut.^

INDIA ST.

__

FI8HERHIEN.
sch Jas G

Man

Commencing Saturday, Sept. 22d.

272 Middle Street.

and all

Northwest,

This Powder never varies. A marvel o< porky
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

Sept 8, lat

DEATH**.

Denver,

Absolutely Pure.

JHEmOBANDA.
Barque C I) Bryant, lately ashore at the mouth of
the Columbia river, has been libelled by pilot Oisen
for salvage, in assisting to save the vessel.
heb Cook Borueu, Luut, at Boston from Maracaibo, reports, 9th inst, when oif Cape Lookout, bad
a gale from ESE lasting fifty hours; lost and split
sails, and sustained other damage.
The abandoned schr Charles F Heyer has been
driven asuore 20 miles south Portsmouth, NC.
The schr O W Lewis, which was found abandoned
oif Kitty Hawk by schr Mary Bradford and afterward anobored off Station No 12, was taken in tow
by tug Ratlcr and towed to a safe harbor.

21st,

night.

®a^*Ticket8 and Staterooms for sale at D. B.

/OUNG’S,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

Sid fm Cadiz prev to 21st inst, brig Fannie B
Tucker. Wheeler, New York.
Sid fm Trieste 14th, ship Castine, Morgan, New
York.

Ar at Gloucester
shore fishing.

at

Canada, Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, *t. Com*, Omaha, Saginaw. *t. Paul, Halt
Coke City,

EXCHANGE.]
Belle

line are reminded that they secomfortable nigtit’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

cure a

To

CORRESPONDENT.

Falmouth, Eng, 21st, ship
Palmer, Iquique.

Boston, Sept. 22.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter We auote' We tern creameries at 28&
30c for choice, 22@27c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 28@ Oc for choice, 22@27c for fair
and good; New York *nd Vermont dairies 23@27c
■p !b for choice, 18@22e for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@18c
^ ib; firm and higher.
Cheese is firm and scarce. 1 l@12o for extra and 9
@ Oc for fair and good; 0@8cfor common.
Eggs quoted at 23@24c for Eastern, 22@28c tor
New York and Vermont, 21@23c for Nova Scotia

barley 00,000

Brig A* J Pettongill, Dewey, Philadelphia, with
coal. Vessel to Geo S Hunt & Os.
Sch Melissa A Wiley, Chadwick, Baltimore—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Grace Davis, Dyer, Portsmouth.
Seh R Leach, Shaw, Tusket, NS—spars.
Sch B C Cromwell, York, Kennebec bound west.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Mlllbrldge.

Ar at

Stock*.

higher; jobbing ll%@ll%.

Millikan.

FROM MERCHANT'S

@80
@ 29

Boston Produce; Market.

and
nominal.

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

BRIDCTON,

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this

Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. C OYLE, Jr., General

TICKET OFFICE*

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Barpne Clara Eaton, I.nnt, Baltimore—coal to
Rolling Mills. Vessel to Obas Merrill.
Brig Proteus, Rogers, StVincent-to W & C R

@22

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Sept. 22.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher. 3ya
Eureka. 0
Gould & Curry... 2%
Hale & Norcross
4Va
Mexican..
2%
3 Vi
Ophir
2
Savage.
Northern Belle. 6
Sierra Nevada. 4V4
Union Con. 4%
Yellow Jaoket. 3%

Chicago

Montreal.

Steadman, Mitcbell, Somesville.
MACHIASPORT. Sept. 20 —Ar, sch Jerusha
Baker, Chase, Portland.
Sept20-S!d, sch(J V Minot, Hathaway, Marblehead.

Uunwashed.16
Buenos Ayres.23 @29
Montevideo. 27 @32
Cape Good Hope. .26 @32
Australian.
38
@41
Donskoi.26 @28
The large business the past week has considerably
reduced stocks of desirable Wools a id prices of
Michigan are about lc ^ ft higher, and tine Ohio
and Pennsylvania from l@2c
ft better. The advance, however, is not general, but there is a better
feeling for all kinds.
California

From Eewigton ac;l Auburn, 8.36 a. m.,
and 6.60 p.m.
From t.orhntu, mixed, 0.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m
Front Chicago, Montrenl and Quebec,
12.36 p.m.
Pullman Palaco Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cara on day train between Portland and

Arrived.

—TO—

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’oiock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o*cloek p. m.
steamer

12.45,

Sah Cbae H Morse, Getehell, Kennebec—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Minnie Chase. Gray, Castine—Nathl Blake.
Sck Three Sisters, Beal, Jonesport—N Blake.

FARE $1.00.

Chi-

arrivals,

Tea-

Ogdonsburg R. R.

Portland &

Steamers!

3.30(mixed,)and 6.20

Oorhant,Montreal, l|iitber and

SACO, Sept 22—Ar, sch D S Siner,Guthrie, Philadelphia.
Sid, schs Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Portland, for repairs; A Hammond; Gilpatrick, Kennebec; Charlie

@42
@20

a*

and 6.20 p. m.
For «orhnni,0,00 a.m.,
p.m.
For
cago 1.80 p.m.

Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—J B
Coyle, Jr.
Sch Oriental, (Br) Melanson, Port Gilbert NS—

FROM OUR

@34
@38
@30
@38

Pine delaine.
38
Low and coarse.30
Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed.20
California.
.10

Hepl. 2llh, INS:I,
tallows:
DEPARTURES:
For Aubcivu and I,ewl*ton,7.10 a. m.( 1.16

Ou itii'l after Monday,
Train* will ran

Cleared.

master.
Sch Avon.
ton & Co.

BOSTON

CHANGEOF TIME.

Storekeeper

39

City of Rome.New Fork .Liverpool... Sept 22

Foreign Exports.
ST JOHN, NB.Schr Mary
ties to B & M Railroad.

Bsal, St John, NB-R R ties.
Gardner, Pembroke—box herring

to Isaac Emory.
Sch James Henry, Monroe, Camden—lime to L 0
Cummings & Co.
Sch Orient, Morse. Bangor for Gloucester.
Sch White Foam. Ford, Sullivan for Boston.
Sch Grampus, Torrey, Franklin for Boston.
Sch Montezuma, Maxner, Kookland for Millville.
Sch J B Stinson, Stinson, Doer Isle for Boston.
Sch Espeianza, Norton, with 175 bbls mackerel.

On account of the funeral of James Orie, late U. S.
at this port the Custom-house will be
closed for the day at 2.30 P. M.

@34

fall,

It is said that Patti's voice has failed about
15 per cent, since she left for Europe. She
will probably take trade dollars at the box office when she comes back.

IS
Sob Abby Wold,

excursions.

STEAMERS.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

Sob Kiouzt, Chatto, Saoo.

SAILED—Barque Signal.

@35

Fine.33
Medium...37
Common.28

scarce

An obscure shelf is not the place for the new
medical work, “The Science of Life; or, SelfPreservation,” but the family family.

@36
@40

Medium.38

RAILROADS.

_MHCEumom.

Qeor*eto,,n'J^t^sssss^st^KaudailSoh Lotus, Williams, Boston.

Paul.’.'.106%

St. Paul pref.
j 20V2
Union Pacitio Stook. 88Vs
Western Union Tel. 79%

The Wall street sandwich—Ball on one side,
bear on the other, and a little lamb in the
middle.
Horsford’s

82

Northwestern pref.146%
Central.. ....115%
Rock Island.
122

and PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at

Fowl...14®l6c

We love each other, and shall be very hap-

dollar of it.

forgery.”

name

to a check payable to the order of his brother, and Joseph entered into business again.
In two years he was a bankrupt.
“I shall never succeed in business, Jack,”
he said.
“Help me out of this trouble and
I will live with you on the farm. I shall
succeed as a farmer.”
It took all of John Brisben’s hoard to pay
hiB brother’s debts, but he made no complaint, uttered no reproach. He said:
“I am glad you are coming back to the
farm, Jodie. You need do no work, and we
will be very happy .ogether.”
Sc Joseph took up his residence at the
farm, and remembering his brother s words,
devoted his time principally to hunting,
fishing and rioting about the country. In
the meantime John Brisben had fallen in
love, and the daughter of a neighboring
farmer, Compton by name, was his promised
wife. Being a man of strict honor himself,
and having full confidence in bis brother, he
did not object when Joseph began to pay his
affianced very marked attention.
“I am glad he likes her,” he thought. “I
am so busy on the farm that I have little
time for pleasure, and Alice is so fond of

“Why,

“But—” Uegan the magistrate.
"Issue an order for my brotber’s instant
release. He is innocent of the intent to do
wrong. I am the guilty man. 1 forged the
name of Charles Ellison to the check which
he uttered. He did not know that it was a

tiary.

(By Telegraph.)

Vt

New York

the great-grandfather of my hero emigrated
to Kentucky when Benton’s station, between
the present City of Mavsville and the historical old town of Washington, was the principal settlement on the “dark and bloody
ground.’’ He came from upper Pennsylvania and located about five miles from the
Ohio river on Limestone creek. He was an

lent blue grass farm aud a snug little fortune
in stocks, bonds and mortgages. The widow remained unmarried until her death.
Mrs, Samuel Brisben was a good womau,
and she idolized her twin boys. Like most
twins the boys resembled each other in a

New York Stock and money market.

con-

apprehended

7.30,

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

Portland at 11.00 p.m.
Pullman Parlor Cars

and arrive in

1

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m.. 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.46 a. m,, 12.66 and 6.30 p. m*
Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
Un Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Ticket* to all Point* Mouth and
Wert.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seats and
■«rtha «old at Depot Ticket Ofllc« only*
dune 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKEK,
D. W. SANBOKN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
oLUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent
Juniedtf

LIQUORS

[of all kind**, iu the

-FOR SALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
410|NEW

NO.

Importers.

Also, General Managers for^NewjKuglanil,
FOB THE I'EI.EBItATED

1

Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM liARRIMON, MAINE.

auflO

18 BEATER

Young, middle*

<3 The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early lile may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the Peabodmedical Inntitnte. Boston, entitled The Nci
ence of Ufe; or, Helf-Prenervation.
It Is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature I>ecliLe in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five pre^
scriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of which in in valuable,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years Is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed In this country for
12.60, or the money will be refunded. Price only
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the N*
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PE A BODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, or
w*
PARKER, No. 4 Bulttnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
re.)nirlng atm ami experience
mv3(M*\rly2'J

STREET,

NEW YORK.
_

THE

dir

“LEADEH”

A Pure Havana Cigar.
McMAIN, of the Hrm of -McMain & Weston,
•
would call the attention of buyers and smokers
to the New Cigar which they are
introducing to this
market. It is a pure cigar, free from
flavoring or
coloring of the stock, and absolutely free from poison ot any kind.
It is a flrst-class, clean, and guaranteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston’s “l.cnder,"striotly hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called “Cupid" a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the ‘‘Leader,’’ and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address

TF.

Mc.UAili A WESTON, Wc-tUrld, -Hum.
For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons A Ilawes, H. P.
Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana, Jr„ and J. B. Totten.
seplldSm
S.

FISTULA AND PILES

Cured without the t'se of the Knife.

FORE STBEET, I'OBT-

CANO. MAINE.

Summit

KNOW THYSELF.,
A Book for Krery Ulan !
aged and Old.

Dr. KENM'S
CW&V5.|| OFFICE,
Closed Until October 13.

WILLIAM REAP (M. D., Harvird, 1842). and
ROBERT M. REAP (M.D., Hal .ard, 18761oilier-,
Evil in. Hoiw, 175 Trruionl -Irert Ro.ua.
give special attention to the treatment of EISTI71,A, 1*11.EX AND ti l. DIPEANEM OK
THE KEHTI'U. without detection from busiAbundant references given.
ness.
Pamphlet sent
on

application.

office

Hours—11 a.m.’to 4 p.m.( eicept Snn days

feblOdly

e

R R E S S

THE

MONDAY MORNING, SEP. 24.

VICiNITyT

CITY AND

NEW.ADVKKTIKEBENTN TO »AV.|1
D1CK.2IW

ENTERTAINMENTS.
BRice’s Surprise Party.
NEW ADVKRTIKKMKKTB.
Millett & Little.
Special Sale—RUies Brothers.
Grand Opening—Geo. A. Gay & Sr
Wautsd—Custom Coat Makers.
Mlas Sargent’s Sch ool.
CChange of Time—G. T. R.
Wanted—Board.
To Let -Tenement.
Draw the cork and Hub Punch is ready. It
tops all other driDks, clear, or mixed with ice
water, etc. Sold in bottles only by Grocers

Druggists all

over

the Union.

sept24

MTb&F&w

Advice to Mothers.—Mbs. Winslow’
Soothing Svrup should always bo used when
children are cutting teotb. It relieves the little safferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wiud, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from

teething

cents

a

or

other

causes.

Twenty-fivo

bottle.

dec4

_WSM&wly

Enterprising local agents wanted in this
town for an article that is sore to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address flumiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street,
Boston.
jy30-daw2m
Good Advice.—If you want to get well and
keep well, go to 199 Middle street and buy a
Pine Hyglen Mattress; cost only $10.
tf
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the
ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street.

Patrick Reddin.$237
Jeremiah Moynehan..
t‘6
David Linnehan. 144
John Murray. 269
'J horn as F. Brogan
849
James Welch. 995
John Feeney. 855
William F. Eagan
462
Patrick Flaherty. 674

Elizabeth Conley.142
Sylvanus Harmon.... 354
Bernard Devine. 119
Margaret Bennett
120
Fred Cushman.
230

38
61
08
80
82
23
69
14
48

79
60
79

37

46
115 73
119 79
240 81

Bridget Flaherty.
Michael Bennett.
William Nugent..
Patrick C. Nugent. 25192
Mary Walsh
114 94
Thomas Hone.

Feeney.

46 00
123 03

Michael Clancey.. 117 48
William H. Farrell was sentenced on a search and
seizure complaint to pay $100 or ninety days in
jail. Committed.
Thomas Hart, on search and seizure complaints,
sentenced

in

the

aggregate to pay $600 and
oosts or fifteen months in
jail. Committed.
£ Rosanna Brady was sentenced on a complaint for
search and seizure to
pay $100 and costs o» to three

jail;

months in

on

another

complaint

which

alleged

prior conviction she was sentenced to pay a fine of
$100, and in addition to six months in jail. Committed on both.
The fines and costs paid in so far this term amount

a

to

$10,271.03.
Municipal Court.
JUDGE GOULD.
Johnson. Intoxication. Fined

BEFORE

Saturday.—Mary

(6 and costs. Paid.
Lawrence Johnson.Search and seizure.Fined §100
and costs.

county.
A

spiritual

of Catholic clergy of the
diocese of Portland was held the past week at
the Catholic Cathedral, conducted by Rev.
Father Welch of Boston, assisted by about 25
of the clergy. The retreat closed Friday

Appealed.

R. A. Parker, agent of the
Pennsylvania
railroad, was at the Falmouth Hotel Saturday.
Tha Consolidated Electric Light
Company
will put ten additional lights into the Fal-

large party

took advantage of the Emita
to eujey a sail in the harbor,
yesterday.
George. H. Poor, late master mechanic of
the Portland & Ogdensburg, has
aocepted the
position of mechanical superintendent with
the American Brako Company of this
city,and
is now attending to the duties of that
position.
The American Brake Company are to be congratulated on this important accession to their
working staff.—fSt. Louis Post-Democrat.
Mr. John Davis, ticket agent of the Grand
Trunk railway, has returned from his
European trip.
He is looking well and enjoyed his
vacation.
News was received here yesterday of tbe
death of Edward Gordon Garden, at Port Arthur, Lake Superior. Mr. Garden was formerly a resident of this city, and had many friends
heie, who will regret the Bad news. At the
time of his death he was division
engineer on
the eastern section of the Canadian Pacific
railroad.
There will bo a meeting of the First Maine

Battery

at the armory Wednesday
evening, to
take action upon the resignation of Senier
First Lieutenant E. H. Waterhouse.

The Portland Cadets have received an invitation to visit Manchester, N. H., Ojt.
12th, as
the guests of the Manchester
Cadets, and to
participate in the “field day” exercises of the
latter company.
A Boston despatch states that the
Flying
Yankee train will be discontinued the middle
of October.
The new paper, “Talk.” conducted
by
Messrs. Fay and Sawyer, made its first
appearance Saturday. Its reading material was
good.
Repairs on tbe steamer Cleopatra are nearly
completed, and she will go on tbe Nova Scotia
route soon.

Tbe losses by fire in Portland thus far in tbe
municipal year (from March) will not be over

§400 in

W. C. T. U.
Annual Meeting of the Society—Election
of Officers and Report of the Secretary.

of insurance.
One or two yachts of the Portland Yacht
Club went to Freeport Saturday
night, where
they were joined by others Sunday.
The second Maine Central excursion to
Aroostook will take place tc-morrow, and it is
excess

anticipated

--

The onnnal meeting of the Womans Christian Temperance Union was held at the Friendly Inn Saturday afternoon. Devotional exerciBes were led by Rev. Mr. McWhinnie.
The Recording Secretary made the following

report.
secretary’s report.
In presenting the seventh annual report of
this Spciety, I must confine myself to mere
facts, and those but meagre, concerning its
work. The details cannot be brought ont in
such a report, and the results and good accomplished cannot be estimated and presented.
The large and regular attendance at the
business meetings has evinced the interest of
the ladies. These meetings have been preceded
by a devotional meeting of half an hour.
Throughout the year Sabbath evening meetings have been hel<^t the Inn, except during
the summer months, when there have been
out-of-door meetings. The attendance on these
has been larger than in former years.
Thursday evening meetings for the instruction of children and youths in the principles
of temperance and sobriety have been held,
until the vacation season, with encouraging
results.
Much has been done in the way of repairs
about the Inn, which has afforded a home free
from temptation to many men.
The department of the Police Mission would
show the greatest amount of labor resulting
in permanent good, could we only give the details and results. During the year the matron
has met at the station 225 women and girls,
with all of whom she has had more or less conversation, and to many of whom she and the
station committee have rendered much valuable aid in the way of encouragement to and assistance in the right wav of living. 'One young
girl has been sent to the Industrial School, and
from several placed there by this Union we
hear encouraging reports.
Some of the women who had no homes, have been
provided
with them in the country, where they can earn
an honest living; others have been sent to the
Temporary Home, which has most generonsly
received them and wisely cared for them.
In
as far as possible, the police matron and station committee keep a watch and guard over
all thoee who come under their care at the station and Greeley Hospital, where regnlar calls
are also made.
Frequent visits are made on
these women at their homes in the city, and
communication is kept up with those oat of
town.
The Flower Mission, during the summer has
distributed over 500 bouquetB in the hosoitals,
jail, orphan asylum and the Bethel, and to
sick individuals at their homes.
Three times the Union has come before the
public in a money-making way, for v e need
much money in carrying on the work. The
people generously responded to the calls to
supply the restaurants of last October, and of
June and July of this yea.'.
To all who aided
we tender hearty thanks and bespeak their
kind services for future occasions

Respectfully submitted.

Cornelia M. Dow.

_

Portland, Sept. 22,1883.

retreat

night.
Scheouer Pride-of-the-Port, Capt. Parsons, of
Portland, arrived Saturday from Wood Island
with sixty barrels of largo and handsome herring, the first arrival of the season.
Mr. Giles O. Bailey, editor of the
Sunday
Times, and wife leave to-day for a two weeks’
vacation trip to Boston, New York and Pennsylvania. Mr. Bailey’s mother and brother reside at Reading, Pa., where they will
spend a
large part of their time.
The policemen’s ball will take
place at City
Hall, Oct. ICth.

A

Saturday.-The following fines and costs we*e
paid in liquor cases, mainly on complaints for search
and seizure and nuisance indictments.
The whole
amount paid in during the
day was $0339.48, a
small part of which were costs on scire
facias writs
and are omitted in the list below:

was

at her window.
The evening train over the Rochester had to
come to a foil stop at Morrill’s Corner, Saturday night, or it would have struck a drunken
man on the track.
Charles B. Crist, advance agent of Rice’s
Surprise Party, is at the Preble House.
City Marshal Isaac Stover, of Saco, is in
town very ill with erysipelas in the head.
He
is a brother of officer Stover.
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely is on his annual visitation to the Episcopal churches in Aroostook

mouth.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Nicholas J.

Gardiuer, Me., next Tuesday.' They will be
absent four days.
S3g8^b2;{
There were six deaths recorded in Portland
last week.
There were 70 arrests la6t week, of which 52
were for drunkenness.
The value of exports last week was £36,807.10, ir eluding 411,088 feet of lumber.
yohug woman with the nightmare, aroused all the lodgers at the St. Julian Saturday
night, and called in three policemen, with the
impression that a burglar was trying to get in

Spetial Meeting.

and

Brief Jottings.
FTbe day yesterday; mercury 68° at 8 a.m.;
73° at noon; 62° at sunset; wind southwest.
Calanthe Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of
Lynn, wit.fi! the1 Lyun >bras»bami, will visit

Secretary.

The
of
the
treasurer
report
showed the receipts of the year enough to meet
the expenditures and the society free from

debt.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:
President—Mra. G. S. Hunt.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. J. Ji. Donnell, Mrs. M.

Merrill,

Mrs. L. O’Brion.
Treasurer—Mrs. L. M. N.

Stevens.
Recording and Corresponding Secretary—MiS3 C.

M. Dow.

Directors—Second Parish, Miss C. M. Patten,
State Street, Mrs. A. G. Dewey, Miss Anna liana;
W.
Plymouth. Mrs.
Sawyer; High Street,
Mjs. L. M. Cutts;
Williston, Mrs. ,1. M.
Haines; St. Lawrence Street, Mrs. J. J. Gerrisb;
St. Luke’s, Mrs. Louise Jordan; St. Stephens, Mrs.
S. H. Doten; Pine Street, Mrs. Homsted, Mrs Fernald; Congress Street Methodist; Mrs. J. M. Stevens; Chestnut Street Methodist, Mrs. M. G. Palmer;
Free Street Baptist, Mrs. Strickland; First
Baptist,
Miss O. M. Beckett; Friend*’ Society, Mrs. A. F.
Cox; FirBt Parish, Mrs H. Coolidge; Park Street,
Mrs. L. Bat, helder: Clinrch of the Messiah, M rs. J.
Brooks; Congress Square, Mrs. H. Taylor; Swedenhorgian, Mrs. Levi Morrill; Preble Chapel, Mrs.
Pheian; Vaughn Street, Mrs. G. F. Morse; West
End. Miss C. Carlton; St. Paul, Mrs. J. Hawley.
Youthful Burglars.
three boys—Charles Stev-

Saturday morning

ens, Thomas Bassett and another—the oldest
not over twelve years of age, entered the
stable of George Tucker, the hackman, on
India street, through a small window and
gathered into two bags all the movable prop-

erty that they could get away with. They
took rubber coats and hats, a heavy overcoat,
a couple of
pairs of trousers, overalls, nieces
of harnesses, buckles, belts, a hackman’s
badge, and old iron. They got out of the
stable as they had got in, and were making for
a junk store when they were noticed
by Officer
Stover, who btarted in pursuit. Young Bassett dropped the bag which lie was carrying
and escaped, as did also one of the other boys.
The Stevens boy was caught and taken to the
station with his booty by Officers Fickett and
Stover.
___

Arrival of the Proteus.
Mr. Allen B. MoultoD, of the firm of W. &
C. R. Milliken, arrived home from his voyage
to Cape St. Vincent, on the brig Proteus Saturday night. He had in charge the body of

large party will make the trip.
Fifteen intentions of marriage were recorded
at the city clerk’s office last week.
W. W. Andrews has just finished
mounting
a fine pair of western steer’s horns for Mr.
A.
J. Rich. They are mounted on a
shield, upa

holstered with red plush.
Mr. Ponce tells the Express

he did not lose

§1,500 by ’the running of the steamer Gen.
Bart'ett this season.
A little son of Michael

Daley, living at the
end of Cumberland street was
severely
bitten by a dog Saturday. The dog was immediately killed.
The upper Btory of the building now in
process of erection, on the corner of
Congress and
Pearl streets, it is said, will be used as a
east

DRAMA.

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

widow, two sons and a daughter, children by.
bis first wife.
Collector Dow has directed that the Custom
House be closed at 2.30 o’clock this
afternoon,
as a mark of respect for his
memory.
The funeral will take place this afternoon at
3 o’clock, from Plymouth
church, Rev. Dr.
Seward officiating.
Presentations.
been rumored that Mr. M. S.
so well known
as
the popular
cashier at the Falmouth Hotel, was soon to be
married, the boarders and employes arranged
to make him a present as a testimonial of their

having
Chamberlain,
It

legard. Accordingly, Saturday evening he
was presented with a splendid gold
watch and
chain, valued at $114. The watch was of the
best grade of Elgin watches, and was furnished
by Messrs. Todd & Morse. The many friends
of Mr. Chamberlain wish him all the happiness possible in his now relations.

Saturday night a committee
Light Infantry called out Officer

THE WEATHERCOCK.

leaders may know something of the
“
Weatheicock,” the opera in which the Ideals
will appear at City Hall, October (ith, wo will
say that the opera, under the original name,
“La Girouette,” was brought out fiist about
lour years ago in Paris, at the Theatre des
That

our

Fantasies Parisiens, and

was written by MM.
Emile Emery and Henri Bocage, the music by
M Coedes. The
adaptation to be used by the

! “rdeals”

has been made by Mr. Oscar Weil,
who made such a success in the version of the
“Musketeers,” brought out by the same company last season.
erodes, the composer of
“The Weathercock,” was a prompter at the
Paris Opera aud is described as being one of
the jolliest of good
fellows, who waited so long
for luck to strike him that when at last lie
scored a success with his
opera his good fortune and consequent
surprise turned bis head
temporarily and sent him to an asylum. The
opera was put, on at
Theatre, New

Daly’s

York, a couple of seasons ago, the translation
being that made by Mr. Fred Williams, but
the production by the "Ideals” will bo the
first presentation of the work in this country
by au operatic organization. The action of

the opera takes place in
Hungary a century or
more ago,
giving a chance, which will be improved, of costuming the principals and chorus in the
picturesque fashions of the period,
ike story turns on the love of a
gallant for the
Princess Froderiqne, who is betrothed from
to
babyhood
Enstache, a grandee of Spain.
The gallant Hildebert takes
advantage of
r*epin s instability of character to assume to
be Eustache, aud holds off his
rival and bewilders the father long
enough to marry the
Princess, while the true Eustache falls in love
with a maid, and so is content.
The situations of the book are
happily suited to give
constant stage action in ali the
scenes, aud
Mr. Weil’s clever work in the
dialogue adaptation promises to go far in
a success
securing
for the opera. The music is said to be
bright
aud tunefnl, so that the opera appears to have
many elements of popularity, “the Weathercock” has been cast as follows:
Governor.H. £. Barnabee

Hildebert.W. H. MoDonald
Kuntia..Tom Karl
Collardo.George Frotliingliani

A“>odio.|...
IUchard

Mr. Dale
.....Mr. Nichols

Krederica, the princess.Marie Stone

Lucie ..Mamie
Siegfried
Lieutenant Dragonette.
Lizzie Burton

Petagie.Mathilda Phillips
HEARTS OK OAK.

Wednesday night

Herne’s “Hearts of Oak"
will be produced at Portland Theatre.
The
New York Herald says:
"Hearts of Oak” as given by Mr. Jas, A.
Herne’-s company, was accorded a
re-

hearty

ception last eveniug by a large audience at
Colonel Sinn’s Brooklyn Park Theatre. The
picturesque drama, which was handsomely
mounted, was artistically rendered by Mr.
Heme, Miss Katherine Corcoran, aDd the other members. Since the
presentation of “Hearts
of Oak” in that city last season, several novel
effects have been introduced in the stage ma-

chinery.

rice’s surprise party.
Rice’s Surprise Party will appear at Portland Theatre next Friday and Saturday. An

handsome open-face silver Waltham watch.
The presentation was made by Corp. J. C.
Moore, in behalf of the Infantry. Officer
Norton was completely surprised.
Accidents.
John Creamer, teamBter for Larrabee & Co.
fell from hie team Friday night and was badly
hart.
As

named Itundlett was unyoung
loading a barrel of mineral water from a team
at Prince’s Express office, Saturday, thejbarrel
fell upon one^oot, crushing it badly.
a

man

Foss’s furniture team was badly smashed
Friday night, by the horse running away, and

tunities to all the members of the company to
The star of the
appear to good advantage.
company is John A. Mackay, the comedian.
He is happy in the possession of a good voice,
enunciation and an elastic face, which
he distorts as occasion requires. His facial expression is good—far beyond the average.
While he is original in hiB characters, he
shows himself to be a good imitator.
His imitations of John T. Raymond, Robson and others last evening, were truthful pieces of acting.
His versatility as to dialect was shown in the
poem, ‘Barbara Frietohie.’ In this he is inimitable. Mr. George Fortesqne, long known to
the burlesque stage, shows himself at best in
the third act, when in female attire.
He is
clever in almost everything he undertakes.
Among the ladies honors were evenly divided
last evening between Miss Kate Castleton and
Miss Irene Perry. The. former, attired in a
Quakeress habit, made a decided hit, as did
also the latter in a recitation, followed
by a
ballad. Both received .elegant floral offerings
from friends in the audience.
The Misses
May Stembler, Lillie Giubb and Ida Smith,
the Tyrolean Warblers, received a heartv encore after their first song.
It may be said that,
aside from the unmistakable talent apparent in
each one of the young ladies, their personal
appearance is very favorable.'
correct

THE STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.

The City Council recently passed an order
prohibiting the placing of chairs in the aisles
in City Hall, and hereafter none such will be
allowed in any aisle upon any occasion wha
ever. Mr. Stockbridge, not knowing of this

decision, sold

few chairs for his course. The
Mayor declines to make an exception in this
case, so that the holders of tickets to chairs
will have exchange them for some other location.
The following will be the cast of “Fra Diavolo,” to be given by the “Ideals” in the Stocka

bridge course:

fleet
landed
barrels
at
13,000
the various outports for the week closing Saturday, but all were quickly disposed of at an
advance on previous prices.
The fishin ; season is rapidly drawing to a
close, and there is
little prospect of a much larger catch, though
the vessels which arrived early in the week
At the high prices
brought in large fares.
now ruling the lucky vessels are doing well,
and some of them will realize large sums for
the season’s work, but the great bulk of the
fleet are still without a catch and the average
earnings will be very small.

quantity of mackerel landed by the
England fleet at all port^ for the week

The
New

13,103 barrels against 9,900 barrels for
week in 1882 and 11,238 barrels fn 1881.
There has been a short supply of nearly all
kinds of fresh fish during the week, and dealers found considerable
difficulty in filling
was

same

orders.
The

Dominion Line.

Mr. Lemon of Liverpool, marine superintendent of the Dominion line, was kicked by a
horse recently, and so badly injured that he
will lose one leg. This has incapacitated him
from duty and he has resigned.
Capt. Archibald Beid, shore captain of the line here, but
wbo was captain on the Brooklyn on her retarn to England, is now filling the position of

superintendent temporarily and will probably
be appointed Mr. Lemon’s successor.
Capt. Williams, of the Oregon, has resumed
command of his ship. A short time previqns
to Capt. Beid’s return to Liverpool he acted as
marine superintendent of the line.
The new ship Vancouver of the lino, whose
keel was laid last March, is rapidly nearing
completion and is expected to make her first
trip to this port next April.
Forest Fires in Scarboro.

Gorham—Freeman Harding to Nathaniel
M. Marshall, land and buildings. $1,200.
Scarboro—Frederick D. Ellis to John Cloud

distance of three miles. More tkau a
thousand acres have been burned over and
quite a number of houses and barns were in

body

Mountfort, land.

Harpswell—Stephen

$70.

Sinnett to

May

Ellen

C.

novitiates

under

the

discipline

A large force of men and
teams are engaged plowing and setting back
fires and trying to stop the progress of the fire

danger yesterday.

and save threatened property.

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
at Pianp Rooms of W. M. Furbush & Son,
Brown Block, 5411 Congress St. where he is prepared to receive beginners and advance-! pupils.
a

specialty.

§ep22dtf

ical

Studies

are

cordially InvP d to visit

NEW CLOAK RCdMS
casion

of

our

on

FIRST

J. W. COLCORD,

our

the

143 Pearl Street.

oc-

GARMENTS,

Wednesday

dtf

MISS

OPENING of FALL aud WINTER

ANNE

51

and

L.

Violin,

Pupil of Boston Conservatory of Music, and refers
by permission to Julius Eichberg, W. li. Dennett
Charles Grimmer, and Ira C. Stockbridge.
seplO

Wednesday

and

dlw,teod2m*

MRS, THROOP’S

Thursday, Sept. 2d & 27.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH SCHOOL

Young

Children,

and

Ladies

ii4«h, ISS.'t.
open
For circulars, address MRS. THROOP, No. 51
High st. Portland, Me.
jy9eod till octl
SEPTE MBER

re

BY AUCTION.

llo"^

Wedneedav, Sept. 26, at 10 a. m., at City
tel Stables, Portland, Me. The stable contains about 50 stalls, ample carriage and hay room)
is new and one of the be3t appointed in the State.

ON

The business is the result of 20 years’labor and
has the patronage of the City Hotel. The stock
consists of about 25 horses, 30 Carriages, comprisCaring Hack*. Crapes. Double and Single,
riages, 15 Sleighs, Harnesses, Robes, Blankets, &a.
Pull particulars and catalogues furnished upon application to ,J. W. ROBINSON, Proprietor of City

Hotel, or
F. O. BAILFY Sc CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

Executor’s Male of Vessel Property by Auction.
THURSDAY, Sept. 27, at 12 m., at rooms 18
Exchange street, Portland, Me, we shall sell

following property belonging to the estate of
H. L. Kendall. Providence, R, L:

VESSELS.
TOSS. BUILT.
1-32 Ship Wm. <1. Davis.1668... 1877
1-32
Portland Lloyds.1242... 1876
1-32 Bark Isaac Jackson. 616_1874
1-32
Alice. 504. ...1874
1-32 Bkt. Jessie McGregor.
1882
570.
1-32 Brig E. Winslow. 302....1873
1-32
E. W. Williams. 407 ...1873
1-32
Fanny B. Tucker. 400... 1874
1-32
430_1874
Jenny Pblnney
1-16 Sch. Ckas. E. Sears, of Lubec..
160.... 1874
Informatiou regarding the vessels can be bad upon
to J. S. Winslow & Co., 3 and 4 Central
Wharf. FRANCIS KENDALL, ) Executors of
NICHOLAS SHELDON,
Estate of
HIRAM KENDALL.
) H. L. Kendall.
F- O. UAILEY &p CO., Auctioneer-.
«ep21
d6t

application

-FOR-

Will

LIVERY STABLE and STOCK

DAVIS, ON
the

Monument Street,

Teacher of

Thursday, September 26 and 27.

ROBINSON’S

sepia

-Jan2 4

GRAND

J. W.

JJriring

given to private pupils by the subscriber

of

his. There ss no confusion or
change or
loss. Another principle is tiie mutual uuion
of social interests involved. We build into
each other, uplifting in the case of a noble
character, or giving a downward pull, whan
the foundations are inadequate or the materials
are poor or the
plans aud specifications of the
Master Architect are overlooked. The solemnity of a work so unique,so vast and so sublime
in its beneficent aud eternal issues was unfolded.
Prof. Thwing then briefly referred to the
circumstances of his coming to Portland to
assume the pastorate of the St. Lawrence
street church, a colony of the
Second church;
the welcome received from Pastors
Carrutbers,
Dwight, Chickering, Bradley, Merrill and
others; the great revival oflS58; local events
like the visit of the Prince of
Wales, the expected visit of the Great Bastern, the bucsting
forth of the Rebellion and the
departure of
the Maine troops. He si>oke of the sixteen
years given to pastoral labors and nine to authorship and workin theological or college
classes among churches in various
places in
this and. in foreign lands. He had
spest five
summers iu Europe and
enjoyed preaching to
believers of different
denominations and
nationalities from Troudlijem,
Norway on the
north, to Barcelona in Spain on the south. It
had beeu a growing joy to preach the
gospel of
Christ, though painfully conscious of personal
defects and limitations. The discourse closed
with warm gratulations at the
prospects before
the Second Parish and the earnest wish that
their spiritual advancement
might equ^l aud
surpass their temporal prosperity.

Instruction

Instruction in English and Class-

PVBLIC

THE

Spiritual architect is voluntary and never
loses its moral quality. Much of tho
work, too,
is a silent one. Dr.
Thwing dwelt on this and
showed that our unhistoric
years, our'sequestered activities form a vital factor of the success
which after days reveal. Great thinkers, from
Moses down, have loved solitude. The Jesuits
put their

PROF FRANK BURNHAN:
Elementary

rivers seek the sea
The skies woo the waters
back to their bosom but only to
drop them
once more upon the earth,
watering the hills
from their chambers to sot free
again the
streams in their journey to the
deep. The
coral reefs are built by unresting toilers. The
vital forces of the body are ceaseless in their
play, alooit automatic, while the work ol the

solitude. Its relation to scholarship end to
profound piety is apparent. Again, tho Syrian
hills whence the materials of the temple were
brought picture the formative and probatiouary features of this life.
Reference was made
to the fashioning of the
masonry of the New
York post office which the preacher witnessed
The Lord knoweth them that
at Dix Island.

RCCTION IUAI.BM.

GDteATIONAIi.

TEACHER

{

WANTS.

are

We shall exhibit at
one

our

MISS MORGAN’S

opening

Begins tenth

of the LARGEST and FINEST

line of Garments ever shown east
of Boston.

May be found atFurbush’s Piano Wareroooms,
sep20

Dolmans Circulars, Cloaks, etc.,
also Elegant Fur Lined Garments.

sermon.

From other sources we gather the
following
facts in relation to this church which Mr.
Clark leaves after a pastorate of seven
years:
Mr. Clark was installed October 19,
187G, over
whit was then a email church of fil
members,
worshipping in a chapel ou Dauforth street:
since that time there has been a
steady and
continuous growth, some being received at
Communion
every
until now the number of
church members is nearly or
quite 350. These
meet for worship in a haudsome and
convenient
church, free from debt and in good financial
There
is
a
standing.
Sabbath school of nearly
400 members and a “Society of Christian
Endeavor of 150 or more.
From these facts it
would seem that Mr. Clark does not leave
because discouraged for want of results.
That he is appreciated is a fact that is
patent
to everyone.
He has received several testimonials of affection from his people since his
resignation,
among which we have only space to mention a
beautiful painting by oar artist H. B.
Brown,
Esq., given him by the society of Christian En
deavor, and a fine and costly gold headed cane
from two of his church members.
We cannct gain any better idea of the feeliue which goes with him thau in the words
ivrilten a short time since of him by one of the
ladies of his church:
There was a time wlie» we were few, and small
Our place among the churches. But there came
One scut to be our pastor in the name
Of Him who knows his
flock; and sceiDg all
Their need, and all the
work, knows whom to call.
We know his life, his labors, and the same

Unfaltering purpose

which has been his

Geo. A.

Gay & Co.,

UNDERWEAR, at
88 cents per piece.

50 cents per

piece, worth

Congress

RINES

^ft.

BROS.

SPECIAL

SALE.

which afford

PERFECT PROTECTION

They

are

written

[for the whole term of life, thus

continuing the Insurance without limit,
long as it may be desirable,or they may

dorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
are based upon a larger reserve than the policies
of any other company of this country, thus giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned during
their entire continuance.
They are Non-forfeiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or more annual premiums, Paid-up
Policies, without surrender or care on the pan of
the Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
Policy, and made a part of it, and participating in

ment we ever

our

displayed

New Store the best assortin all wool Dress Flannels.

One case 50c Grey Flannels,
Two cases 36 in. Colored Flannels,
“

Four
Two

“

“

54
54

“

44

Bangor.
eodlm

sepl8_

BLANKETS.
On Friday Morning,
SEPT.

piece
B«p24

_

No. 451 Congress Street.
sep21
dtf

BUY YOUR
SCHOOL BOOKS,
COMPOSITION BOOKS,
BLANK BOOKS,
WRITING PAPER,

58

Kilby St.,

BOSTON,

Special Claes

for

Sehool.

Grey

SCHOOL.

Boys, Fourth Grade Grammar

KLTDEROARTEA
Under

148

care

of

Miss Proctor.

SPRING STREET.
eodtf

Wanted.
with two well furnished rooms, hi a nice
locality, for a lady and two children, aged six
and two years. Address at once, “A. C.,” Press

BOARD,

rep24dtf

Office.

TO LET.
Five rooms nt 18 TVNG STREET
J3t
80p34

lot of window sash, glazed. Apply at
87 HIGH STREET.
sepHOtf

A

WANTED.
experienced cook

An

be a good
J. P. BAX.

sopl2dtf
136

tit

Free St.

<itf

»»n>m_
Wanted.

and Gentlemen. We furnish light, sim
pie work, sent by mail any distance, and pay a
good price when finished; it can be done at home
during leisure hours, or as steady work; the work is
easy and rules simple; this is no misrepresentation;
82 to 85 made daily; no canvassing and no stamp
for reply; we have a great d ujana for onr work,
and furnish steady employment. For particulars,
address J. BUTLAND & CO., Manufacturers, Box
2007, Boston, Mass.
sep4dlm*

LADIES

to sell Eagle Wringers on installments. Good salary ot commision paid. Also
to
sell
Agents
Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIS, Manager,
35 Temple Street.
aug30dtf

CANVASSERS

REST WANTED.
About the middle of September,
convenient tenement of six or

a

seven rooms in a central location.

Address N. J. Press office, stating
and location.

price

apg28

dtt

__

G1KLS WANTED.
Portland Star .Hatch Co., West
Coinatercial Street.
myll-dtf
TO LET.

Rooms to Let.

House at Woodford’s, on line of
horse curs, to let. Apply to
J. II. UEGD, Woodford’s.
—pfldtf

TO LET,
Store Ms. 1I7 &1I9 Diddle St.
the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
good*, Fancy and other Classes of good*. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe, Elerator. Counter*, Tables, Gas and Water, with
light
and airy baeement all In perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of -H. E, THOMPSON Jfti
Brackett St. where the key* mayjbe found.
oct2
dtf

BELOW

FOR

SALE.

House on Newbury 8t. For Sale.
$1,350. Will accommodate one or two
families.
Sebago water. Conveniently located to the Grand Trunk Railway or Portland
Company. A cheap rent for a laboring man.

PRICE

sepl 2d3w*

WM. M. JERRIS.

For Sale

or to Lease.

large and convenient store and connecting
buildings, erected and occupied by the late K.
A. Chapman, situated near the Grand Trunk
depot
in Bethel, Maine. This is the most desirable location for trade, all things considered, in the flourish-

THE

ing town of Bethel, if not in Oxford County, and a
opportunity is here ottered to anyone desiring a
nrst class location tor Country business. Address
C. C. CHAPMAN, Portland, Me.
sep8d4w

“

44

50c

$1.00

Tailors &

Importers,

ALL—

Ladies’ Garments
fyHorsecarg

ses20

the im-

greatly

Th&M6w

stable with

lively

demand for teams

HENRY F. MABSTON, Berlin Falls.

TAI ItST-CLASS Custom Coat aud Pant Makers,
-T girls preferred, to go to Keene, N. H. Hiab
prices, steady work guaranteed. Apply at once by
mail
GEO. W. BARR & CO.,
tcp24dlw
Keene, N. H.

Summer Visitors

a

tage, with

MILD

aug29dlm*Yarmouth,

AMD FRAORAMT

A Dainty Whiff for Connoisseurs.
Wold by

a

large

ell, out house, carriage house and
la the best repair, with steam heating apparatus, hot and cold water and all modern conveniences
Within five minutes walk of the depot,
churches, post oflice and high school. With 2V4
acres highly cultivated land,
garden, fruit trees.
&c., &o. Apply in person or by letter, to
CYRUS K. SARGENT,

Sweet Bouquet
CIGARETTES.
DELICATE,

Wanted at Once

Farm For Sale

All Dealers.

Me.

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots
and so!d by
Building W. bougnt
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
aug21.dtf
or

To Let.

the best farms in the County of Cumbersituated iu Cape Elizabeth, known as the
‘‘Erooks harm” will be sold at a great
bargain. 8,
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Port*nd,
marSdtf
of

S. JACOBY & CO.,
Manufacturers,

»ug24

New York.
eod2m

ONEland

Me._

LOST AND FOTND.
Sole Agent tor the new Pnrker
Trap «Jiin,Frank Wesson’. Pocket
RiHr., and the celebrated ••llolibird Hunltug Nnitn. Suits made to
measure,
and samples of cloth furnished. Also, the new composition Target Hall*; better and cheaper than
Glass.
English and American Double and
Single Guns, together with a general assortment of
_

_

Lost—$10 Kcward.

A

his

“Smut.”

being

eep21d3t*

Holler and Ice Skates.

Scow Stolen.
Dyer's dock, about a week ago. Any

IjlROM giving
information iu regard
the dock
son

Hunting; and Fishing; Goods.

png pup; answers to the name of
The above reward will be paid on
returned to 307 BRACKETT STREET.

SMALL

rewarded

by

to

company.

perit will be

sepl2dtf

Agent for DuPont’* Powder, Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse, Orders
from the trade tilled at lowest prices.

QQI Middle Street

Fancy Goods,.
Gloves,
Hosiery,

Opp.

G.

sep3

Travelling Bags,
Ruchings,
Collars,

L.

Hotel.

BAILEY.

WANT TO PURCHASE

200 TONS PLASTERING HAIR.
Ai>DKESS

—

L. C. CUMMINGS & CO.
sop22

Dress Goods &c.
prices, at

J. M. DYER & CO’S
eodti

A

Inrge^nifjeteurant

assortment

dtl

204 and 206 Commercial Street,

Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,

311 .Congress Street,

Faluioulh

—

Fichus,

auglo

livery

A

year.
upon

■table,

POItTI.A.ND. ME.

dlw

PIANO COVERS,
at

the

astonlshlne’tv

low

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

Warerooms of

to ill-health I intend going ont of busiOWINGand
will close out my large assortment of

Samuel Thurston

ness

Lamp

prices.

from all the depots pass in
mediate yicinity of our store, a convenience
appreciated by our out-of-town patrons.

ing rooms, is

seplQ;dlw

following

at very low

Mills, both of which are rapidly growing
Said house contains 20 sleepin complete repair throughout, has
water
is
thoroughly furnished and
ample
supply,
will be ottered with or without lurniture at
option
of buyer; has excellent grounds 2 acres in
extent,
and enjoys a liberal amount of patronage the entire

enterprising villages.

120 Stieets Willing Paper for 10 cts.
seplO
eodtf

o'clock in the afternoon, for the
purposes,
sis: To take such action as the stockholders deem
proper in reference to disposing of the docks, real
estate, and other property of the eorporatlon.
Per order of the Board of Directors,
ARDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.
sep24dlt

MADE TO ORDER.

favorably known hotel, called the
THE
Cascade House, located between Berlin Falls
Berlin

and

For Saif.

Handkerchiefs,

SUITSJ

HOTEL PROPERTY

rus

Cuffs,

SPECIALTY.

GEO. W, WOODMAN, Assignee.
Portland, Aug. 21, 1S83.
aug22eodtf

515 CONGRESS ST.

A

ST.,

THE

Village, the residence of the late CyIN Yarmouth
F. Sargent, being two story and
half Cot-

Special Meeting.

Boston.

DRESS

Clark,

1.00

Fans,
'Parasols,

WASHINGTON

FOR_SALE.

well kmnvn Oxnard Block of four Stores,
(two of which are now rented,) situated at
Freeport Corner, a good local iky for trade. Said
Stores are well calculated for almost any kind of
business or manufacturing. For full particulars
app’y to the subscriber

the premises. Object in selling, business elsewhere. Terms
on application, which will be
made
light to purchaser.
Address or apply to

To the Stockholders of the Portland Dry Dock:
SPECIAL mectingof the stockholders of Portland Dry Dock will be held at the office of the
secretary, No. 33 Exchange street, Portland, Me., on
Monday, the 1st day of October, A. D. 1883, at 3

453

For Sale.
House and laud IVa. 9 Congress Place, 9
price $3,000.
au29eodtf

rooms,

well and

-OF-

33c

and Residents will lind'onc of the
best assortments of

•odlirarm

Window Sash for Sale.

Wanted.
GIRL well recommended. Must
cook and laundress. Apply to
TER, 01 Deering St., City.

FOR SALE.

SLATES, PENCILS,

iltf

SARGENT’S

MISS,

FLOORING,
& AIM,

91,

We shall offer two of the
best trades that we have
ever offered.
I Lot of 10-4 Blankets
for $3.50 per pair, fully
worth $4.50I
Lot 11-4 at $4.50,
would be cheap at $5.50.
We would call special
attention to our better

strictly All Wool, and nearly every
is sold in other cities at higher prices.

expenditures

&c.f of all thicknesses,
widtha and qualities.

on
wiicox & Gibb*
for the Winter of
1883-4. Address CARROLL He CO., Matteawan.
New York.
xepl4d2w

operators
Experienced
Straw Sewing Machines

HOUSE TO LET

H. N. FAIRBANKS,

are

sep24

HARD James
PINE

Wanted.

Portland, He.

General Agent,

on

The report of the
$223.82.
Librarian showed tho library to be in good condition. The sobool enters upon the fortyeighth year of its existsnce with excellent
promise of usefulness.

dtf

7__

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agt.

30 Exchange Street,

Frank B.

Above

members of the school have died during the
past year, and niue from the school have
united with the church.
The Treasurer’s report gave the
receipts of
the school for the past year as $290.03, and

sep21dlw>'

Cook Wanted.
experienced Cook. Call at 29 Deering St.
Monday, Wednesday or Friday afternoon.

surplus.
For Cash and paid Policy values, inquire of

We offer TO-DAY at

School.

Melcher, showed the school to be in a flourishing condition. In the Secretary’s report the
total membership of the school was given as
318, with an average attendance of 173. Two

for so
surren-

SCHOOL ARTICLES,

Anniversary Exorcises of Its Sabbath

A. K. P. Small of the B'irst Baptist church,
and llev. James McWhinnie, the pastor.
The report of tho Superiu lender,t, A. S.

or

be

the term of years for which the
premiums are payable, or of any subsequent period
of live years, for a Guaranteed Cash Value Indered at the end of

FLANNEL DRESS GOODS SALE.

CHURCfl.

consisted of responsive
Scripture readings, with singing by the primary department and tho church choir. Addresses were made at their conclusion by Dr,

no

-AT THE-

—AND

audience present.
The programme

are

6161, Boston, Mass.

LOWEST NET COST.

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED,

NOTE8.

either side of ihe desk, vines
were trailed gracefully from the same, and a
beautiful star made of roses, a memorial 'emblem, was hung from its oentre. Potted plants
were grouped attractively about, and several
memorial emblems beside the one above mentioned were furnished by friends. The exercises were interesting and enjoyed by the large

men

or

steady work at their own homes all the
year round; work sent by mail; any one can do it;
good salary; no canvassing, no stamps for reply.
Address G. Emmons & Co., Manufacturers, Box

Wanted.

Limited Premium Life Policies

grades.

The goods which we shall offer at this sale are
40 and 46 inches wide and arc guaranteed to be
the very best wearing goods manufactured.
Sale begins this morning and continues till all
are closed; but we would strongly advise an
early call for at this price they will last but a
few days.

at 3 o’clock p. m.
people’s gospel meetings.
Mrs Anna E. Smith, from New York city,
preached yesterday in Carlton Hall, at the
corner of Cumberland and
Lafayette streets,
and will do so every evening through the
following week excfept Friday. Every body is
invited to come and bring gospel hymns with
them.

LARGE

JACOB L. GREENE, President.
JOHN M. TAYLC llt Secretary.

75c BLACK CASHMERE at 59c

Wednesday, 26th inst.,

Tho Sabbath school in connection with this
church observed its forty-seventh anniversary
last evening. No elaborate floral
display was
attempted, bat the decorations were in Excellent taste. There were banks of flowers taste-

or

rare

tions wore passed accepting Mr. Clark’s resignation and expressing the grief felt by the society

BAPTIST

ladies
who
out of employyoung
ANT
in city
object)
country (distance
have

THE NEW-

NIL LETT & LITTLE,
316

of expense of management to receipts in
1882,8.76 percent.

This Company has established an
Agency in this city and otters

25 doz. GENTS’ SCOTCH SHIRTS and DRAWERS, odd sizes, at 25 cts.
per piece, worth 75 cents per piece.
10 doz. GENTS’ nearly all wool SCOTCH SHIRTS and DRAWERS, at
75 cents per piece, worth $1.25 per piece.
50 doz. LADIES’ UNDERWEAR, at 50 cents per piece.
100 doz CHILDREN’S MERINO UNDERWEAR, all sizes from 16 to
24, for 25 cents per piece; sizes from 24 to 32 to be sold for
30 cents per idece.
These goods are worth
at wholesale 38 and 50 cents.
50 doz. LADIES’ UNDERWEAR, at 38 cents per piece, worth 75 cents
per piece.
200 doz. LADIES’ all wool RIBBED HOSE at 25 cents per pair, worth
50c per pair; 10 doz. extra quality, full fashioned, at 42c per pair.
25 doz. GENTS’ Shaw Knit, all wool HOSE, at 38 cents per pair; sold
everywhere at 50 cents per pair.
We offer in this sale 5000 yards more of GILBERT’S SUITINGS, in
Remnants. This is the best lot we have ever been able to offer
They are all from the new colors that are seen in the fall
goods. We advise an early inspection of this
lot in order to secure choice pieces.
1 case Remnants COTTON FLANNEL, at 12 1-2 cents per yard, worth
20 cents per yard, in lengths of 3 to 6 yards.
1 lot Remnant TURKEY RED DAMASK, at 42 cents per yard; regular
goods, 62 1-2 cents per yard.

No.

IMC.

sep22dlw*

can

CONN.

ASSETS, January
1883.$61,002,422.78
Surplus by Connecticut Standard.. 3,724,844.21
Surplus by New York Standard (estimated)
0,860,000.00

in Portland to visit their store Monday, Sept. 24, and
secure a bargain.
The following goods will be sold, commencing Monday and continuing until all are sold. These goods that we offer are
not unseasonable, but on the contrary are just what everybody is looking for at the present time.

God grant that he unnumbered souls may win!
At a meeting recently held a series of resolu-

fully arranged

HARTFORD,

lady

25 doz. GENTS’ SCOTCH

—

adjustable sleeve;

E. Wood, No. 2 Tolman

E.

Wanted.

1.

Millett <fe Little
invite every

OF

Organized.•

I

fragrance, as of life to truer life.
Seeking to reach the young, an open door
Was set before him, and he entered in,—

FREE STREET

—

Ratio

A

There are eight ministers in Maine who have
been ordained fifty-one years or more, and the
venerable Dr. Carruthers of this city has been
in the ministry for the remarkable period of
three-score and four years.
One of the eight,
Rev. J. T. Hawes of Litchfield, still supplies
for the church ;iu that place. Of the remaining 181 ministers in the State, twenty-two
have been ordained 44 years, twenty-six 35
years, thirty 25 years, thirty-two 15 years, and
seventy-one 5 years.

learned easily. Mdlle.
Place, Portland, Me.

AN

INSURANCE CO.,

499 Congress, Corner of Brown.

Since first we hearcTthe Master’s
message fall
From out his servant’s lips. And more and more
Have come to ns to whom his words have been

the separation of pastor and people, and appointing Messrs I. P. Warren, J. H. True and
J. F. Jeffords a committee tocall a council and
to represent the church before it. The council
has been called to meet at the chapel on

tttrcet.
l w*

FALL & WINTER GARMENTS. Connecticut Mutual

aim,

at

see

gives perfect tit;

Eepl

a

my church, nor your church, but one branch
of Christ’s church, and to you is the
assurance,
“Lo, I am with 50a alway.”
Six children were baptized
previous to the

Congress

-THE-

vein^helpful

premacy.
He said he had no wish to look back and tell
of figures of the past, but he could tell them
who had pledged them his love: This.is not

Block,

ANNOUNCEMENT !

previous

maintaining

Wanted.
to call and
the Franco American
form for dress catting; patented July, 1883;
LADIES
French dart and

ment

Brown

WILLMTON CHUECH.

Because He has voluntarily assumed the Headship of the church, therefore all Christ’s
power is involved in
its su-

PORTSMOUTH,
jlyl2eod3m

MURRAY,
PIANIST and TEACHER,

Silk, Satin, Plnsh and Worsted

A congregation filling
every available space
iu the audience room and
vestry assembled to
greet Rev. P. E. Clark yesterday on the occasion
of his preaching liiB last sermon
to
his leave of this city.
He did not in any sense preach
sermon, bnt one in his usual

September 26.

year,

H. S.

“Elegant Imported

Garments in Exclusive Styles.”

shore

course a

als, land, $1.00.
Portland—Elizabeth T. Angier to
Chapman, land on Peak’s island. $350.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GRAN© OPENING.

22,1858. His theme was "Spiritual Architecture, its laws aud lessons,” 1 Kings 6: 7. We
are, he said, all builders. We are building all
the time. Asia the physical, so in the moral
universe,the builders rect not,day or night. The

grossed by the excellence of the specialties
which follow each other so rapidly.
However
its serves its purpose well, as it affords
oppor-

The forest fire in Scarboro has assumed dangerous proportions. It rages from near the
Portland & Saco road almost to Ling’s race

et

sermon

appropriate to the 2Bth anof his ordination in this
city Sept.

a

farewell
and
hopeful. His text was from Col. i, 18: “And
Ho is the head of the body, the Church.”
The pastor spoke of the
many names by
which the church is called in the Bible.
By
these names God shows His love for the church
and His ownership iu it. As a man’s word is
involved in his business, so God’s.Word is involved in preserving and oaring for the church.

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef

man

yesterday
niversary

taking

says:
‘Pop’ is one of those odd little pieces made op of odds and ends, in which
the plot (if it may be termed sneb) is forgotten
and the attention of the auditor is
entirely en-

several people narrowly escaped injury.

Deeds:

SECOND PARISH CHURCH.
Rev. Dr. B. Payson Thwing of
Brooklyn, N.
Y., preached at the Payson Memorial oharch

exchange

At the station

from the
Fred Norton, (who has been a member of the
Infantry thirteen years, and was recently appointed ori the force) and presented him with a

NEW
_

FraDiavolo.Tom Karl
Barnabee
roller skating rink.
| Lord Allcash..
Allcagh.Geraldine Uimar
Lady
A little two year child of Mr. Clinton R.
Zerlina.Marie Stono
Jones, fell from the second story of Mr. Jones’ Lorenzo.Herndon Morsell
Matteo.W. H. McDonald
house on Cushman street, bat escaped with
Giacomo.M. W. Whitney
slight braises.
Beppo.George Frothingham
NOTES.
Where are the new badges the Marshal said
the police were to have?
According to “Gath’s" description, Mr.
They have got tbe Steele
Mackaye’s theatre chair only needs an
canes and helmets, and now for the
badges,
opera glass and lunch counter attachment to
Tbe 9.00 a. m. train for Montreal, over tbe
fill every desire of the oldest babitue’s heart.
burden of the new play, “Warranted,"
Grand Trunk railway, has been
discontinued, to The
be produced at the Boston Museum to-night,
and hereafter that train will only run to Gorwill rest largely upon Mr. George Wilson,
ham.
who is expected to repeat the wonderful success which he made in the role of the
deaf old
Deacon James Crie.
boatbuilder in "The Guv’nor
Deacon Jamea Crie, one of onr oldest and
It is said that Rose Coghlan has ordered
from Paris six gorgeous costumes for the commost respected citizens, died
Saturday at his ing season, which
will make all the women
residence on New High street, aged 77
years.
who go to see her play green with envy. One
At the time of his death he held the
is
to
be
of
dress
old
cream lace, trimmed with
position
Gold buttons are to be the striking feaof storekeeper in the Custom
House, had silk.
ture of the toilet. Miss Coghlan can afford to
charge of some six bonded warehouses, and give
her modiste carte blanche, for she has
was considered by
one and all a most conmade a great deal of money this year.
scientious .official. He was appointed an InMrs. May Newman, a well-known lady of
Wilton, has adopted the stage as a profession,
spector by Collector Jedediah Jewett in 1861,
and is meeting with great success as Mabel
and Istorekeeper in 1875 by Collector WashHuntington in the Boston Theatre “World”
bum, consequently he had been in the customs company.
Mme. Bernhardt had an 'immense reception
service continuously twenty-one years.
Tuesday night, in Paris, at the opening of her
Some time since Deacon Crie, while attendown theatre under her own management.
She
ing to hiB duties fell from a hogshead of played “Frou-Frou,” and appeared in the first
act dressed in a beautifully-fitting dark blue
molasses and injured his side. Later be took
riding habit, which made her look singularly
a severe cold which
settled in his side and
girlish and pretty.
caused him so much pain that he was
With Mr. Edwin Booth on Chestnut street,
obliged
to give up work on the 11th
inst., and since Boston, Mr. Howells on Louisburg square, and
Mr. Aldrich on Mount Vernon street, that lothat, time he has gradually failed till death encality will begin to assume quite a literary and
sued as above stated.
histrionic air.
He was a deacon of the old Third Parish
church, and iater of Plymouth church up to
Fish.
the time of his death.
There is a dedided improvement in the fish
He was a man of
sterling integrity, of a genial disposition, and trade. Orders for mackerel have been coming
had a very wide circle of friends. He was a
in quite freely during the past week, and notvery active worker in church circles, among
withstanding the increased receipts stocks in
which ho will be greatly missed. He leaves a
dealers’ hands are materially reduced. The

Lieutenant Commander W. K. Wheeler, United States Navy of New York, who died and
was buried in Gaboon, Africa a year ago.
Tho
will be forwarded from here to New York.

MOSIC AND

Goods and Gas Fixtures at greatly reduced
I thank my old customers for their liberal
all in want

patronage in the past and would request
of anything in my line to give me a cal).
L. S. BROWN,
sep20

■

28 Market Square.
d2w

3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.
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WILL YOU CALL
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